Tuesday 30th April at 10.00 am with easyLiveAuction.com
On-Line Retailer's overstocks of Lighting, Homewares, Artwork, Electrical
appliances, Bed linen, Soft Furnishings, 100s of Rugs & Carpets, Mattresses, Garden furniture
sets. An excellent range of modern office furniture, several large data safes, PCs & Laptops. Commercial Catering equipment.: potato rumbler by Dito, Husky bottle fridges, chiller displays, pastry
sheeter, dough mixer, doughnut maker, s/s sinks & tables. Good house clearances,
many new wedding dresses, Gifts. Garden ornaments. 2 x four poster beds, BT phone box (modern),
2 Pashley tricycles. 2 Tandem cycles (1with double rear wheel conversion).
General Vintage & Antique furniture.
Victorian Rosewood Boudior Grand piano by Broadwood.
Mahogany boardroom 16 seater dining table from Wentworth Golf Club
Large pedestal desk and others, Georgian & Victorian chests of drawers, Edwardian Longcase clock,
leather Chesterfield suite, tip-up dining tables. Junior Ryder Cup trophy, Belleek Jugs, Beswick animals, Copenhagen services, Doulton Jugs, cameras, pen knives, model vehicles, silver cutlery, .
.

Wednesday 1st May at 10.00 am with easyLiveAuction.com
Monthly Commercial Sale: Plant, Machinery & Woodworking Equipment. Vehicles.
. builder’s plant, limestone paving, doors, large qty slate flooring, Warehouse equip. New ex-demo
Woodworking machinery. SCM 4 head planer, wood lathes. Large of plant & machinery spares for
Hyster, grove, Kalmar, Caterpillar, Cummins etc. 26kva Lister generator,
Large Denco computer system cooling system, incl. UPS. Woods Roof fans (new). Log splitter.
Scaffold platforms. Pallet trucks. Electrical stores & tools. Plastic crates. Wood burning stoves.
Allman farmer tractor mounted sprayer, Garden fencing. 14’ Scorpian sailing dinghy + trailers. .
On Line Retailers Overstocks.. 100s of new decorative lights, many new internal & external doors,
plumbing and sanitary ware, basins, showers, fireplaces etc.
Vehicles: Mercedes 313Cdi Sprinter 2011. Honda Steam Auto Est. 2002, Toyota Auris TR VVTi
Semi Auto Hatch 2007, Nissan sunny 1993 only 51k’ Dec. Est.
On behalf of Bailiffs.. Subject to payment of debts
Hardy Family Pilot 20’ Motor Boat. yr 2000. Inboard 105hp Volvo diesel, 2 berth. No trailer.
Also.. New Simrad NSS EV03 & G05 XSE navigation equipment.. Simrad R520 VHF Radio ,
4 x Garmin ultra 30 4k Action cameras. Garmin VIRB 360 Waterproof Action camera.
Rare MGA Roadster Mk 1 1960, white 1588cc restored condition.

Viewing: Sat. 27th April 9-1pm, Mon. 29th April 9-6pm.
Online Bidding with easyLiveAuction.com..

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE
1) INTERPRETATION
i)
"Bid price" means the price bid by a purchaser for a lot exclusive of any Value Added Tax chargeable on the supply of goods comprising the lot;
ii)
"Purchase price" means the bid price plus a sum equal to any Value Added Tax chargeable on the supply of the goods comprised in a lot;
iii)
"Purchaser" means the person making the highest bid price for a lot;
iv)
"Vendor" means the person, company or department selling the goods.
v)
"Reference to any enactment, order, regulation or other similar Instrument" shall be construed as a reference to the enactment, order, regulation or Instrument as amended by any subsequent enactment, order,
regulation or Instrument.
2) GENERAL NOTICE: This sale is not classed as a consumer sale within the meaning of the Supply of Goods (Implied Terms) Act 1979.
3) THIRD PARTY AGENT: All of the equipment is in the ownership of the vendor. MST Auctioneers Ltd is acting as a third party agent only and does not take any title to any of the goods. MST Auctioneers Ltd cannot be held
liable for any errors on the website, problems with registration or acceptance of bids.
4) BUYERS PREMIUM AND VAT CHARGES: A buyer’s premium of 18% plus VAT is charged on the hammer price of all lots in our General sales, except for vehicles which have a Buyer’s Premium of 10% plus VAT. This does
not including internet auction host fees which will be an additional charge. The premium will be clearly marked in any special notes and in the catalogue. Vat will be charged at the current rate. The Auctioneer’s
Margin Scheme will apply to all lots not liable for VAT on the bid (hammer) price so the VAT on the buyer’s premium will be included in the amount shown and not itemised separately.
5) BIDDING: Your bid is a legally binding contract to purchase, if you are not sure, do not bid as we are unable to cancel your purchase and NO refunds will be made. If any dispute arises between those making bids, the
Auctioneer, at his discretion, shall either again put up the lot in dispute for resale or decide the dispute. No person shall retract his bidding. The Vendor reserves the right to bid himself or by his Agents and to alter,
vary or withdraw any lots before or during the sale. The Auctioneers have absolute discretion without giving any reason, to refuse registration to any person. A £200 refundable deposit may be required to be paid
(either by card or cash) by any person wishing to bid.
6) COMMISSION BIDS: MST Auctioneers Ltd will be pleased to execute bids on buyers behalf should they not be able to attend the sale. This service is free of charge and whilst every effort is made to secure the lots, no
guarantees are given. The Auctioneer will bid as if you are in the room therefore securing the lot at the best price and will execute the bids as cheaply as possible. If two buyers submit identical bids, the auctioneer
may take the first bid/bidder’s number received. Card details may be required as security.
7) METHOD OF PAYMENT: All invoices must be paid IN FULL on the day of the sale. No goods may be removed until they have been paid for, together with all other charges. Payment can be by bank transfer, cash, credit
(max £200) or debit cards. Cheques will not be accepted except by agreement with the auctioneers, and the goods will be held until cheques are cleared. BANK TRANSFERS: BACS payment can be made
directly into our account (please contact the office for bank details). PLEASE NOTE: NO CASH PAYMENTS OVER £6,000 WILL BE ACCEPTED. No transfer of lots by the Purchaser shall be allowed.
8) DEFAULT BY THE BUYER: If at any time the Buyer has failed to pay in full, the amount due by the date specified, or failed to remove any lot purchased by the clearance date and time specified in the Auction Notes/Important
Information then:
i)
The Auctioneer may rescind the sale of that lot and the full deposit and all monies paid, shall be forfeit and that lot may be offered for resale;
ii)
The Auctioneer may remove the lot from the premises and leave it outside at the Buyer’s risk and expense;
iii)
The Auctioneer may charge the Buyer the cost of storage or rent, taxes, any wages and other expenses incurred as a result of the lots remaining on the premises;
iv)
The Buyer shall indemnify the Auctioneer against any loss, damages, expenses, claims or liabilities incurred by the Seller arising from the Buyer’s failure to remove the lot from the premises.
9) ONLINE AUCTIONS: ACCEPTANCE OF FINAL BIDS - IMPORTANT NOTE – Acceptance of all final bids is subject to prior approval by our clients. MST Auctioneers Ltd reserves the rights to reject any bids which they feel
are insufficient. Successful bidders will be notified by email upon the finish of the auction together with a request for payment. Your highest bid will be treated as a valid bid, even if the reserve has not been met, as
vendors can ask us to reduce the reserves during the course of the sale
10) ONSITE SALES: DEPOSIT AGAINST DAMAGE OF FABRIC OF BUILDING: Purchasers may be required to pay an additional deposit on lots which will cause damage or leave a hole in the fabric of the building after removal.
These lots will be specified in the sale catalogue. The deposit will be returned once the purchaser has made good in a satisfactory manner. Clearance of all lots must be undertaken in accordance with Health &
Safety at Work Regulations.
11) SAFE WORKING PRACTICE & PERSONAL INJURY: Both the Vendor and the Auctioneer require that in pursuit of safe working practice all equipment used for lifting and transporting heavy items which have been purchased
at the auction should be covered by appropriate insurance and registration documents. This is especially the case in relation to cranes, lifting tackle and forklift trucks. Documentation may be required for
inspection. Furthermore, appropriate protective clothing, PPE, such as hard hats and safety shoes, must be worn during these activities and due regard paid to safe manual handling practice. Neither the Vendor
nor the Auctioneer shall be responsible for any accident or damage to life or limb which may occur prior to or during the progress of the Sale or at any time during the removal of lots except to the extent that such
accident or damage arises from the negligence of the Vendor or the Auctioneer. Only MST staff may handle and remove goods from the auction rooms except where special conditions apply (see special conditions
sheets). The Buyer takes on responsibility to insure against and to make good any injury or damage to persons or property caused by the Buyer, their carriers, servants or agents.
12) FAULTS AND ERRORS: All lots are sold ‘as seen, as they lie’ and without warranty, regardless of the description in the catalogue. They are sold with all faults and errors or mis-statement or description, measurement,
weight, quantity, quality, number or otherwise (whether of a substantial nature of not). The Purchaser shall be deemed to have inspected the lots he buys and IF THEY BUY WITHOUT PREVIOUS INSPECTION,
THEY SHALL DO SO AT THEIR OWN RISK. The lots are not sold by sample but if in any case, a sample shall be displayed, it shall be upon the understanding that this contract shall contain no implied condition or
warranty as to quantity or otherwise, or that the lots are free from any defect rendering them unmerchantable.
13) CLAIMS CONCERNED WITH CONDITION OF GOODS: Goods marked ‘Trade’ are to be installed by a competent member of the appropriate Trade or purchased only by a member of that Trade. The goods shall be
acquired by the Purchaser at his own risk. The Purchaser shall make no claim against the Vendor or any servant of the Crown in respect of any loss, damage or injury (whether to person or property) suffered by
the Purchaser in the course of or at any time after the delivery of the goods and in any way connected with or arising out of the condition of the goods.
14) RISK AND INSURANCE OF LOTS : Neither the Vendor nor the Auctioneer shall be responsible for any lot or part thereof after the fall of the hammer, from which time all lots shall remain the responsibility of the Purchaser.
The goods are, therefore, the risk of the Buyer immediately upon the fall of the hammer and buyers are strongly advised to effect insurance at once, irrespective of whether title has passed. Title does not pass to
the purchaser until full payment has been received.
15) REMOVAL: ALL LOTS SHALL BE REMOVED AT THE PURCHASER'S EXPENSE AND RISK. A CHARGE OF £3 PER LOT PER DAY WILL BE CHARGED ON ANY LOTS REMAINING AFTER 2 DAYS FOLLOWING THE
SALE. GOODS REMAINING AFTER 10 DAYS WILL BE DEEMED TO BE ABANDONED AND WILL SCRAPPED OR OFFERED FOR RESALE AT THE AUCTIONEER’S DISCRETION, UNLESS STORAGE HAS
BEEN ARRANGED WITH THE AUCTIONEERS. The Purchaser shall comply with any directions with respect to the removal of goods which may be given by the Auctioneers. All storage and expenses must be
paid in full before the lot can be removed. In the event of the purchaser not removing their goods, the auctioneer will be entitled to re-offer the goods in the next sale, and deduct all expenses incurred. Any balance
will be returned to the purchaser.
16) LIFTING AND TOWING: Where the Auctioneers gives assistance with the lifting and/or towing within the Auction House in connection with the collection of goods such assistance is given entirely at the Purchaser's risk and
neither the Vendor nor the Auctioneer shall incur any liability whether in contract or in tort in respect other than in respect of injury to persons arising from the negligence of the Vendor.
17) LOSS CAUSED BY REMOVAL: Where the removal of any lot or lots causes loss or damage to any land or property including any other lot or the death or injury of any person, the Purchaser of the lot or lots being removed
shall:i)
Indemnify the Vendor against any liability or any payment reasonably made by him in respect of such loss, damage or death or injury (including any payment made in connection with the death or injury) under any
Statute, Warrant, Order, Scheme, Regulation, Conditions of Service or other arrangements making provision for payments in respect of the death, disablement, sickness or other injury and
ii)
In the case of loss or damage to land or property or any lot not sold to the Purchaser, at the option of the Vendor either make good the loss or repair the damage, whether before the removal of his lots from the
premises is completed or after removal as the Vendor may require, or pay the cost of asking good or repair as estimated by the Vendor whose decision shall be binding on the Purchaser provided always and
subject to the provisions of Conditions 13 hereof:
iii)
the Purchaser shall incur no liability under this Condition if he is able to show that such loss, damage or injury was not attributable to the neglect or default of himself, his servants, agents or sub-contractors and
nothing in this Condition shall relieve the Purchaser of any liability or the Vendor arising apart from this Condition.
18) LIMITATION OF VENDOR LIABILITY: The Vendor shall not be liable in respect of any claim whether in contact or in tort (other than claims in respect of injury to persons arising out of negligence of the Vendor) by the
Purchaser arising out of or in any way in connection with the sale of all or any of the goods for any sum exceeding the amount of the deposit or purchase price (as the case may be) paid by the Purchaser in respect
of the goods the subject of the claim.
19) DISPUTES: If any dispute or difference arises about any lot or any other matter in relation to the sale (other than a dispute between bidders) the same shall be settled by the Auctioneers or any such person as they shall
appoint for the purpose, whose determination shall be fixed and binding on all parties concerned.
20) HEALTH AND SAFETY AT WORK ACT 1974:
i.
It is expressly brought to the Bidder’s attention that, at the time of sale, any item of plant, machinery or equipment contained in the lot(s) may not necessarily comply with the Health and Safety at Work Etc. Act
1974, Environmental Protection Act 1990, or any other Acts or Regulations thereunder governing the use of the plant, machinery or equipment in a working environment. Successful Bidders for any such plant,
machinery or equipment are hereby required to ensure that the use of any such plant and equipment at a place of work within the United Kingdom does not contravene such relevant Act or Regulation thereunder
applicable thereto.
ii.
The goods are not sold as articles for use at work; they are sold on the understanding that the Vendor does not represent them as being in a condition which makes them suitable for use at work. The Purchaser is
reminded that if, nevertheless, any of the goods or articles purchased are intended by him to be supplied in due course for use at work, the Purchaser should, before so supplying them for such use, take such steps
as are necessary to ensure, so far as is reasonably practicable, that such goods or articles will be safe and without risks to health when properly used and should carry out or arrange for the carrying out of such
testing and examination as may be necessary to enable him to carry out the obligations imposed by the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974
21) ROAD TRAFFIC ACT REQUIREMENTS: Purchasers are reminded that any vehicle or trailer sold in this Sale may not be immediately roadworthy or may be of such a design as will not without alteration comply with the Acts
and Regulations relating to its construction, equipment or use.
22) ROAD WORTHINESS OF VEHICLES: The hour and odometer readings on machinery and vehicles in this or any sale cannot be warranted and should not be relied upon. A MOT Certificate is not evidence of the road
worthiness of any vehicle, and all vehicles or machinery are sold as seen, as they stand, with all their faults, regardless of the catalogue description. No Warranty whatsoever is given or implied by the Auctioneers
or the Vendor.
23) EXPORT OF GOODS: The sale of goods as described in the catalogue shall not imply that Department of Industry licences for export of the goods in their present or modified condition will be granted to a Purchaser.
24) SMOKING: Smoking is NOT permitted anywhere on the premises.
25) CONTAINERS ETC: Pallets, stillages, baskets, skips, etc. used for the display of the lot are not included in the sale lot unless stated.
26) CHEMICALS & LIQUIDS: The attention of Purchasers of chemicals is directed to their obligations to comply with all relevant provisions of the Poisons Act 1972, and of the Poisons Rules made thereunder. Purchasers are
warned that a licence from the Local Authority is necessary before Petroleum Mixtures may be stored. Any fluids remaining in any lots purchased MUST be removed from site in conformity with the Control of
Substances Hazardous to Health Act.
27) POST 1950 WORKS OF ART & COLLECTABLE FURNITURE: Items of furniture included in the antique/collectable section are offers for sale as works of art. These items may not comply with the Furniture and Furnishings
(Fire) Safety Regulations 1988 and for this reason, they should not be used in a private dwelling.
28) UPHOLSTERED FURNITURE - CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT 1987: All upholstered furniture is sold for the purpose of "OFFICE" use only, it is the responsibility of the purchaser to make sure it complies with the fire
resistant regulations before it is re-sold for domestic use.
29) TRADE AND SCRAP LOTS: Items deemed to be TRADE/SCRAP lots may only be purchased by persons carrying on a business of buying goods of the same description as those supplied and they must be fully aware of their
legal obligations under all relevant statutes and legislation, and MUST sign our relevant form to confirm they are aware of these obligations.
SPECIAL NOTICE:
PLEASE BE AWARE THAT ALL LOTS MUST BE INSPECTED, EXAMINED, REPAIRED, RECONDITIONED, TESTED AND CERTIFIED THAT THEY MEET ALL CURRENT REGULATIONS, AS WELL AS THE HEALTH AND
SAFETY AT WORK ACT, CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT, AND THE CONSUMER SAFETY ACT, BEFORE THEY ARE RE-USED OR RE-SOLD, THUS MEETING HEALTH AND SAFETY AND DUTY OF CARE
REQUIREMENTS

BIDDING ONLINE VIA EASY LIVE AUCTION
Go to: www.easyliveauction.com
The list below is taken from their FAQ section:
Question:
How do I create an account?
Answer:
Creating an account is easy, first you'll need a valid email address that can receive emails. Visit the Create Account page and enter you email address. You will then be
sent an email that contains a link, once you receive the email click the link to complete the creation of your account. If you cannot find this email address in your inbox try
searching your spam/junk folder.
Note: The details you add to your account need to be as accurate as possible.
Question:
Can I watch a live auction without creating an account?
Answer:
All live auctions can be viewed without creating an account or registering for an auction... simply click on the 'Watch Live' button which can be found next to live auctions
in our Auctions, in the catalogue page when you click into an auction and on Auctioneers pages.
Question:
What is live bidding?
Answer:
Live bidding allows you to bid in real-time in real auctions across the UK, Ireland and even farther. Our live bidding is so flexible you can bid from a computer, tablet or
smartphone.
Now it doesn't matter how far away an auction is you can still win the lots you love!
Question:
Why do I need to add a payment card to my account?
Answer:
Adding a card to your account is necessary for security purposes to ensure you are a legitimate bidder. Also, if you decide to register for an auction using our 'Flat Fee'
option we will take the payment from the card you register.
Question:
Do you store my payment card details?
Answer:
No, we do not store your payment card details.
We are fully PCI DSS compliant. When you enter your payment card details our third party payment processor takes the details and gives us an encrypted token which
would be useless if it were ever to fall in to the wrong hands.
Question:
How do I add a card to my account?
Answer:
Adding a card to your account can be done in two places, as you register for an auction or in the My Account area. If you click 'add new card' this will take you to a page
where you will be able to enter your card details. Make sure you have entered all the details correctly, then press the Add Card button. If your card is registered with
Verified by Visa / MasterCard (3D Secure) then you may be asked to enter your online banking password. This is an extra layer of security to confirm you are the card
holder.
Note: When a card is added, or used on easyLIveAuction.com we check it by making a small transaction (i.e. 78p) and cancelling it straight away. Although you may see
this amount on your bank statement for a short time, it is not actually taken and will never leave your account.
Question:
What is live bidding?
Answer:
Live bidding allows you to bid in real-time in real auctions across the UK, Ireland and even farther. Our live bidding is so flexible you can bid from a computer, tablet or
smartphone.
Now it doesn't matter how far away an auction is you can still win the lots you love!
Question:
I've never done this before, is there any advice?
Answer:
You can watch any of the live auctions on our website without even having an account so take a look to familiarise yourself.
When you are ready to register for an auction and bid online we would recommend that you bid early because you don't want to run the risk of the auctioneer’s hammer
coming down and missing the lot that you wanted.
Also use the information on screen as you cue to bid rather than use the voice of the auctioneer. Depending on the auction houses own internet connection, sound can
have a slight delay but the information on screen should be instant.
Please read our use blog article 5 Top Tips for Buying at Auction Online for further advice.
Question:
What different auction types?
Answer:
easyLiveAuction has 3 different types of auctions
LIVE: The auction house will be broadcasting the auction live. This means you can leave Autobids and on the day of the sale you can bid live.
TIMED: The lots can be bid on at any point until the end of the auction. Once the auction starts to close, bidding will stop on lots in 30 second intervals. To avoid bid
sniping, last second bids will extend the closing time of the lot by another 5 minutes.
CATALOGUE: This auction will not be broadcast live. You'll still be able to leave absentee bids that will be sent through to the auctioneer to use on the day of the sale.
Question:
How do I register for an auction?
Answer:
Once you have created an account on the website you can register for auctions of your choice. Simply navigate to the auction you wish to bid at and click the 'Register to
Bid' button. Here you can choose your preferred registration method (Free / Flat Fee) and agree to the terms and conditions of Easy Live Auction and those of the auction
house. Once you register you will be sent an email confirming your registration along with the registration method.
Question:
I require more information about a lot before leaving a bid, what should I do?
Answer:
It is important to satisfy yourself with a lot before you bid. If you find that the images and description etc given by the auction house are not enough and you would like to
know more, you can contact the auction house directly by clicking the 'Lot Enquiry' button found in the lot page. The auction house will be sent your enquiry and can get
back you with the information that you require.
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Question:
How to I keep an eye on a lot that I'm interested in?
Answer:
Every lot has a 'Watch Lot' button. When you click this button, it will be added to your watch list. You can view your watch list at any time by going to My ELA
Question:
I need to contact an auctioneer
Answer:
All auctioneer contact information can be found using the Auctioneers link on the main menu or by clicking the 'Auction Info' button found in every auction catalogue page.
Most auction houses have their own personal page with us that shows you all their upcoming auctions along with information about them, shipping policies and terms and
conditions.
Question:
Why can't I hear/see the auctioneer when watching a live sale?
Answer:
Although our services enable auction houses to broadcast sound and video, not all use it.
It may also be the case that the auction house has some technical reason for not broadcasting sound (perhaps their microphone is broken). Please feel free to contact the
auction house to find out why sound is not being broadcast.
NOTE: The sound / video uses Adobe Flash Player to broadcast. You will need to enable or install this plugin for your browser.
Most mobile devices do not support Adobe Flash Player so you will be unable to listen / watch without using a third-party app like Puffin Web Browser.
If the audio / video buttons are disabled then the auctioneer is not broadcasting this media.
Question:
How do I bid on a live auction?
Answer:
On the day of the auction a Watch Live button will appear to allow you to launch the bidding console. Here you will be able to follow the auction and bid on the lots. Click
the blue button with the amount of the next bid on to submit your bid for the lot. If you are ahead the button will be green and will return to blue if you have been outbid.
Question:
What are Autobids?
Answer:
All live auctions allow you to leave Autobids on lots. Each lot page will have a box for you to input your maximum bid and save it. An Autobid allows our system to bid on
your behalf up to the maximum bid you have left. We keep our Autobids confidential so the auctioneer will not know how much you have left.
You can also leave a +1 with your Autobid. This allows our system to bid one more increment if you are outbid on your maximum amount.
Autobids can be left at any time up until the lot is offered by the auctioneer and you can even bid live having left Autobids as our system will not let you bid against
yourself.
Question:
Leaving an absentee bid for catalogue listing
Answer:
In the same way you can leave Autobids for live auctions, you can leave Absentee bids for non-live auctions. On the lot page, you can place the maximum amount you
wish to bid up to and submit it. We will then pass this bid to the auctioneer for them to action during the auction.
Question:
How do I see the lots I've won and bid on?
Answer:
Viewing your won lots and the items you have placed a bid on can be done in My ELA. Once you are in My ELA you can click the title 'My Bids' or 'My Won Lots' to view
more details.
Question:
What do I do if I am dissatisfied with an item I have bought?
Answer:
easyLiveAuction.com is a live bidding platform for auctioneers to sell lots to buyers over the internet. We do not sell the items ourselves, because of this we recommend
that you contact the auction house directly if you are unhappy with the item you have received.
Please remember that when bidding at auction as soon as the hammer comes down a contract is formed between you and the auctioneer. Under the laws governing
auctions you have no right to return the item unless the item has been incorrectly described. This is the main reason we advise you to satisfy yourself fully with the item
you are interested in before you bid.
Question:
How do I pay for my items?
Answer:
You will be required to pay the auction house directly. The way in which you pay for your won lots will be different from auction house to auction house as will be the
time frame for payment to be made. Each has their own methods of invoicing and collecting payment. If you have any questions relating to your invoice then you should
contact the auctioneer directly.
Question:
I have registered for an auction but it says I am 'Pending Authorisation'
Answer:
This means that you are waiting for the auctioneer to authorise you to bid at their auction. Once you have been authorised by an auctioneer you will receive an email
stating so. You will then be able to leave Autobids and bid live.
If you have any questions about your registration status then you will need to contact the auction house directly.
Question:
What additional costs of bidding at auction?
Answer:
Buyer's Premium - This is the cost the auction house charge for their services, it varies from auction house to auction house. Usually VAT is added on to the buyer’s
premium but is sometimes it is included, this will be made clear in the 'Auction Info' area, the lot page and the auction house terms and conditions.
VAT - In addition to the VAT on the buyer's premium, you may also be charged VAT on the hammer price as well. This tends to be for brand new goods or special items
that require it.
Internet Surcharge
Free Registration - If you chose this option you will also pay 3% of the hammer price for bidding online. This charge will be included in the invoice you receive from the
auction house and will also have VAT added to it if the auction house is VAT registered.
Flat Fee - If this option is selected you will pay a flat fee including VAT for the online bidding service, this is taken regardless of whether you bid and is taken directly from
your registered payment card.
ARR - Artists Resale Rights are applicable to some works of art valued over €1000. All this information is visible in the auction info on each auction catalogue, and on the
lot page. Every auction house and lot is different so we highly recommend that you view each lot you wish to bid on so you are aware of the additional cost that are
added, and if you are still unsure contact the auction house..
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MST Auction 30th APR/1st MAY 2019 @ 10am. VAT @20% on lots marked “V”. Buyers Premium 18% +VAT except vehicles @10%VAT Page 1

DAY 1 Rostrum 1 By Auction office, Commencing at 10.00am
General household, IT, Electrical, Antiques and Collectables
1.M - 2 folding camping chairs
£10-£20
2.M - 3 folding camping chairs
£15-£30
3.M - A quantity of various airbeds
£20-£40
4.M - 3 various golf bags, 1 battery operated caddy with
£20-£40
charger & a quantity of golf balls. Contents of one shelf
(Trade)
5.M - A quantity of various fishing rods. Contents of one
£20-£40
shelf
6.M - 2 bays of black metal boltless racking
£10-£20
7.M - A quantity of light up novelty hairbands
£20-£40
8.M - 2 bays of black metal boltless low racking
£10-£20
9.M - 6 x 20kg tubs of Eurocol 522 adhesive
£10-£20
10.M - A quantity of various lights. Contents of one shelf
£20-£40
(Trade)
11.M - A quantity of various gift / novelty items. Contents of
£20-£40
one shelf
12.M - A quantity of Barbie cardboard tiaras. Contents of
£15-£30
one shelf
13.M - 7 part rolls of various nylon fabric & 5 extending
£15-£30
bars. Contents of one shelf
14.M - A quantity of various items including a maritime
£20-£40
themed chest, gift / novelty items etc. Contents of one
shelf
15.M - A quantity of various items including Barbie
£15-£30
cardboard tiaras, Barbie birthday banners, plastic cups
etc. Contents of one shelf
16.M - 1 library type trolley
£10-£20
17.V - 1 folding metal 2 tier plant rack RRP £66 & 1 metal 2
£20-£40
pot plant stand
18.V - 1 resin garden statue - Jack and Jill RRP £121
£20-£40
19.M - 8 black stacking all weather wicker garden chairs, 1
£20-£40
Brown garden chair and 6 various colour cushions
20.M - 1 cream painted sideboard
£15-£30
21.M - 2 golf club bags & 1 wheeled caddy
£15-£30
22.V - 9 long plastic stacking crates with fold over lids
£30-£50
23.M - 1 modern wood effect fire surround with metal fire
£20-£40
front
24.V - 9 various plastic crates
£20-£40
25.M - 4 various wooden benches
£20-£40
26.M - 3 Belfast type sinks previously used as planters
£10-£20
27.M - 1 wood / metal garden bench
£20-£40
£150-£200
28.M - 1 battery powered mobility scooter by Strider type
ST1. Please note that this scooter is not supplied with a
battery charger. Internet search shows cost for a suitable
charger is £49
29.M - 1 electric lawnmower by Bosch type 430 Ergo
£15-£30
Power, 240v
30.M - 1 electric lawnmower by Hayter type Spirit 41, 240v
£15-£30
31.M - 1 x garden hose on reel by Hozelock type Auto Reel
£15-£30
10m
32.M - 5 boxes each containing 12 x plastic carry trays £15-£30
19.5 inch
33.M - 4 boxes each containing 12 x plastic carry trays £10-£20
19.5 inch
34.M - 5 boxes each containing 12 x plastic carry trays - 16
£10-£20
inch
35.M - 5 boxes each containing 12 x plastic carry trays - 16
£10-£20
inch
36.M - 4 boxes each containing 12 x plastic carry trays - 16
£10-£20
inch
37.M - A pair of roof bars to suit Renault Laguna II
£5-£10
38.V - 2 sets of wheeled warehouse steps - 3 tread
£20-£40
39.M - 1 dark grey garden water feature by Ambiente with
£20-£40
240v pump (Trade)
40.M - 1 bird bath type garden water feature with solar
£20-£40
powered pump (Trade)
41.M - 1 triple bowl garden water feature with 240v pump
£20-£40
(Trade)
42.M - 1 garden rectangular metal planter - silver
£15-£30

43.M - 1 garden rectangular metal planter - black
£15-£30
44.M - 1 garden square metal planter - silver
£10-£20
45.M - 2 garden square metal planters - silver
£20-£40
46.M - 1 wood / metal mesh 13 drawer apple rack / cabinet - £30-£50
1 drawer is damaged on front
47.M - 1 wood / metal mesh 10 drawer apple rack / cabinet
£20-£40
48.M - 2 black five sided planters - 1 large & 1 small
£15-£30
49.M - 1 garden 3 tier water feature with 240v pump (Trade) £15-£30
50.M - 1 Birds of a Feather water feature by Henri Studios £30-£50
pump kit is in auction office (Trade)
51.V - 1 hexagonal garden greenhouse by Oasis RRP £959 £200-£400
- polycarbonate panels - boxed
52.V - 1 green metal apex garden shed by Leisure Zone
£40-£70
type Brian approx 4ft x 6ft RRP £229 - boxed
53.M - A quantity of various part rolls of carpet & underlay.
£20-£40
Contents of one wheeled cage which is not included
54.V - 1 garden chimenea by Gardeco
£20-£40
55.M - 1 electronic board by Panasonic type UB5315 with
£20-£40
stand (Trade)
56.V - A quantity of various part rolls of fabric. Contents of
£20-£40
one wheeled cage which is not included
57.M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various disposable
£20-£40
protective clothing
58.M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various disposable
£20-£40
protective clothing
59.M - 1 wooden carpenters case containing various
£30-£50
traditional carpentry hand tools & 1 small metal trolley
60.M - 1 white plastic circular garden table, 4 white chairs, 4 £15-£30
grey chairs & a panda soft toy
61.M - 1 greenhouse by Palram type Hybrid 6ft x 8ft silver
£50-£100
with polycarbonate panels - boxed
62.M - 2 aluminium step ladders
£20-£40
63.M - 2 folding lightweight ramps by HNGM
£50-£80
64.V - 1 granite / black plastic water feature with pump £70-£100
granite serated ball
65.V - 1 granite / black plastic water feature with pump £70-£100
granite serated ball
66.V - 1 granite / black plastic water feature with pump £70-£100
granite serated ball
67.M - 1 electric chainsaw by Black & Decker type CS1835,
£50-£80
240v
68.V - 1 vintage outboard engine by British Seagull and 1
£20-£40
plastic fuel can
69.V - 1 vintage outboard engine by Yamaha type P450
£20-£40
70.M - 1 desk top light table / board, 1 Rexel laminator & 1 a £15-£30
set of 3 envelope feeders by Justfeed. Contents of one
shelf (Trade)
71.M - A quantity of various garden related items including 1 £20-£40
Qualcast lawn raker, 1 Flymo garden vac, 1 Flymo
hedge trimmer, hand tools etc. Contents of one shelf
(Trade)
72.V - 1 electric fire by Dimplex type Dan 20 & 1 Focus box
£15-£30
fan (Trade)
73.M - 1 pressure washer by Champion 1600w, 240v & 2
£30-£50
metal dustbins with lids (Trade)
74.M - 5 various body boards
£20-£40
75.M - 5 various body boards
£20-£40
76.M - 5 various body boards
£20-£40
77.V - 4 various pedal cycles - all requiring attention
£10-£20
78.M - 1 ladies mountain bike by Townsend type: Town &
£10-£20
Country
79.M - 1 pallet containing a large quantity of Meowzer brag
£20-£40
books by Russ Berrie
80.M - 1 pallet containing a large quantity of Meowzer brag
£20-£40
books by Russ Berrie
81.M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various paintings on
£20-£40
canvas (including several by Clive Brocklehurst), a mirror
etc.
82.V - 1 British Telecom KX series phone box
£100-£200
83.M - 1 straight line stair lift by Handicare type 950+
£10-£20
Simplicity, 240v - overall length approx 4.2m (Trade)
84.V - A quantity of various unused lights by JCC etc.
£30-£50
Contents of one shelf
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85.V - 6 unused floor standing lights by Opus type Fozz.
Contents of one shelf
86.V - 6 unused floor standing lights by Opus type Fozz.
Contents of one shelf
87.M - A quantity of various items including hi-fi seperate
units (record players, tuners etc), a Technics CD player,
ornaments, crockery, a can crusher etc. Contents of one
bay / 4 shelves (Trade) - buyer to remove all items
88.M - A quantity of various mangrove drift wood suitable
for pet cages / vivariums etc. Contents of one bay / 3
shelves
89.M - A quantity of various modern prints on canvas
including Star Wars, VW etc. Contents of one bay / 3
shelves
90.M - A quantity of various household items including 2
wine racks, crockery, books, a Kenwood blender etc.
Contents of one bay /3 shelves (Trade)
91.M - 2 x 4 piece wicker laundry basket sets. Contents of
one shelf
92.M - 2 x 4 piece wicker laundry basket sets. Contents of
one shelf
93.M - 2 x 4 piece wicker laundry basket sets. Contents of
one shelf
94.M - 2 x 4 piece wicker laundry basket sets. Contents of
one shelf
95.M - 1 light effect unit by Sound Lab type (H)GO17J
(SRL-443) 240v & 1 box containing various records
including several by Elvis. Contents of one shelf (Trade)
96.M - A quantity of various household items including 2
wicker baskets, glassware, toys, a lava lamp etc.
Contents of one bay /3 shelves (Trade)
97.M - A quantity of various items including dolls, dolls
accessories, jigsaws, 2 Anglepoise lamps etc. Contents
of one bay / 3 shelves (Trade)
98.M - 1 Halfords family tent, 1 beach shelter and a quantity
of various camping items including a gas stove, a kettle,
cooking implements, 1 x 240v light etc. Contents of one
bay / 2 shelves (Trade)
99.M - 1 x 6 person tent by Urban Escape type Kurai RRP
around £230 and a quantity of various camping items
including a gas stove, a frying pan etc.
100.V - 1 dark wood Chinese style wardrobe by Ethnic
Elements type Hangzhou, RRP £1899
101.V - 4 dining chairs & 1 TV stand
102.V - 2 glass / wood effect display cabinets with built in
lights (Trade)
103.M - 1 chest of 3 drawers & 2 non matching bedside
cabinets
104.M - 1 vacuum cleaner by Dyson type DC33, 1 wicker /
metal coffee table, 1 wicker / metal stool & 1 magazine
rack (Trade)
105.M - 1 microwave oven by Sharp, 1 electric fire in the
style of a log burner, 2 small folding tables, 2 stools, 2
folding chairs, 1 artists easel, 2 metal bird ornaments
and 1 small wooden stand (Trade)
106.M - 1 vintage sideboard by Badcocks
107.M - 1 garden rattan gazebo with fabric top cover (no
sides) - built
108.M - 1 garden rattan gazebo with fabric top cover (no
sides) - requires assembly
109.M - 1 white chest of 5 drawers, 1 pine book shelf and 1
garden parasol (no base)
110.M - 2 slatted pine storage boxes with lift up lids
111.M - 1 vacuum cleaner by Panasonic type MC-E3002
(Trade)
112.M - 1 vacuum cleaner by Miele type Cat & Dog 300
(Trade)
113.M - 2 wooden stools & 1 Dirt Devil vacuum cleaner type
Reflex Turbo (Trade)
114.M - 1 wide chest of 7 drawers - solid wood
115.M - 3 white chests of 3 drawers & 2 white bedside
cabinets

£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40

£15-£30
£20-£40
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40

£30-£50
£30-£50
£20-£40
£20-£40
£5-£10
£20-£40
£40-£70

£15-£30
£80-£120
£80-£120
£20-£40
£15-£30
£10-£20
£15-£30
£10-£20
£30-£50
£20-£40

116.M - 2 wood effect / glass display cabinets with built-in
£20-£40
lights (Trade)
117.V - 4 various heaters & 5 various fans (Trade)
£15-£30
118.M - A quantity of various items including books,
£15-£30
glassware, novelty items / frames etc. Contents of one
shelf
119.M - A quantity of various household items including cups, £15-£30
saucers, teapots etc. Contents of one shelf
120.M - A traditional style 3 piece suite (3+1+1)
£15-£30
121.M - A floral pattern 3 piece suite (2+1+1) and 2 wooden
£15-£30
dining chairs
122.M - 2 small wooden coffee tables
£5-£10
123.M - One very large television cabinet with 2 sliding doors
£10-£20
and 6 drawers beneath. Television is included and must
be taken away - trade
124.M - 1 gas fire by Delonghi, 1 gas fire by Superser and 3
£20-£40
electric heaters (Trade)
125.M - 3 wooden chairs
£15-£30
126.M - 2 wood framed dining chairs with green upholstery
£10-£20
127.M - 1 large wooden hammock support frame by
£20-£40
Amazonas & 1 hammock which requires attention
128.V - 3 plant pots
£5-£10
129.V - Blank
130.M - 1 pine table & 1 easy chair with footstool
£15-£30
131.M - 1 wooden framed high back chair
£10-£20
132.M - 1 battery powered mobility scooter by Rascal type
£40-£70
Liteway 3 Plus - Please note that NO battery charger is
included
133.V - A two part dresser with built in lights & 1 modern
£15-£30
style glass top coffee table
134.M - A dark blue upholstered three piece suite with cream
£15-£30
piping decoration (3+1+1)
135.M - A quantity of various items including a handy garden
£15-£30
roller, lights, 3 sets of boules, a handbag, a vintage toy
pram etc. Contents of one shelf (Trade)
136.M - A quantity of various items including several pictures
£20-£40
and fishing related items including rods, reels, a tackle
box etc. Contents of one shelf
£20-£40
137.M - A quantity of various fishing related items including
rods, nets, an umbrella, a seat etc. Contents of one shelf
138.V - A quantity of various items including 4 floor mats,
£30-£50
Jiffy bags, files, a fan, an Epson FX890 printer etc.
Contents of one shelf (Trade)
139.V - 7 various modern style prints on canvas, combined
£20-£40
RRPs well over £300. Contents of one shelf
140.V - Blank
141.V - A cream upholstered 2 person sofa with 1 matching
£30-£50
arm chair
142.M - 1 folding wheeled table tennis table by Dunlop type
£100-£200
EVO3000 with net and protective cover
143.M - 1 small wheeled clothes rail
£5-£10
144.M - 1 pine overlap wall store / bike shed by Rowlinson
£30-£50
size: 6' x 2'.8" x 5'.5" RRP £209
145.M - 1 tandem bicycle with trike conversion by Barracuda
£80-£160
type California X2
146.M - 1 tandem bicycle by Schwinn type Sierra
£50-£100
147.M - 1 adult 26" trials bike by Onza type T-raptor with
£50-£100
magura HS33 hydraulic brakes
148.M - 1 folding tricycle by Pashley type Tri-1 - currently has £150-£200
modified pedal conversion and is missing the stem bolt
149.M - 1 tricycle by Pashley type Tri-1 with rear mounted
£200-£300
box
150.M - 1 ladies hybrid mountain bike by Victoria Pendleton
£30-£50
type Briary
151.M - 1 x 20 inch yellow BMX bike by diamondback type
£20-£30
grind
152.M - A 20 inch pink BMX bike with Mag Wheels by Boss
£20-£30
and a child's 18 inch mountain bike by Raleigh type Hot
Rod
153.V - 1 large grey / cream floor rug - see photograph
£15-£30
154.V - 1 blue floor rug - see photograph
£15-£30
155.V – Lots 155=160 are blank
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161.V - A large office digital photocopier by Sharp type
arm316 240-volt - please note one of the hinges is in
need of repair - trade
162.V - 1 mobile rackmount server cabinet with an ups
machine, an Aten monitor and keyboard, Excel switch
etc. 240-volt - trade. Keys in auction office
163.V - One office digital photocopier by Sharp type mxm464
240-volt - trade
164.V - One office digital photocopier by Sharp type mx4100n 240-volt - trade
165.V - A quantity of electrical conferencing equipment
including a polycom HDX camera, a polycom HDX 7000
and a polycom whym1151a flat screen display please
note this unit is untested trade
166.M - One vintage stereo karaoke system by JVC type k99
stereo features cassette decks and 8 track player with
amplifier etc - trade
167.M - 2 preva LED moonflower disco lights by Prosound
type N76gh, units come with a stand - trade
168.V - Blank
169.V - Blank
170.M - One air purifier and dehumidifier by Mitsubishi type
mj10 1 m w x 240volt - trade
171.M - One air conditioner by Carrier type Holiday 240V trade
172.M - Three shelves containing a large number of DVDs
173.M - Three shelves containing a large number of DVDs
174.M - Three shelves containing a large number of DVDs
175.M - Three shelves containing a large number of DVDs
176.M - A quantity of desktop super shelf plus space and
comfort systems and USB hub mouse pads, contents of
one shelf
177.M - A quantity of desktop super shelf plus space and
comfort systems and USB hub mouse pads, contents of
one shelf
178.M - 1 acoustic guitar by Clasica type master series
179.M - A quantity of av equipment including a video
distribution amplifier by Procon, a matchpak IF unit by
Alice, and a box of audio cables. Contents of one shelf
240v - trade
180.V - A quantity of various IT related items including seven
Fujitsu Siemens desktop PCs four monitors, keyboards
etc. Contents of 4 shelves 240 volt - trade
181.V - A quantity of various IT related items including 3
tower units, a monitor, printer, routers and various ink
toner cartridges. Contents of four shelves 240-volt trade
182.V - 1 Toshiba Strata phone system including 11 Toshiba
phones. Contents of two shelves 240v - trade
183.V - 1 Barcrest fruit machine type Al Murray's happy hour.
Please note there are no keys therefore sold as untested
(when switched on it asks to be filled) - trade
184.V – Lots 184-189 are blank
190.M - A quantity of various stereo separates including a
tuner, a cassette deck, an amplifier and CD player with
KEF k series speakers
191.M - A Sony stereo amplifier, a Sony compact disc player
and 2 celestion speakers - trade
192.M - A Zebra label printer type lp2844 boxed - trade
193.V - 1 office LaserJet printer by HP type P3015 240v trade
194.V - 1 office LaserJet printer by HP type P3015 240v trade
195.M - Two printers, one by Canon and one by HP. Please
note both require ink - 240v trade
196.M - A 7 inch dual screen portable DVD player by
Nextbase and a Nokia Lumia mobile phone type 520
(untested) - trade
197.V - One desktop computer by Fujitsu with an i5 2.9
gigahertz processor 4GB RAM 1TB hard drive. Please
note Windows 8 does require activation and no flash is
present, comes with monitor, keyboard and mouse trade

£20-£40
£100-£150
£80-£160
£80-£160
£80-£160

£20-£40
£40-£80

£10-£20
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£10-£20
£10-£20
£15-£30
£20-£40

£40-£80
£30-£40

£40-£80
£20-£40

£20-£40
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£60-£120

198.V - One desktop computer by Fujitsu with an i5 2.7
£50-£80
gigahertz processor 8GB RAM 500gb hard drive. Please
note Windows 8 does require activation and no flash is
present, comes with monitor, keyboard and mouse trade
199.V - One desktop computer by Fujitsu with an i5 2.7
£50-£80
gigahertz processor 8GB RAM 500gb hard drive. Please
note Windows 8 does require activation and no flash is
present, comes with monitor, keyboard and mouse trade
200.V - One desktop computer by Fujitsu with an i5 3.0
£60-£120
gigahertz processor 8GB RAM 500gb hard drive,
Windows 8 is installed and activated, comes with
monitor, keyboard and mouse - trade
201.V - One desktop computer by Fujitsu with an i5 3.1 gig
£60-£100
processor 8GB RAM 500GB hard disk drive. Unit comes
with a fresh install of Windows 7, which is activated,
comes with monitor, keyboard and mouse
202.V - One desktop computer by Fujitsu with an i5 3.1 gig
£60-£100
processor 8GB RAM 500GB hard disk drive. Unit comes
with a fresh install of Windows 7, which is activated,
comes with monitor, keyboard and mouse
203.V - One desktop computer by Fujitsu with an i5 3.1 gig
£60-£100
processor 8GB RAM 500GB hard disk drive. Unit comes
with a fresh install of Windows 7, which is activated,
comes with monitor, keyboard and mouse
204.M - 4 unused television stands, sizes 32 inch to 60 inch
£20-£40
205.M - 4 unused television stands, sizes 32 inch to 60 inch
£20-£40
£10-£20
206.M - A quantity of various electronic related items
including two large light boxes, a TV stand, an unused oil
filled radiator etc - trade
207.V - A quantity of electric heaters and one small fan.
£10-£20
Contents of 1 shelf - trade
208.V - 1 HP multifunction printer type colour LaserJet
£10-£20
cm1312nfi - trade
209.V - Blank lot
210.V - Blank lot
211.V - One desktop computer with an i3 3.4 GB processor
£50-£80
4GB RAM 500GB hard disk drive running Windows 7
which is activated, unit comes with monitor, keyboard
and mouse - trade
212.V - A fully automatic robot vacuum cleaner by Clean
£10-£20
Maxx RRP £53.99
213.M - A large quantity of electric cigarettes contents of two
£30-£60
boxes trade
214.M - One Apple Mac Pro PC model Powermac G5 A1047
£10-£20
with Apple keyboard model A1048 and a mouse, no
monitor - trade
215.V –Lots 215-217 are blank
218.V - 2 small hdtv's, one by Toshiba and one by E-Motion £20-£40
trade
219.M - A 19 inch HDTV by Samsung Type uy19c4000,
£10-£20
please note no remote or power cable - trade
220.M - An unused 32 inch HD Smart TV LG type 32 lk61 £100-£150
trade
221.M - An unused 32 inch HD Smart TV LG type 32 lk61 £100-£150
trade
222.M - A 32-in HDTV by Samsung Type LE32B450ew, unit
£20-£30
has wall mount and remote - trade
223.M - 1 unused tabletop TV stand for televisions between
£10-£20
40 inch and 70 inch
224.M - 1 unused tabletop TV stand for televisions between
£10-£20
40 inch and 70 inch
225.M - 6 various universal TV mounts and stands
£20-£30
226.M - One large paper trimmer by Razorback type RZT670
£12-£20
227.M - One large paper trimmer by Supercuts type RT670
£12-£20
228.M - 4 various digital television aerial kits
£20-£30
229.M - A Technics stereo system including a CD player, twin £15-£30
tape deck, a stereo receiver amplifier and turntable with
speakers - trade
230.M - A 40 inch LED Smart HDTV by Samsung type
£100-£150
ue40j5100AK - trade
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231.M - One box containing a quantity of 20 inch 4 pin duo
fluorescent/tube aquarium lights
232.M - 2 boxes containing a quantity of 20 inch 4 pin duo
fluorescent/tube aquarium lights
233.M - 2 boxes containing a quantity of 20 inch 4 pin duo
fluorescent/tube aquarium lights
234.M - 2 boxes containing a quantity of 20 inch 4 pin duo
fluorescent/tube aquarium lights
235.M - 2 boxes containing a quantity of 15 inch 4 pin duo
fluorescent/tube aquarium lights
236.M - 2 boxes containing a quantity of 15 inch 4 pin duo
fluorescent/tube aquarium lights
237.M - 3 boxes containing a quantity of 12 inch 4 pin duo
fluorescent/tube aquarium lights
238.V - Blank
239.M - A large quantity of DVDs and some video games
contents of 4 shelves
240.M - A large quantity of DVDs, contents of 4 shelves
241.M - A large quantity of DVDs, contents of 4 shelves
242.M - A large quantity of DVDs, contents of 4 shelves
243.M - A large quantity of DVDs, contents of 4 shelves
244.M - A large quantity of audio CDs, contents of four
shelves
245.M - A large quantity of audio CDs, contents of four
shelves
246.V - Blank
247.M - A quantity of various office related items including a
desk tidy, staplers, a laminator, folders, paper trimmer
etc. Contents of three shelves
248.M - A quantity of various office related items including a
paper trimmer, staplers, a desk tidy, a comb binder etc.
Contents of three shelves
249.M - A large quantity of retractable razors, all in various
colours
250.V - A quantity of table lamps by Searchlight and giant
England flags etc. Contents of 3 shelves
251.V - A large quantity of packs of Cards by Uno type
Monster High limited edition. Contents of two shelves
252.V - A quantity of energy saving cylindrical bulkhead
lights. Contents of two shelves
253.V - A quantity of various items including an outdoor light,
adjustable garment racks and 3 light flush fitting antique
brass finish lights
254.M - A quantity of various gift related items. Contents of
four shelves
255.M - A quantity of various gift related items. Contents of
four shelves
256.M - A quantity of various gift related items. Contents of
four shelves
257.M - A quantity of various gift related items. Contents of
four shelves
258.M - A quantity of various gift related items. Contents of
four shelves
259.M - A quantity of various gift related items. Contents of
four shelves
260.M - A quantity of various gift related items. Contents of
four shelves
261.M - A quantity of various gift related items. Contents of
four shelves
262.M - A quantity of various gift related items. Contents of
four shelves
263.M - a quantity of literature/leaflet holders/desk tidies
264.M - A quantity of gift related items. Contents of 4 shelves
265.M - A quantity of gift related items. Contents of 4 shelves
266.M - A quantity of gift related items. Contents of 4 shelves
267.M - A quantity of gift related items. Contents of 4 shelves
268.M - A quantity of gift related items. Contents of 4 shelves
269.M - 3 pairs of safety boots all size 5. Contents of 1 shelf
270.M - Four pairs of safety boots all size 6.5. Contents of
two shelves
271.M - 5 decorative wine bottle and wine glass holders & 1
black fireplace wood and tool storage cabinet with
fireplace tools

£10-£20
£20-£30
£20-£30
£20-£30
£20-£30
£20-£30
£30-£40
£30-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£40
£20-£40
£30-£50
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£60
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£20
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£10-£30
£15-£30
£30-£40

272.M - Two baskets containing a quantity of gift related
items. Please note baskets are not included
273.M - Two baskets containing a quantity of gift related
items. Please note baskets are not included
274.M - Two baskets containing a quantity of gift related
items. Please note baskets are not included
275.V - 2 rolls of fabric
276.V – Lots 276-280 are blank
281.V - One colourful 7 light hanging pendant RRP £81.99
and a futuristic swirling LED flush fitting light RRP
£103.99
282.V - 2 futuristic flush fitting swirling LED lights by Simply
Dim RRP £210.26
283.V - An amadis 6 light Empire chandelier by Endon
lighting RRP £139.99 and 2 other wall fitting lights
284.V - 1 spherical pendant light by Dar type Heath with a
polished nickel finish RRP £121.99
285.V - 2 unused outdoor wall fitting lamps by Endon type
Fenwick RRP £47.99 each
286.V - A 2 light LED kitchen island pendant by Toby model
Oundel, RRP £239.99
287.V - Two single light dome pendants type Mendip RRP
£47.99 each
288.V - 2 x diva 1-light LED crystal pendants RRP over £250
289.V - A 5 light flush fitting lamp and a classic 5 light candle
style chandelier RRP over £200
290.V - 4 Eglo Teardrop style pendant lights RRP £44.99
each
291.V - A 5 light shaded style chandelier type Ginosa RRP
£145.99
292.V - One 5 light semi flush mount candle-style chandelier
and one flush mount LED light type Peta, RRP just under
£200
293.V - A 5 light drum chandelier type Warwick RRP £155.99
294.V - 1 pendant light with 3 hanging lamps and 1 semi
flush polished nickel Old Park lamp, RRP over £220
295.V - A novelty rope style standard lamp RRP £111.99
296.V - A 5 light ceiling pendant in Rust coloured finish with
crystal droplets by Eglo type West Fenton, RRP over
£250
297.V - A single light drum pendant type Morad RRP £207.99
298.V - A 6 light crystal chandelier type Annabelle and 2
swivelling wall lights type Kirsten by Mark Slujd RRP
over £200
299.V - A quantity of various unused light bulbs RRP over
£150
300.V - An 8 light candle style chandelier type Armistead
RRP £249.99
301.V - Two large decorative oval pendant lights and two wall
lights RRP over £200
302.V - A single caged pendant light RRP £44.99
303.V - 1 diamant 8 light candle chandelier in chrome RRP
£197.99
304.V - 2 single light nickel and glass jar lanterns type vizor
RRP £84.99 each
305.V - A chrome effect 4 candle style globe chandelier RRP
£199.99
306.V - A 5 candle style crystal chandelier
307.V - A 3-light kitchen island pendant and a drum pendant
light both by Eglo RRP over £120
308.V - A 3 light kitchen island pendant by Nova Luce RRP
£193.99 and two wall lights by Fumagalli RRP £29.99
each
309.V - An 8 light shaded style chandelier by Maytoni type
Elegant Bird RRP £283.99
310.V - An 8 light shaded style chandelier by Maytoni type
Elegant Bird RRP £283.99
311.V - Three teardrop effect chrome finish pendant lights by
Searchlight RRP £62.99 each
312.V - 2 cobaki 12 light Sputnik lamps by Elements RRP
£71.99 each
313.V - 1 gold effect mother and daughter lamp and one
chrome effect tripod lamp with a grey drum shade

£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£10-£20
£40-£80
£40-£80
£40-£80
£30-£60
£20-£40
£40-£80
£20-£40
£50-£80
£40-£80
£30-£60
£30-£60
£30-£60
£30-£60
£30-£60
£20-£40
£50-£80
£40-£60
£40-£60
£30-£60
£50-£80
£40-£80
£10-£20
£40-£80
£30-£60
£40-£60
£30-£60
£20-£40
£50-£70
£50-£70
£50-£70
£30-£60
£30-£60
£20-£40
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314.V - A 3 light drum style chandelier type Nixon RRP
£91.99
315.V - A 3 light drum style pendant type daily RRP £89.99
316.V - A golden single light metal drum pendant
317.V - 3 x 3 Light pendant lamps RRP £125.99 each
318.V - 3 blue and white dome pendants type Kaelan RRP
£38.99 each
319.V - Two tear drop style pendants by Nave RRP £52.94
each
320.V - A Cobaki 12 light Sputnik pendant lamp by Elements
RRP £71.99
321.V - 2 boxes containing 8 light candle style chandelier by
Parkstone RRP £100.99 each
322.V - A suspended 4 light wire system by Paul Mann type
Set Roundmac RRP £152.99
323.V - A suspended 4 light wire system by Paul Mann type
Set Roundmac RRP £152.99
324.V - A suspended 4 light wire system by Paul Mann type
Set Roundmac RRP £152.99
325.V - A 4 LED light kitchen island pendant by Eglo RRP
£63.99
326.V - 1 crystal sphere 3 Light pendant by Oaks Lighting
RRP £98.99
327.V - 1 x 5 light candle type chandelier model Lullaby, RRP
239 99
328.V - 1 unused mobile cot by Sleep Space and a pocket
snack child's booster seat by Chicco RRP over £100
329.V - 2 boxes each containing a 16 piece cutlery set by
Viners in gold type Eminence RRP £44.99 each
330.V - 2 boxes each containing a 16 piece cutlery set by
Viners in gold type Eminence RRP £44.99 each
331.V - 2 boxes each containing a 16 piece cutlery set by
Viners in gold type Eminence RRP £44.99 each
332.V - 2 boxes each containing a 16 piece cutlery set by
Viners in gold type Eminence RRP £44.99 each
333.V - 2 boxes each containing a 16 piece cutlery set by
Viners in gold type Eminence RRP £44.99 each
334.V - A piece of wall art in metal of boats, a framed piece
of artwork and three blackout blinds RRP over £150
335.V - A square Knightsbridge London clock RRP £82.99
336.V - An oversized nickel effect clock RRP £94.99
337.V - 1 unused pedal bin, a wicker laundry bin and metal
laundry bin RRP over £90
338.V - A quantity of various items including an Aston kitchen
plate rack and Indonesian horse type table lamp and 2
Kelloge copper style table lamps, RRP over £200
339.V - A quantity of various artwork prints and a coat rack
RRP over £100, contents of one shelf
340.V - An oversized chrome effect wall clock RRP £209.99
341.V - A green digital 800w Swan microwave type retro
RRP £79.99
342.V - 1 oversized decorative wall clock by Lascelles
London RRP £115.99, an oversized London clock RRP
£49.99 and one other clock
343.V - Two oversized clocks one by Jones and one by
Pacific RRP over £100, contents of one shelf
344.V - 2 pieces of framed art and an 800w food processor
by Dihl
345.V - A white reproduction post office box, a 16 drawer
craft unit, an unused kettle by Haden and an art print.
Contents of one shelf RRP in excess of £200
346.V - 1 tripod dome type lamp by Eglo RRP £113.99
347.V - 1 twisted wooden lamp type Whiffletree RRP £78.99
and a mother and daughter type chrome lamp
348.V - 2 full height table/stool style floor lamps by Folsom
349.V - 2 full height table/stool style floor lamps by Folsom
350.V - 1 flat packed Little Chef burlywood children's kitchen
and a soft play ballpond by Meow with a quantity of balls
RRP over £150
351.V - Four various table lamps RRP over £150
352.V - 2 various table lamps RRP in excess of £140

£20-£30
£20-£30
£30-£60
£50-£100
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£30
£40-£60
£30-£40
£30-£40
£30-£40
£15-£30
£20-£30
£50-£80
£20-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£40-£60
£20-£30
£40-£60
£20-£40
£40-£60
£20-£40
£30-£60
£40-£60
£20-£30
£25-£40
£30-£40
£30-£40
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50

353.V - A quantity of various items including four table lamps,
a pedalpro exercise machine and a cat scratching post.
Contents of one shelf RRP over £200
354.V - A large quantity of various artwork and a 12 photo
frame by Van Haus. Contents of one shelf RRP over
£100
355.V - A quantity of various items including 3 runa metal
cachepots RRP £45.99 each and the quantity of clothes
hangers
356.V - A quantity of various items including a post box, a
picture frame, pot and pan set and a rosemary 4 piece
art set RRP in excess of £150
357.V - A quantity of various items including a metal coat
stand, a Denby set of crockery diamond glasses, a bread
bin, kettle etc. Contents of for shelves RRP in excess of
£150
358.V - A large rhuna metal cachepot RRP £124.99
359.V - A quantity of unused gift related items including a
wall mounted coat rack, a copper coal scuttle and
oversized clock, a storage stool and a shoe rack.
Contents of three shelves RRP over £200
360.V - A 62 piece crockery set by Silver Night RRP £54.99
and a 16 piece crockery set by Waterside RRP £29.99,
contents of 2 shelves
361.V - Blank Lot
362.V - An 18 piece dinner set by Villa d'este type Sombrero
Light RRP £97.99 Contents of one shelf
363.V - A 12 piece dinner set by Denby type elements RRP
£52.99 and a 5 piece pot and pan set. Contents of 1
shelf
364.V - Two large white table lamps by Safavieh RRP £93.99
each
365.V - Two brass effect table lamps type Hayley RRP
£49.99 each
366.V - An unused food processor type kafdpr01 RRP
£36.99 and a two tier chrome dish drainer. Contents of
one shelf
367.V - 4 various curtain poles RRP over £150, contents of
one shelf
368.V - Three table lamps by Orren Ellis type Indiana 60 cm
RRP £57.99 each
369.V - A quantity of kitchen related items including a Haden
kettle, a red 5 piece pot and pan set, a stainless steel 3
piece pot and pan set and 216 piece cutlery sets RRP
over £100. Contents of two shelves
370.V - An 18 piece dinner set by Villa d'este type Canyon
and a large rectangular wooden serving tray by
Clements RRP over £100. Contents of two shelves
371.V - One floor lamp and one floor standing birdcage RRP
over £100
372.V - A table/stool type floor lamp with hessian shade and
a large floor lamp with long white shade
373.V - A chrome and crystal effect floor lamp and a brass
effect floor lamp
374.V - 1 brass effect and 1 copper effect Mother and Child
floor lamps RRP over £120
375.V - 1 tripod floor lamp with a copper colour shade and a
cantilever floor lamp with an Edison bulb
376.V - One chrome effect Mother and Child floor lamp and 1
brass effect reading floor lamp
377.V - 1 chrome effect cantilever arched floor lamp type
Josephine RRP £159.99
378.V - Two Nordic style floor lamps, one Frederick and one
Juna RRP over £140
379.V - 3 unused kitchen bins and one chrome effect 6
drawer kitchen trolley RRP over £150
380.V - One large red planter and 1 rectangular grey planter
RRP over £150
381.V - 1 large blue traditional parasol by Osler 3M by 2m.
Please note there is no base included RRP £129.99
382.V - 1 x 3M by 3M pop up gazebo by Jarrow and a 2.5 m
parasol type Kaitlin RRP over £140

£40-£80
£20-£30
£35-£50
£30-£50
£30-£40

£25-£40
£40-£60

£20-£30

£20-£30
£20-£30
£40-£60
£20-£30
£10-£20
£30-£40
£30-£50
£20-£30

£20-£30
£20-£40
£20-£30
£20-£30
£20-£30
£20-£30
£20-£30
£30-£40
£30-£40
£30-£40
£30-£40
£25-£40
£30-£40
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383.V - A 4 seater rattan effect corner sofa set with coffee
£140-£280
table type Carolyn RRP £689.99
384.V - An 8 seater rattan effect sofa set with cushions by
£150-£300
Langemark RRP £749.99
385.V - One garden coffee table with storage RRP £131.99
£30-£40
and a single Acapulco garden chair
386.V - A 2 seater wooden garden bench by McCarten RRP
£25-£40
£124.99
387.V - 1 all-weather wicker white two seater sofa with two
£160-£240
matching chairs RRP £799.99
501.M - A vintage Specto film projector, a pair of vintage
£10-£20
binoculars and various vintage cine cameras and other
vintage cameras etc (3 shelves)
502.M - A collection of miscellaneous vintage postcards (1
£5-£10
shelf)
503.M - A quantity of miscellaneous and decorative pictures
£5-£10
and plaques etc (six shelves)
504.M - A vintage ITT radio cassette player and two vintage
£10-£20
briefcases (two shelves)
505.M - A quantity of miscellaneous small ornaments,
£5-£10
costume jewellery and trinkets etc (2 shelves)
506.M - Various unframed prints, several unframed
£5-£10
Australian fabric pictures and a quantity of travel Guides
and pamphlets (two shelves)
£10-£20
507.M - A quantity of 78rpm records and albums (5 shelves)
508.M - 3 vintage Roberts radios and a quantity of
£10-£20
miscellaneous and vintage mantle and travel clocks etc
(3 shelves)
£5-£10
509.M - Various interesting books and Concorde memorabilia
(1 shelf)
510.M - 4 decorative table lamps with coloured glass shades
£5-£10
(one shelf)
511.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative and plain
£10-£20
green Denby dinner and breakfast ware (three shelves)
512.M - 4 decorative dolls (two shelves)
£10-£20
513.M - A vintage Canon camera, a pair of vintage binoculars £10-£20
and two pairs of modern binoculars (one shelf)
514.V - Blank lot
515.M - A quantity of miscellaneous hard backed books (3
£5-£10
shelves)
516.M - A quantity of miscellaneous books (one shelf)
£5-£10
517.M - A quantity of miscellaneous fishing hooks and flies
£10-£20
and a quantity of books on fishing (4 shelves)
518.M - A large quantity of miscellaneous vintage toys,
£10-£20
models and games etc (7 shelves)
519.M - An oak domed top mantel clock and a marble case
£10-£20
mantel clock (one shelf)
520.M - Various decorative vintage biscuit tins (three
£5-£10
shelves)
521.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative chinaware,
£10-£20
glassware and ornaments etc (4 shelves)
522.M - 2 oak cased domed top mantel clocks (one shelf)
£10-£20
523.M - A vintage cine projector, a vintage royal typewriter
£10-£20
and various other items (three shelves)
524.M - A large quantity of miscellaneous decorative
£10-£20
dinnerware, chinaware and ornaments etc (6 shelves)
525.M - Two vintage car badges, a vintage soda syphon and
£10-£20
a large quantity of miscellaneous decorative brassware,
metalware, ornaments and trinkets etc (6 shelves)
526.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative glassware
£5-£10
(two shelves)
527.M - Two vintage briefcases and a quantity of
£5-£10
miscellaneous vintage bags etc (one shelf)
528.M - A large quantity of miscellaneous decorative
£10-£20
dinnerware, chinaware and ornaments etc (6 shelves)
529.M - A vintage Hi-lyte slide projector and a vintage battery
£5-£10
searchlight (1 shelf)
530.M - Two World War II vintage helmets, 3 vintage gas
£10-£20
masks and various other similar items (2 shelves)
531.M - 3 wooden wall mounted cabinets and a collection of
£10-£20
vintage keys
532.M - 6 signed coloured photographs of various James
£10-£20
Bonds

533.M - A collection of Magic the Gathering collectors cards
and an album of Star Trek cards
534.M - A red and black oriental decorated dressing gown
535.V - 6 piece art Print set of: floral botanical study RRP
£129.99
536.V - 4 Framed graphic art prints of 'Fashion sketchbook
art' RRP £220.99
536a.V - A Wrapped canvas art print: 'portrait of a highland
cow' RRP £92.99
537.M - A corgi, boxed, limited edition of P51d Mustang
"Jersey jerk" model aeroplane
538.M - A corgi boxed Heinkel HE111 H-4 - IT + HK, 111. /
KG 26 model aeroplane
539.V - A quantity of vintage design and engineering books
(1 shelf)
540.V - A large quantity of vintage style model vehicles (3
shelves)
541.V - A large quantity of vintage style model vehicles (three
shelves)
542.M - Approximately 31 vintage soda syphons (two
shelves)
543.M - A vintage radio receiver in a wooden box, a vintage
transformer and a quantity of miscellaneous decorative
chinaware and ornaments etc (3 shelves)
544.M - Vintage slide projector in a wooden box and various
vintage cameras and video cameras etc (2 shelves)
545.M - A quantity of rolled up posters, an unframed print of
ducklings and a small picture on canvas (two shelves)
546.M - 3 miscellaneous framed pictures
547.M - A quantity of miscellaneous pictures and frames
548.M - 2 rectangular bevelled framed mirrors
549.M - A collection of 13 framed vintage posters and
advertising pictures
550.M - A vintage Norica 0.22 air rifle
551.M - 3 gilt framed coloured prints of ladies
552.M - A large gilt framed canaletto print of Venice
553.M - 3 framed caricature prints of elephants
554.M - An oval wall mirror in a gilt frame and two black and
white prints
555.M - 7 framed vintage newspapers and advertising
posters
556.M - 6 large framed vintage newspapers
557.M - 2 framed prints of Tanks
558.M - A gilt framed oil painting of a Parisian scene signed
Garber
559.M - A framed oil painting of a rural scene with geese
signed A N Shepherd
560.M - A framed print of a Honda cbr900rr Fireblade
561.M - A pair of framed watercolours of rural scenes
562.M - A framed watercolour of a Parkgate with figures
signed Lawrie Williamson
563.M - A framed and signed limited edition print of a building
564.M - A pair of framed rural prints
565.M - A set of five framed copies of vintage photographs of
ladies and a framed print of a letterbox
566.M - A framed print of an elephant and 4 framed oriental
pictures
567.M - Two large framed Jack Vettriano prints
568.M - A gilt framed rectangular mirror
569.M - A large gilt framed rectangular mirror
570.M - Three gilt framed woolwork pictures
571.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative pictures and
frames
572.M - A quantity of miscellaneous pictures and frames
573.M - Vintage bamboo sun hat, a quantity of lace works,
various linens and fabrics etc.
574.M - A small Imari bowl, a quantity of decorative pottery
ware and small ornaments etc.
575.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative tea ware and
small ornaments etc.
576.M - A small qty. of Pulp Fiction Starblazer novels
577.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative chinaware
and ornaments etc.

£10-£20
£5-£10
£25-£50
£40-£60
£20-£30
£60-£90
£20-£40
£5-£10
£20-£40
£20-£40
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£5-£10
£5-£10
£5-£10
£10-£20
£20-£40
£10-£20
£10-£20
£5-£10
£10-£20
£20-£40
£20-£40
£5-£10
£10-£20
£10-£20
£5-£10
£10-£20
£50-£100
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£15-£30
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£5-£10
£10-£20
£10-£20
£5-£20
£10-£20
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578.M - A masonic apron, a quantity of interesting magazines £10-£20
and pamphlets, a quantity of rocks and minerals and a
quantity of decorative collectibles and memorabilia etc.
579.M - A part Royal Worcester gold lustre tea set and a
£5-£10
yellow floral patterned coffee set
580.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative chinaware
£10-£20
and ornaments etc.
581.M - An Edwardian wooden cased mantel clock
£10-£20
582.M - A collection of miscellaneous decorative penknives,
£30-£50
a small collection of lighters and pens etc. (display case
not included)
583.M - A boxed pair of circular embossed silver salts with
£10-£20
spoons
584.M - A silver masonic medal, a silver handled letter
£20-£50
opener, a miniature silver mirror and a quantity of
miscellaneous small silver and white metal pieces
585.M - A silver sugar shaker, a pair of silver condiments, 3
£50-£100
silver cigarette cases, two silver serviette rings and a
silver photo frame
586.M - A boxed set of six silver teaspoons, three silver
£40-£80
serviette rings, a pair of silver sugar tongs and 7
miscellaneous silver spoons
587.M - A decorative fabric and gilt work wall hanger, a pair
£20-£40
of vintage postal scales, an old copper jelly mould, a
quantity of decorative copperware and a quantity of
miscellaneous collectibles and memorabilia etc.
588.M - A collection of miscellaneous walking sticks and a
£10-£20
replica axe
589.M - A quantity of miscellaneous silver-plated cutlery and
£10-£20
a quantity of miscellaneous miniature trinkets etc.
590.M - A quantity of miscellaneous costume jewellery and
£10-£20
watches etc. (baskets not included)
591.M - A quantity of miscellaneous costume jewellery, coins
£10-£20
and watches etc. (baskets not included)
592.M - A flute by Lark, in carrying case
£20-£30
593.M - A George III crown 1820
£10-£20
594.M - 6 silver teaspoons, 6 silver forks and six silver
£150-£200
dessert spoons, approximate total weight 617 grams
595.M - A Royal Doulton figurine "top o the hill", a Royal
£20-£30
Doulton figurine "river boy", two decorative miniature
cottages and a quantity of decorative Chinaware (2
shelves)
596.M - A Beswick lion
£20-£30
597.M - A Beswick cougar, matt finish
£20-£40
598.M - A Beswick cougar, glaze finish
£20-£40
599.M - A large green glass paperweight
£20-£30
600.V - An encrusted leopard figurine by Kare Design RRP
£50-£80
£259.99
601.M - Three decorative glass decanters with stoppers
£20-£30
602.M - A gentleman's walking cane with a white metal
£20-£40
(probably silver) top
603.M - A quantity of vintage 2000AD feat: Judge Dredd
£20-£40
comics from 1983/84 and a folder containing Star Wars
and other vintage comics
£20-£40
604.M - A collection of the Vintage X Factor comics, a
quantity of Excalibur Comics, a quantity of Generation X
comics and various other vintage comics (1986 upwards)
605.M - A replica bronzed finished double figure table lamp
£20-£30
with a decorative glass shade (no electrical fittings)
606.M - Various gentleman's vintage vanity cases and
£10-£20
manicure sets and a quantity of vintage mirrors, brushes
and two cameras etc.
£20-£40
607.M - A large Swan decorated royal Copenhagen vase, a
quantity of small royal Copenhagen ornaments and a
large quantity of royal Copenhagen decorative plates
608.M - 8 miscellaneous decorative hummel figures
£10-£20
609.M - A large red cranberry glass jug and the quantity
£20-£30
miscellaneous decorative coloured and other glassware
610.M - A royal Copenhagen fig of a man with umbrella, a
£30-£50
royal Copenhagen figure other dancing couple, a royal
Copenhagen figure of 2 kingfishers, a royal Copenhagen
figure of a seated lady, 3 other small royal Copenhagen
figures and a small figure of a bird.

611.M - A part blue and white floral pattern royal
Copenhagen dinner service and a set of 6 matching
cups and saucers
612.M - A quantity of Wedgwood jasperware, various other
pieces of jasperware and Wedgwood Ware
613.M - A pair of white Staffordshire style spaniels
614.M - A large capodimonte group of a seated girl and boy
615.M - A 6 place setting cream patterned Belleek tea
service (one cup missing)
616.M - A Beswick seated cat, a Royal Doulton Siamese cat
and a 4 piece Beswick cat band
617.V - A glass junior Ryder Cup 2006 trophy
618.M - Three decorative glass paperweights and a quantity
of decorative glassware
619.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative Wade
Whimsies and other small animals
620.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative oriental
ceramics and ornaments etc.
621.M - A decorative gilt work mantel clock under a glass
dome and a brass replica lantern clock
622.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative animal
ornaments
623.M - Several large cut glass vases, several decorative cut
glass bowls and a quantity and cut glass drinking
glasses etc
624.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative vegetable
decorated chinaware
625.M - A replica bronzed group of mare and foal
626.M - A replica bronzed group of lady with two children
627.M - A pair of floral encrusted Belleek pitchers
628.M - A Royal Worcester figurine of the Queen and a
Royal Worcester figurine of the Queen Mother
629.M - A large Beswick elephant (tusks broken), a ceramic
giraffe and tiger made in the USSR
630.M - A Doulton stoneware pot with cover, a Ridgeway
stoneware jug with lid and a quantity of Wedgwood
jasperware and other teapots jugs and pots etc.
631.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative coloured
glassware etc
632.M - 5 miscellaneous decorative decanters with stoppers
633.M - A part Royal Doulton plain white Sophia/fortune
dinner and breakfast service
634.M - 2 framed black and white drawings, a quantity of
postcards and a collection of matchboxes
635.M - 15 miscellaneous miniature character jugs
636.M - 6 large Royal Doulton character jugs; "Bacchus",
"the falconer", "the Poacher", "Town Crier", "the sleuth
and "Sancho Panca"
637.M - Vintage soda syphon and the quantity of
miscellaneous decorative chinaware and ornaments etc
638.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative wooden
boxes and wood Ware and 2 interesting books
639.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative chinaware
and ornaments etc
640.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative silver-plated
ware and cutlery etc.
641.M - The quantity of Royal Doulton floral patterned
breakfast ware
642.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative drinking
glasses and glassware
643.M - A quantity in miscellaneous decorative wood ware,
household ornaments and trinkets etc.
644.M - A small quantity of Wedgwood and Paragon floral
patterned tea ware, a part Royal Crown Derby tea set
and other tea ware etc.
645.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative silver-plated
ware and cutlery
646.M - A large blue and white plate on a fishing scene, a
quantity of pictorial wall plates and the quantity of
decorative chinaware & ornaments
647.M - A large quantity of blue and white oriental dinner and
teaware

£30-£50
£10-£20
£20-£30
£10-£20
£20-£40
£20-£30
£20-£40
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£30
£20-£30
£10-£20
£20-£30
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£40
£20-£30
£20-£30
£20-£30
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£30
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£40
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£30
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£30
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648.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative drinking
£10-£20
glasses and glassware
649.M - Several royal commemorative beakers, several
£10-£20
decorative teapots, a rectangular cheese dish with cover
and a quantity of miscellaneous decorative teaware and
other chinaware etc.
650.M - A large silver plated punch bowl with cups and a
£20-£30
large quantity of miscellaneous decorative silver-plated
ware and cutlery etc.
651.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative wall plates
£10-£30
etc.
652.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative wood ware
£10-£20
and ornaments etc
653.M - A Victorian rosewood boudoir grand piano by John
£50-£150
Broadwood and Sons
653a.M - A reproduction mahogany twin pedestal "D" end
£50-£100
dining table with centre leaf
653b.M - A set of eight (6 + 2) reproduction mahogany
£100-£200
Regency style dining chairs with Regency stripe
upholstered seats
653c.M - A mahogany bow front sideboard with 5 drawers with £50-£100
lion ring handles
653d.M - A mahogany 2 drawer side table on carved cabriole
£30-£50
legs with ball and claw feet
653e.M - An Edwardian mahogany high back elbow chair with
£10-£20
upholstered seat & head rest & a small leather inlaid
coffee table
654.M - A reproduction Regency style mahogany triple
£150-£250
pedestal rectangular top dining table with two extra
leaves approximately 13ft long
655.M - A set of 17 (including two carvers) Regency style
£200-£400
mahogany shield back dining chairs with upholstered lift
out seats
656.M - A pair of reproduction mahogany breakfront
£50-£100
sideboards each with four panel doors enclosing shelves
657.V - A modern contemporary design red and black
£20-£40
chequered rug
658.V - A modern red grey and white contemporary design
£30-£40
rug RRP £160.99 with matching runner
659.V - A modern contemporary design green, black and
£20-£40
white chequered rug RRP £107.99
660.V - A modern contemporary design multi coloured rug
£80-£150
RRP 854.99
661.V - A modern contemporary design pale blue and white
£50-£80
chequered rug RRP £249.99
662.V - A white ground pattered shag pile rug RRP £279.99
£50-£80
663.V - A modern blue and white contemporary design
£30-£50
chequered rug £143.99
664.M - A small modern reproduction aneroid barometer
£5-£10
665.M - A gilt framed rectangular bevelled wall mirror and an
£10-£20
oak framed bevelled wall mirror
666.M - Gilt framed oval wall mirror
£10-£20
667.M - A large gilt framed rectangular bevelled wall mirror
£10-£20
668.M - Tall oak display cabinet with leaded glazed doors
£20-£30
669.M - Reproduction mahogany dining room dresser with a
£10-£20
fall front and cupboards under
670.V - 2 oriental paintings on silk, 1 similar unframed
£10-£20
painting and an unframed mirror
671.M - Reproduction oak dining room dresser with 2 open
£10-£30
shelves 3 drawers and 3 cupboards under
672.M - Edwardian oak cased longcase clock with a domed
£20-£80
top, chromium weights and pendulum and an aneroid
barometer to front door
673.M - A Victorian mahogany linen dresser with two panel
£40-£60
doors, 2 short and 3 long drawers below
674.M - Two decorative fire guards and a cast iron fire
£10-£20
surround
675.M - A mercury barometer in a banjo shaped case and a
£10-£20
small aneroid barometer in an inlaid case
676.M - A gilt framed oval bevelled wall mirror
£10-£20
677.M - A large rectangular bevelled wall mirror in a dark
£10-£20
wood frame

678.M - A large rectangular wall mirror in a modern bamboo
£10-£20
frame
679.V - Reproduction mahogany case wall clock with brass
£40-£50
pendulum and weights RRP £183.99
680.M - Two small pine side tables
£20-£30
681.M - An Edwardian oak hall stand with open hooks, mirror
£10-£20
and umbrella compartments
682.M - A black painted fire canopy, a pair of heavy-duty fire
£10-£20
dogs with grate and a black spark guard
683.M - A quantity of miscellaneous pictures and frames
£10-£20
684.M - A quantity of miscellaneous pictures and frames
£10-£20
(stillage not included)
685.M - 8 miscellaneous chairs and a cane seat stool
£10-£20
686.V - A Singer treadle sewing machine
£5-£10
687.M - A pair of vintage folding tubular Coca-Cola
£50-£70
advertising chairs
688.M - 2 vintage baby's prams and a set of encyclopaedias
£10-£20
689.M - A small upholstered armchair and an upholstered
£5-£10
storage box
690.M - An Edwardian mahogany gentleman's chair with
£10-£20
buttoned upholstery and three other bedroom chairs
691.V - A large oriental carved hardwood rectangular topped
£10-£20
coffee table
692.V - A reproduction style mahogany chest of 3 short and 3 £20-£30
long drawers with two similar bedside cabinets and a
large framed mirror with side supports
693.M - 2 sheepskin rugs
£5-£10
694.V - A reproduction carved mahogany full tester (4 poster) £100-£200
bed
695.M - A small oak side table, a mahogany pedestal table,
£10-£20
two small stools, a smokers stand and a fireside
companion set
696.M - 2 copper coal helmets, an Edwardian mahogany coal £10-£20
box and a vintage gun cabinet
697.M - A large reproduction oval top pedestal table with
£20-£50
splayed legs, a cross banded top and a small mahogany
coffee table
698.M - A reproduction mahogany oval topped pedestal table £20-£40
with splayed legs and a cross banded top
699.M - A Victorian mahogany high backed nursing chair with £10-£20
tapestry upholstery and a carved mahogany wooden
seat hall chair
700.M - A reproduction mahogany rectangular topped side
£10-£20
table with a tooled leather surface
701.M - A traditional 3 seater Chesterfield settee in buttoned
£20-£40
leather upholstery
702.M - A set of 4 Windsor wheel back kitchen chairs
£10-£20
wooden seats
703.M - A metal storage trunk with a lift lid and side handles
£10-£20
and a brass bound cabin trunk
704.M - An early oak coffer with a lift lid and a carved front
£40-£60
705.M - A reproduction mahogany circular topped
£10-£20
gentlemen's washstand with 2 small drawers and shelf
under
706.M - A large Victorian circular topped rosewood tip-up tea
£40-£60
table on a turned tapered pedestal with flat base and
scroll feet
707.M - A rectangular topped oak draw leaf dining table with
£10-£20
bulbous supports
708.M - A set of six Edwardian carved oak high backed
£20-£30
dining chairs with green upholstered seats
709.M - 6 miscellaneous chairs
£10-£20
710.M - A vintage elm ercol style 3-tier tea trolley and a white £20-£30
painted miniature chest of drawers
711.M - A weathered composite stone garden statue of a
£20-£30
lady
712.M - An inlaid mahogany fall front bureau with 3 drawers
£10-£20
under
713.M - A small vintage teak record cabinet, a vintage dark
£10-£20
wood side table with one drawer and a nest of three
vintage coffee tables
714.M - An Edwardian inlaid mahogany two-seater salon
£30-£50
settee with Regency stripe upholstery
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715.M - 3 small wooden tables and a brass lamp standard
(Trade)
716.M - A vintage teak semi circular side table and 2 vintage
curved back chairs
717.M - A small Edwardian mahogany Sutherland table
718.M - An oval topped mahogany drop leaf dining table on
cabriole legs
719.M - A rectangular topped oak draw leaf dining table, a
set of 6 oak dining chairs with red upholstered seats and
a small tapestry seat stool
720.M - A vintage kitchen table wringer
721.V - A Victorian cast iron laundry mangle
722.V - A Victorian cast iron laundry mangle
723.M - An inlaid mahogany semicircular foldover card table
and closing a green baized surface
724.M - A pine chest of 2 short and 3 long graduated drawers
725.M - Red patterned upholstered 4 seater sofa
726.M - A large framed oil painting of windmills and a small
quantity of miscellaneous pictures and frames
727.M - Reproduction oval ended pedestal dining table and
two circular coffee tables
728.M - A large cream floral upholstered winged armchair
with ball and claw feet
729.M - An Edwardian mahogany framed armchair in floral
upholstery
730.M - A nest of 4 heavily carved oriental hardwood coffee
tables each with a glass top
731.M - A rectangular oriental carved hardwood coffee table
with a glass top and a matching octagonal topped coffee
table
732.M - An Edwardian carved mahogany corner chair with
green upholstery
733.M - A mahogany rectangular topped pedestal table and
an inlaid mahogany circular topped pedestal table
734.M - Small oak bedside cabinet, a small green
upholstered stool, and open fronted bedside cabinets
and a small vintage coffee table
735.M - A nest of 3 reproduction rectangular top coffee tables
736.M - Replica vintage style lamp standard with a
decorative glass hood shade and a similar table lamp
737.M - An Edwardian mahogany commode with a lift lid &
liner and a reproduction yew wood bedroom chest of 4
drawers
738.M - An Edwardian inlaid mahogany drum cabinet with lid
739.M - An oak rectangular top occasional table and a
decorative brass vase
740.M - A mahogany rectangular topped Pembroke table
741.M - A brass framed triple dressing mirror
742.M - A mahogany rectangular topped Pembroke table, 1
drawer
743.M - Small inlaid tabletop chest of drawers, a small stool
and a smokers stand
744.M - Reproduction mahogany drop leaf pedestal tea table
745.M - A Victorian mahogany framed dressing mirror and a
gilt framed triple dressing mirror
746.M - A mahogany "D" ended extending dining table on
cabriole legs
746a.M - A set of four reproduction mahogany dining chairs
with Regency striped upholstered seats
747.M - A small bedroom chest of 3 drawers and two
bedroom cabinets
748.M - Two similar gilt decorated cherub table lamps with
white shades
749.M - A modern pine bedroom chest of 3 short and 4 long
drawers with turned knobs
750.M - Two similar reproduction bronzed table lamps each
with two figures and two small shades
751.M - A nest of three marquetry inlaid rectangular topped
coffee tables
752.M - A pair of Victorian blue button backed upholstered
nursing chairs
753.M - A Victorian mahogany chest for 2 short and 3 long
graduated drawers with cock beading and turned knobs

£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£30
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£30
£20-£30
£20-£30
£20-£30
£20-£30
£20-£30
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£30
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£5-£10
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£30
£10-£20
£20-£30
£10-£20
£20-£30
£20-£30
£10-£20
£20-£30
£20-£40

754.M - A Victorian mahogany chest with 2 short and 3 long
graduated drawers with cock beading and turns knobs
755.V - A three-piece classic design button backed leather
Chesterfield suite three-seater settee and two matching
chairs
756.V - A large reproduction mahogany rectangular top
pedestal partners desk with drawers and cupboards
below
757.V - A reproduction mahogany 2 drawer filing cabinet
758.V - A reproduction mahogany leather topped office table
on turned supports with splayed legs
759.M - Victorian mahogany chest of 2 short and 3 long
graduated drawers with turned knobs

£20-£40
£80-£160
£100-£150
£10-£20
£50-£100
£20-£40

Day 1 Rostrum 2 Commencing at 10.00am

Office furniture, Catering equip, carpets & rugs,
Home furnishings
1001.V - 3 dry wipe boards and 1 snap frame
1002.V - 1 fire resisting safe by Rosengrens type S60 DIS
supplied with 1 key
1003.V - 1 fire resisting data cabinet by Phoenix type
Datacombi 2500 Series, keypad entry (supplied with
code) & supplied with 1 key for internal drawer
1004.V - 1 safe by Chubb type Sovereign, Grade III, YOM
2009, weight 920kg - dual entry (key and combination),
safe is supplied with 1 key and combination lock will
need resetting (safe is unlocked and open at the
moment)
1005.V - 1 fire resisting 4 drawer filing cabinet by Chubb supplied with 1 key
1006.V - 1 fire resisting data cabinet by Stratford type Firesafe
- supplied with 2 keys
1007.V - 1 fire resisting 4 drawer filing cabinet by Chubb supplied with 1 key
1008.V - 1 fire resisting 4 drawer filing cabinet by Chubb supplied with 1 key
1009.V - 1 fire resisting 4 drawer filing cabinet by Chubb supplied with 1 key
1010.V - One pallet containing a quantity of various colour
carpet tiles
1011.V - 1 small unused shutter front cabinet
1012.M - 4 white square tables with metal legs
1013.V - 4 matching wood effect pedestals
1014.M - 3 non matching wood effect pedestals
1015.M - 6 boxes of grey fleck Milliken carpet tiles, each box
contains 20 tiles and covers 4.18 sq m
1016.V - 2 wood effect office tables
1017.V - 2 wood framed blue upholstered chairs
1018.V - 3 large dry wipe magnetic boards
1019.V - 1 small grey metal shutter front cabinet with wood
effect top
1020.V - 1 small grey metal shutter front cabinet with wood
effect top
1021.V - 2 grey metal shutter front cabinets with wood effect
tops
1022.V - 2 grey metal shutter front cabinets with wood effect
tops
1023.V - 2 metal shutter front cabinets with wood effect tops
1024.V - 2 grey metal shutter front cabinets with wood effect
tops
1025.V - 2 grey metal shutter front cabinets with wood effect
tops
1026.M - 2 metal two drawer filing cabinets
1027.M - 1 metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
1028.M - 1 metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
1029.M - 1 wood effect pedestal & 1 file trolley
1030.M - 1 metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
1031.M - 1 metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
1032.M - 1 metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
1033.V – Lots 1033 to 1037 are blank
1038.M - 1 grey two section six drawer plan press
1039.V - 1 wood effect pedestal

£15-£30
£50-£100
£80-£160
£80-£160

£20-£40
£40-£70
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£10-£20
£60-£100
£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£50-£80
£10-£20
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1040.V - 1 bay of blue / grey metal boltless stores type racking
with chipboard shelves
1041.V - 4 free standing bays of Dexion type bolted stores
racking - built
1042.M - 1 grey metal shutter front storage cabinet by Roneo
1043.V - 1 wood effect open front shelf unit
1044.V - 1 wood effect / grey shutter front storage cabinet
1045.V - 1 small wood effect two door storage cabinet
1046.V - 1 wood effect 3 drawer filing cabinet
1047.V - 1 wood effect 4 drawer filing cabinet
1048.M - 1 white metal 4 drawer filing cabinet with locking
front bar supplied with 1 key
1049.M - 1 white metal 4 drawer filing cabinet with locking
front bar supplied with 1 key
1050.M - 1 white metal 4 drawer filing cabinet with locking
front bar supplied with 1 key
1051.M - 1 white metal 4 drawer filing cabinet with locking
front bar supplied with 1 key
1052.M - 1 white metal 4 drawer filing cabinet with locking
front bar supplied with 1 key
1053.M - 1 white metal 4 drawer filing cabinet with locking
front bar supplied with 1 key
1054.V - A quantity of various items including several quick
build exhibition type stands, graphics hangers, floor rugs,
artifical grass mats etc
1055.V - 1 metal 2 door storage cabinet approx 6ft by 3ft
1056.M - 1 grey metal shutter front storage cabinet by Roneo
1057.M - 1 grey metal shutter front storage cabinet by Roneo
1058.V - 1 grey metal 2 door storage cabinet approx 6ft by 3ft
1059.V - 1 metal 2 door storage cabinet approx 3ft x 3ft
1060.V - 1 metal 2 door storage cabinet approx 6ft by 3ft
1061.V - 3 small wood effect shelf units
1062.V - 1 bay of grey metal boltless stores type racking with
chipboard shelves
1063.V - 1 computer trolley and 1 computer cabinet
1064.V - 1 fire resisting safe by Phoenix type Titan II FS1280
series RRP £175 supplied with 2 keys (keys in auction
office)
1065.V - 1 bay of grey metal boltless stores type racking with
chipboard shelves
1066.V – Lots 1066-1069 are blank
1070.M - 1 white metal heavy duty 2 door storage cabinet
approx 6ft by 3ft supplied with 1 key
1071.M - 1 white metal heavy duty 2 door storage cabinet
approx 6ft by 3ft supplied with 1 key
1072.M - 1 white metal heavy duty 2 door storage cabinet
approx 6ft by 3ft supplied with 1 key
1073.M - 1 grey metal shutter front storage cabinet by Roneo
1074.M - 1 grey metal shutter front storage cabinet by Roneo
1075.M - 1 grey metal shutter front storage cabinet by Roneo
1076.M - 1 grey metal shutter front storage cabinet by Roneo
1077.M - 1 grey metal shutter front storage cabinet by Roneo
1078.M - 1 grey metal shutter front storage cabinet by Roneo
1079.V - 1 metal 4 drawer filing cabinet by Escoline
1080.V - 1 metal 4 drawer filing cabinet by Escoline
1081.V - 1 metal 4 drawer filing cabinet by Escoline
1082.V - 1 metal 4 drawer filing cabinet by Escoline
1083.M - 1 black wood effect open front shelf unit
1084.M - 1 wood effect 2 door storage cabinet
1085.M - 1 tall wood effect open front shelf unit
1086.V - 1 green metal shutter front storage cabinet by Roneo
1087.V - 1 green metal shutter front storage cabinet by Roneo
1088.M - A quantity of various items including 1 dry wipe
board, 2 circular tables, one large print of a coxless
rowing boat (this print has some damage), 1 other print,
2 wheeled stools etc
1089.V - A quantity of white metal bolt to wall shelf fittings by
Spur - metal fittings only, no shelves included
1090.V - 1 metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
1091.V - 1 metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
1092.V - 1 grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
1093.V - 1 grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
1094.V - 1 metal 3 drawer filing cabinet

£15-£30
£30-£60
£25-£35
£15-£30
£20-£40
£10-£20
£20-£40
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£10-£20
£20-£30
£40-£60
£40-£60
£20-£40
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£20-£40
£40-£70
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£15-£30
£10-£20

£30-£50
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30

1095.V - 1 metal 3 drawer filing cabinet
1096.V - 2 metal two drawer filing cabinets - 1 brown & 1 grey
1097.V - 2 laboratory type chest of drawers
1098.M - 1 grey metal shutter front storage cabinet by Triumph
1099.V - 1 low wood effect two door storage cabinet & 1 wood
effect open front shelf unit
1100.V - 1 light wood effect open front shelf unit
1101.V - 1 light wood effect open front shelf unit
1102.V - 1 light wood effect open front shelf unit
1103.V - 1 light wood effect open front shelf unit
1104.M - 1 wood effect open front shelf unit
1105.M - 2 dark wood effect lateral two drawer filing cabinets
1106.M - 2 white metal 4 drawer filing cabinets
1107.V - 2 purple upholstered stools with chrome bases
1108.V - 2 purple upholstered stools with chrome bases
1109.V - 2 modern style orange upholstered segment shaped
reception type chairs
1110.V - 1 metal 4 drawer cabinet by Bisley (1 deep and 3
shallow drawers)
1111.V - 1 metal 15 drawer index type cabinet by Bisley
1112.M - 2 artificial plants
1113.V - 1 small fire resisting safe by Phoenix type NT Fire
017 RRP £183 - supplied with 2 keys
1114.V - 1 low dark wood effect 2 door storage cabinet
1115.V - 1 small grey 2 door storage cabinet
1116.V - 1 wood effect two section bookcase with 2 glass
doors above and 2 wood effect doors below
1117.V - 1 dark wood effect two section bookcase with 2 glass
doors above and 2 wood effect doors below
1118.V - 1 dark wood effect two section bookcase with 2 glass
doors above and 2 wood effect doors below
1119.V - 1 wood effect twin pedestal desk
1120.V - 1 wood effect twin pedestal desk
1121.M - 2 wood effect manually adjustable height office
tables
1122.M - 2 dark wood effect single pedestal desks
1123.V - 1 wood effect twin pedestal desk
1124.M - 1 grey rectangular office table
1125.M - 1 wood effect rectangular office table with 1
underwork top pedestal
1126.V - 2 wood effect rectangular office tables with wheeled
folding legs
1127.V - 9 red metal chairs
1128.M - 3 black upholstered office swivel chairs
1129.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation by Lee and
Plumpton - NO pedestal
1130.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation by Lee and
Plumpton - NO pedestal
1131.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation by Lee and
Plumpton - NO pedestal
1132.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation by Lee and
Plumpton - NO pedestal
1133.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation by Lee and
Plumpton - NO pedestal
1134.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation by Lee and
Plumpton - NO pedestal
1135.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation by Lee and
Plumpton - NO pedestal
1136.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation by Lee and
Plumpton - NO pedestal
1137.M - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 non
matching pedestal
1138.M - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 non
matching pedestal
1139.V - 1 blue upholstered office swivel chair by I-Sit
1140.V - 1 purple upholstered office swivel chair by I-Sit
1141.V - 7 plastic / metal designer style chairs - green plastic
1142.V - 5 wheeled chairs withblack upholstered tip up seats
& mesh back panels
1143.V - 4 wood / plastic designer style chairs - blue
1144.V - 5 black upholstered cantilever chairs with chrome
legs & 2 similar but non matching chairs
1145.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair

£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£50
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£10-£20
£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£50
£30-£50
£40-£70
£20-£40
£30-£50
£10-£20
£40-£70
£10-£20
£10-£20
£25-£50
£25-£50
£25-£50
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£10-£20
£15-£30
£30-£50
£50-£90
£20-£40
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£50-£80
£30-£50
£40-£70
£40-£70
£10-£20
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1146.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair
1147.M - 2 blue upholstered office swivel chairs by Senetor
1148.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 under
worktop pedestal
1149.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 under
worktop pedestal
1150.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 under
worktop pedestal
1151.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 under
worktop pedestal
1152.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height
end pedestal
1153.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height
end pedestal
1154.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height
end pedestal
1155.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height
end pedestal
1156.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 2 full height
end pedestals
1157.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 2 full height
end pedestals
1158.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair
1159.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair with mesh
back panel
1160.V - 1 green upholstered office swivel chair with inflatable
lumbar support
1161.V - 1 purple upholstered office swivel chair with arms
1162.V - 1 purple upholstered office swivel chair - no arms
1163.V - 1 purple upholstered office swivel chair - no arms
1164.V - 1 purple upholstered office swivel chair - no arms
1165.V - 1 purple upholstered office swivel chair - no arms
1166.V - 1 purple upholstered office swivel chair - no arms
1167.V - 1 purple upholstered office swivel chair - no arms
1168.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height
end pedestal
1169.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height
end pedestal
1170.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height
end pedestal
1171.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height
end pedestal
1172.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height
end pedestal
1173.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height
end pedestal
1174.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height
end pedestal
1175.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height
end pedestal
1176.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height
end pedestal
1177.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height
end pedestal
1178.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height
end pedestal
1179.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair by Konig and
Neurath
1180.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair by Konig and
Neurath
1181.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair by Konig and
Neurath
1182.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair by Konig and
Neurath
1183.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair by Konig and
Neurath
1184.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair by Konig and
Neurath
1185.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair by Konig and
Neurath
1186.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair by Konig and
Neurath

£15-£30
£15-£30
£40-£70
£40-£70
£40-£70
£40-£70
£40-£70
£40-£70
£40-£70
£40-£70
£50-£80
£50-£80
£15-£30
£20-£40
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£40-£70
£40-£70
£40-£70
£40-£70
£40-£70
£40-£70
£40-£70
£40-£70
£40-£70
£40-£70
£40-£70
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40

1187.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair by Konig and
£20-£40
Neurath
1188.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair by Konig and
£20-£40
Neurath
1189.V - 1 wood effect wave front office table with 1 non
£30-£50
matching underwork pedestal & a 600mm tower shelf
pack
1190.V - 1 wood effect wavefront office table with 1 non
£30-£50
matching underwork pedestal & a 600mm tower shelf
pack
1191.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height
£30-£50
end pedestal
1192.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height
£30-£50
end pedestal - front edge trim requires attention
1193.V - 2 wood effect corner workstations - NO pedestals
£20-£40
1194.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 2 full height
£30-£50
end pedestals
1195.V - 2 wood effect office tables, 2 desk hung screens & 1
£15-£30
non matching pedestal
1196.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end
£30-£50
pedestal
1197.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with single fixed
£30-£50
pedestal
1198.V - 3 wood effect rectangular office tables with metal
£50-£80
post legs
1199.V - 1 multi coloured ball coat rack
£15-£30
1200.V - 1 light brown upholstered office swivel chair
£10-£20
1201.M - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair & 1 red
£10-£20
upholstered office swivel chair
1202.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair with metal
£20-£40
base
1203.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair with metal
£20-£40
base
1204.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair with metal
£20-£40
base
1205.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair with metal
£20-£40
base
1206.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair with metal
£20-£40
base
1207.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair with metal
£20-£40
base
1208.M - 1 blue upholstered office swivel chair by Senetor
£15-£30
1209.V - 1 wood effect adjustable height corner workstation by £20-£40
Kinnarps - NO pedestal
1210.V - 1 wood effect adjustable height corner workstation by £20-£40
Kinnarps - NO pedestal
1211.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation by Haworth type d£40-£70
yes with 1 under worktop pedestal
1212.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation by Haworth type d£40-£70
yes with 1 under worktop pedestal
1213.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation by Haworth type d£40-£70
yes with 1 under worktop pedestal
1214.V - A blue upholstered wood framed two person
£20-£40
reception seat with 1 matching chair
1215.V - A blue upholstered wood framed two person
£20-£40
reception seat with 1 matching chair
1216.M - 1 quick build pop up type exhibition stand in transit
£15-£30
case
1217.V - A blue upholstered wood framed two person
£30-£50
reception seat with 3 similar chairs
1218.V - 6 grey upholstered reception chairs
£20-£40
1219.V - 1 low wood effect / silver shutter front cabinet
£20-£40
1220.V - 2 wood effect / silver curved end cabinets
£40-£70
1221.V - 3 blue upholstered office swivel chairs
£20-£40
1222.V - 5 blue upholstered office swivel chairs
£20-£40
1223.V - 12 various office swivel chairs
£30-£50
1224.V - An eight section wood effect boardroom type table
£100-£200
with chrome legs overall size approx 4.8m x 1.6m
comprising of 4 rectangular tables with folding legs and 4
quarter circle tipping top tables
1225.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair
£20-£40
1226.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair
£20-£40
1227.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair
£20-£40
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1228.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair
1229.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair
1230.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair
1231.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair
1232.V - 1 oval rose wood effect meeting room table approx
2.4m x 1.2m
1233.V - 1 dark wood effect circular table 1.2m diameter
1234.V - 2 black upholstered office swivel chairs
1235.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair
1236.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair
1237.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair
1238.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair
1239.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair
1240.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair
1241.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair
1242.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair
1243.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair
1244.V - A light brown upholstered 3 piece suite (2+1+1)
1245.V - 1 black upholstered tub type chair & 1 black
upholstered stool
1246.V - 1 black upholstered chair
1247.V - 1 small sofa bed
1248.V - 2 brown upholstered arm chairs & 1 matching
footstool
1249.V - 1 dark wood effect circular table and 1 dark wood
effect low two door cabinet
1250.V - 1 low wood effect 3 door cabinet
1251.V - 2 wood effect circular tables
1252.V - 2 black upholstered office swivel chairs
1253.M - 1 rectangular wood effect meeting room type table
approx 1.95m x 1.1m
1254.V - 6 blue upholstered reception type chairs
1255.V - 8 blue upholstered reception type chairs
1256.V - 4 various fire extinguishers
1257.V - 1 Astoria extending dining table with wooden top and
grey painted legs, RRP £449
1258.M - 2 blue stacking chairs and 1 modern style stool
1259.V - 1 oak refectory table approx 1.5m x 80cm and 2 oak
benches both at 1.5m
1260.V - 1 oak refectory table approx 1.5m x 80cm and 2 oak
benches both at 1.5m
1261.V - 1 oak refectory table approx 1.5m x 80cm and 2 oak
benches both at 1.5m
1262.V - 1 oak refectory table approx 1.5m x 80cm and 2 oak
benches both at 1.5m
1263.M - 5 various ladies evening dresses. Not practical to list
in any more detail so please come and view or see
photographs
1264.M - 5 various ladies evening dresses. Not practical to list
in any more detail so please come and view or see
photographs
1265.M - 5 various ladies evening dresses. Not practical to list
in any more detail so please come and view or see
photographs
1266.M - 3 ladies evening trousers - cream
1267.M - 1 wedding dress by Romantica size 8 RRP £395
1268.M - 1 wedding dress by Estes size 14 RRP not visible
1269.M - 1 wedding dress by Alfred Angelo size 14 RRP £375
1270.M - 1 wedding dress by Veromia size 14 RRP £394
1271.M - 1 wedding dress size 14 RRP £300
1272.M - 1 wedding dress by Alfred Angelo size 16 RRP £495
1273.M - 1 wedding dress by Margaret Lee size 18 RRP £495
1274.M - 1 wedding dress - no other details visible
1275.M - 1 wedding dress by Alfred Angelo size 11 RRP £495
1276.M - 1 wedding dress by Alfred Angelo size 12 RRP £395
1277.M - 1 wedding dress size 12 RRP £495
1278.M - 1 wedding dress by Veromia size 12 RRP £312
1279.M - 1 wedding dress size 12 RRP £350
1280.M - 1 wedding dress by Alfred Angelo size 12 RRP £395
1281.M - 1 wedding dress size 12
1282.M - 1 wedding dress size 12 RRP £195
1283.M - 1 wedding dress by Alfred Angelo size 14 RRP £395
1284.M - 1 wedding dress by Alfred Angelo size 14 RRP £250

£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£50-£80
£20-£40
£30-£50
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£40-£70
£15-£30
£10-£20
£20-£40
£40-£70
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£30-£50
£20-£40
£30-£50
£40-£70
£15-£30
£20-£40
£10-£20
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£25-£50
£25-£50
£25-£50
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40

1285.M - 1 wedding dress by Alfred Angelo size 14 RRP £295
£20-£40
1286.M - 1 wedding dress by Bronte size 18 RRP £540
£20-£40
1287.M - 1 wedding dress by Estes size 18
£20-£40
1288.M - 1 wedding dress by Veromia size 8 RRP £475
£20-£40
£20-£40
1289.M - 1 wedding dress by Alfred Angelo size 10 RRP £450
1290.M - 1 wedding dress by Veromia size 12 RRP £255
£20-£40
1291.M - 1 wedding dress by Kasbah size 14 RRP £325
£20-£40
£20-£40
1292.M - 1 wedding dress by Alfred Angelo size 14 RRP £495
1293.M - 1 wedding dress size 10 RRP £295
£20-£40
1294.M - 4 various size pairs of jeans by 18th Amendment.
£20-£40
Contents of one shelf
1295.M - 4 various size pairs of jeans by 18th Amendment.
£20-£40
Contents of one shelf
1296.M - 5 various size pairs of jeans by 18th Amendment.
£25-£50
Contents of one shelf
1297.M - A quantity of various ladies formal wear hats £25-£50
contents of 2 mesh baskets which are not included
1298.M - 15 various size / style ladies / girls evening dresses.
£30-£50
Not practical to list in any more detail so please come
and view or see photographs
1299.M - 15 various size / style ladies / girls evening dresses.
£30-£50
Not practical to list in any more detail so please come
and view or see photographs
1300.M - 15 various size / style ladies / girls evening dresses.
£30-£50
Not practical to list in any more detail so please come
and view or see photographs
1301.M - 1 wedding dress by Sophia size 12 RRP £1300 - silk
£30-£50
& 2 other wedding dresses
1302.M - 1 wedding dress by Sophia size 10 RRP £1219 & 2
£30-£50
other wedding dresses
1303.M - 1 wedding dress by Sophia size 14 RRP £1100 £30-£50
pink & 2 other wedding dresses
1304.M - 1 wedding dress by Alexandra type Libby size 14
£30-£50
RRP £909 & 2 other wedding dresses
£30-£50
1305.M - 1 wedding dress by Alexandra type Fay size 10 RRP
£789 & 2 other wedding dresses
1306.M - 1 wedding dress by Revamp type Elke size 16 RRP
£30-£50
£539 & 2 other wedding dresses
1307.M - 10 various rugs. Not practical to list in any more
£30-£50
detail so please come and view or see photographs.
1308.V - A quantity of 34 various rugs with a combined RRP of £400-£500
£2466. Contents of two stillages which are not included.
Please see list attached to lot for full details, pictures,
RRPs etc
1309.M - 1 pine double bed by Retford type Makintosh Tall
£50-£100
Headboard, width 6ft. RRP was £518 when new and NO
slats or mattress are included
1310.M - 1 pine tester bed (4 poster) by Retford type
£70-£150
Countess, width 4ft 6inch. RRP was £1254 when new
and NO slats or mattress are included
1311.V - 1 dark grey upholstered headboard 6ft
£10-£20
1312.V - 1 children's memory coil mattress - 2ft 6inch short
£15-£30
1313.V - 1 mattress by Bed Cloud type Madrid - 70cm
£15-£30
1314.V - 1 Essentials memory foam mattress 3ft RRP £79
£15-£30
1315.V - 1 Ortho open coil mattress 3ft RRP £129
£20-£40
1316.V - 1 memory coil mattress by Sareer 3ft RRP £80
£15-£30
1317.V - 1 Silentnight Latex Pocket 2000 box top mattress 5ft
£70-£110
RRP £388
1318.V - 1 Wayfair Sleep memory coil mattress 4ft 6 inch RRP
£15-£30
£89
1319.V - 1 Wayfair Sleep memory coil mattress 4ft 6 inch RRP
£15-£30
£89
1320.V - 1 Wayfair Sleep mattress 4ft 6 inch RRP £59
£10-£20
1321.V - 1 mattress by Sareer 4ft RRP £154
£20-£40
1322.V - 1 Wayfair Sleep memory coil mattress 5ft RRP £119
£20-£40
1323.V - 2 wall lights by Honsel RRP £62 each
£15-£30
1324.V - 2 pendant lights by Nave type 6025442 RRP £52
£15-£30
each
1325.V - 1 ceiling fan / light by Minisun RRP £99
£15-£30
1326.V - 1 chandelier type light by MW type 232016406A RRP £20-£40
£146
1327.V - 1 pendant light by Firstlight type Castle RRP £127
£15-£30
1328.V - 2 wall lights by Dar type Ray RRP £38 each
£15-£30
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1329.V - 1 Mathilda 3 light shaded chandelier RRP £115 & 2
other lights RRP £57 each
1330.V - 1 pendant light by Angus RRP £49
1331.V - 1 chandelier type pendant light RRP £153
1332.V - 1 pendant light by Iconic RRP £60
1333.V - 1 glass pendant light by Firstlight RRP £79
1334.V - 2 pendant lights by Eglo type Razoni RRP £44 each
1335.V - 3 pendant lights by Mark Slojd type Minna RRP £69
each
1336.V - 1 flush light by Pagazzi RRP £79 & 2 pendant lights
by Nave RRP £40 each.
1337.V - 1 flush fitting light by Searchlight type Hanna RRP
£199
1338.V - 2 flush fitting lights by Endon type Swayze RRP £109
each
1339.V - 2 pendant lights by Pagazzi RRP £85 each
1340.V - 1 pendant light by Endon type Camille 24lt RRP £270
1341.V - 1 chandelier light by Comodo RRP £99
1342.V - 1 pendant light by Endon type Miele RRP £76
1343.V - 3 pendant lights by Nova Luce type 672802 RRP £49
each
1344.V - 1 metal pendant light by Fifty Five South type
Lexington RRP £129
1345.V - 1 metal pendant light by Fifty Five South type
Lexington RRP £129
1346.V - 1 metal pendant light by Fifty Five South type
Lexington RRP £129
1347.V - 1 pendant light by Leuchten Direct RRP £81 & 2
lights by Eglo RRPs £78 & £52
1348.V - 1 fabric shade pendant light by Maytoni type Felicita
RRP £110
1349.V - 1 drum light by Endon type Nixon RRP £127
1350.V - 1 pendant light by Endon type Ortona 5lt RRP £140
1351.V - A double pendant light by Romi type Hanoi RRP
£399
1352.V - 1 pendant light by Dar type Lyall RRP £70 & 1
copper coloured pendant light RRP £36
1353.V - 2 pendant lights by Endon type Daley 3lt RRP £140
each & 1 pendant light by Endon type type Fargo RRP
£58
1354.V - 1 Arte ceiling lamp RRP £149 & 1 light by Esto type
Alexa RRP £51
1355.V - 2 wall lights by Minisun type Wilhelm RRP £22 each
1356.V - 9 various small lights with a combined RRP of around
£200
1357.V - 10 various LED light bulbs
1358.V - 10 various LED light bulbs
1359.V - 2 ceiling lights by Lucide type Lester RRP £71 each
1360.V - 2 semi flush lights by Endon type Havana RRP £53
each
1361.V - 1 Crystal ceiling chandelier type light by Homcom
RRP £71
1362.V - 1 outdoor light by Albert RRP £114
1363.V - 1 pendant light by Nino RRP £52 & 1 wall light by
Relaxdays RRP £58
1364.V - 1 bicycle pet trailer RRP £89 & 1 Bunty animal bed
1365.V - 1 wicker animal bed with a brown upholstered
cushion RRP £92
1366.V - 1 hat / coat stand RRP £33
1367.V - 1 floor lamp by Bernal RRP £53
1368.V - 1 floor lamp by Carcon RRP £74 & 1 hat / coat stand
RRP £103
1369.V - 1 tripod floor lamp by Lantada RRP £84
1370.V - 1 tripod floor lamp by Warrensburg RRP £74
1371.V - 1 tripod floor lamp & 2 other floor lamps
1372.V - 1 table lamp by Cimc Home RRP £102, 1 Folsom
floor lamp RRP £50 & 2 floating shelves RRP £25 each
1373.V - A quantity of various duvet covers, pillow cases &
sheets
1374.V - 2 Premier table lamps RRP £41 each & 1 Jones
clock RRP £25
1375.V - A quantity of various duvet covers & throws.
Contents of one shelf

£20-£40
£10-£20
£20-£40
£10-£20
£10-£20
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£50
£20-£40
£15-£30
£30-£50
£15-£30
£10-£20
£30-£50
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£40-£70
£15-£30
£40-£70
£20-£40
£10-£20
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£10-£20
£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
£15-£30
£10-£20
£15-£30
£20-£40
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£20-£40

1376.V - 1 table clock, 1 wooden train & 1 bin
1377.V - A quantity of various items including a 17 piece
dinner set, glasses, a clock, cutlery etc. Combined RRPs
over £200
1378.V - 1 table clock, 1 wall clock and 1 pet carrier by Paw
Hut
1379.V - 1 outdoor clock with thermometer and humidty
meters
1380.V - 1 large wall clock RRP £46
1381.V - 1 microwave oven by Tower RRP £80
1382.V - 3 bins, 1 candle holder, 3 pots & 1 elephant head.
Combined RRPs over £200
1383.V - 2 bedspreads by Parasian House RRP £60 each
1384.V - 1 Folsom floor lamp RRP £50 & 1 retro Swan bin
RRP £62
1385.V - 3 Folsom floor lamps RRP £50 each
1386.V - 3 table lamps, 1 vase & 1 Brabanita bin. Combined
RRPs over £200
1387.V - A set of 6 framed botanical studies RRP £127
1388.V - 1 large wall clock by Pacific RRP £68
1389.V - 3 table lamps, 1 Folsom floor lamp, 3 curtain poles &
1 bread crock. Combined RRPs over £300
1390.V - 1 dinner set, 1 Jones clock, 1 Timco clock & 1 table
lamp. Combined RRPs around £150
1391.V - 1 industrial style wall clock RRP £245
1392.V - 1 wall clock by Old Town RRP £86
1393.V - 3 table lamps, 1 pendant light, 1 kettle & 1 Brabanita
bin. Combined RRPs over £200
1394.V - 1 monitor mount, 1 cat scratching tree, 1 floor rug, 1
blind, 1 shelf set, 1 stove top kettle & 1 dinner set.
Combined RRPs around £150
1395.V - 2 large wall clocks
1396.V - 5 various floor rugs. Combined RRPs region of £200.
Contents of one shelf. Not practical to list in any more
detail so please come and view or see photographs.
1397.V - 5 various floor rugs. Combined RRPs region of £200.
Contents of one shelf. Not practical to list in any more
detail so please come and view or see photographs.
1398.V - 5 various floor rugs. Combined RRPs region of £200.
Contents of one shelf. Not practical to list in any more
detail so please come and view or see photographs.
1399.V - 5 various floor rugs. Combined RRPs region of £200.
Contents of one shelf. Not practical to list in any more
detail so please come and view or see photographs.
1400.V - 5 various floor rugs. Combined RRPs region of £150.
Not practical to list in any more detail so please come
and view or see photographs
1401.V - 5 various floor rugs. Combined RRPs region of £150.
Not practical to list in any more detail so please come
and view or see photographs
1402.V - 5 various floor rugs. Combined RRPs region of £150.
Not practical to list in any more detail so please come
and view or see photographs
1403.V - 5 various floor rugs. Combined RRPs region of £150.
Not practical to list in any more detail so please come
and view or see photographs
1404.V - 5 various floor rugs. Combined RRPs region of £150.
Not practical to list in any more detail so please come
and view or see photographs
1405.V - 5 various floor rugs. Combined RRPs region of £150.
Not practical to list in any more detail so please come
and view or see photographs
1406.V - 5 various floor rugs. Combined RRPs region of £150.
Not practical to list in any more detail so please come
and view or see photographs
1407.V - 5 various floor rugs. Combined RRPs region of £150.
Not practical to list in any more detail so please come
and view or see photographs
1408.V - 5 various floor rugs. Combined RRPs region of £150.
Not practical to list in any more detail so please come
and view or see photographs

£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£10-£20
£15-£30
£20-£40
£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£15-£30
£30-£50
£20-£40
£30-£50
£10-£20
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
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1409.V - 5 various floor rugs. Combined RRPs region of £150.
Not practical to list in any more detail so please come
and view or see photographs
1410.V - 5 various floor rugs. Combined RRPs region of £150.
Not practical to list in any more detail so please come
and view or see photographs
1411.V - 5 various floor rugs. Combined RRPs region of £150.
Not practical to list in any more detail so please come
and view or see photographs
1412.V - 5 various floor rugs. Combined RRPs region of £150.
Not practical to list in any more detail so please come
and view or see photographs
1413.V - 5 various floor rugs. Combined RRPs region of £150.
Not practical to list in any more detail so please come
and view or see photographs
1414.V - 5 various floor rugs. Combined RRPs region of £150.
Not practical to list in any more detail so please come
and view or see photographs
1415.V - 5 various floor rugs. Combined RRPs region of £150.
Not practical to list in any more detail so please come
and view or see photographs
1416.V - 5 various floor rugs. Combined RRPs region of £150.
Not practical to list in any more detail so please come
and view or see photographs
1417.V - 5 various floor rugs. Combined RRPs region of £150.
Not practical to list in any more detail so please come
and view or see photographs
1418.V - 5 various floor rugs. Combined RRPs region of £150.
Not practical to list in any more detail so please come
and view or see photographs
1419.V - 5 various floor rugs. Combined RRPs region of £150.
Not practical to list in any more detail so please come
and view or see photographs
1420.V - 5 various floor rugs. Combined RRPs region of £150.
Not practical to list in any more detail so please come
and view or see photographs
1421.V - 5 various floor rugs. Combined RRPs region of £150.
Not practical to list in any more detail so please come
and view or see photographs
1422.V - 5 various floor rugs. Combined RRPs region of £150.
Not practical to list in any more detail so please come
and view or see photographs
1423.V - 5 various floor rugs. Combined RRPs region of £150.
Not practical to list in any more detail so please come
and view or see photographs
1424.V - 1 large white floor rug RRP £213
1425.V - 1 floor rug type Tulsa approx 1.8m x 1.2m
1426.V - 2 small faux sheepskin rugs
1427.V - 1 floor rug by Kayoom type BAL powder pink approx
2m x 2.9m RRP £164
1428.V - A quantity of various ready made curtains. Contents
of one mesh basket which is not included
1429.V - A quantity of various ready made curtains. Contents
of one mesh basket which is not included
1430.V - A quantity of various throws, cushion covers,
blankets etc. Contents of two mesh baskets which are
not included
1431.V - A quantity of various cushions. Contents of one mesh
basket which is not included
1432.V - A quantity of various cushions. Contents of one mesh
basket which is not included
1433.V - 2 small grey sheepskin rugs
1434.V - A quantity of various duvets, pillows, a mattress
topper etc. Contents of two mesh baskets which are not
included
1435.V - A quantity of various items including a purple blanket
RRP £135, towel sets etc. Contents of one mesh basket
which is not included
1436.V - 5 various art prints including a Steve McQueen print
on glass. Combined RRPs region of £160
1437.V - 1 floor rug made from small square pieces of animal
hide stitched together

£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£25-£50
£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40

1438.V - 4 Zephyr woven Rawl Blue rugs - rugs match but are
£30-£50
slightly different sizes
1439.V - 1 large wall clock RRP £139
£20-£40
1440.V - 2 triangular pattern floor rugs - RRP not shown
£20-£40
1441.V - 2 pink hand made floor rugs (1 large & 1 small) RRP
£30-£50
£284
1442.V - 1 traditional style floor rug RRP £122
£15-£30
1443.V - 1 floor rug RRP £143 & 1 grey floor rug RRP £38
£20-£40
1444.V - 1 mint floor rug RRP £172
£20-£40
£20-£40
1445.V - 1 Brown floor rug with matching runner RRPs £120 &
£54
1446.V - 1 floral pattern floor rug RRP £98
£15-£30
1447.V - 1 purple / grey / cream floor rug RRP £62
£10-£20
1448.V - 1 large white faux sheepskin floor rug RRP £165 & 1
£20-£40
grey pattern floor rug RRP £66
1449.V - 1 shaggy floor rug RRP £82 & 1 red / white pattern
£20-£40
floor rug RRP £78
1450.V - 2 matching floor rugs (different sizes) & 1 grey
£20-£40
pattern floor rug. Combined RRPs over £200
1451.V - 2 non matching red pattern floor rugs - RRP not
£20-£40
shown
1452.V - 1 large Florenza floor rug & 2 matching runners. RRP £20-£40
not shown
1453.V - 1 red pattern floor rug RRP £83 and 1 grey pattern
£20-£40
floor rug RRP £60
1454.V - 1 green / gold pattern floor rug RRP £145
£20-£40
1455.V - 1 multi coloured floor rug RRP £169
£20-£40
1456.V - 2 shaggy floor rugs RRPs £71 & £79
£20-£40
1457.V - 2 matching light coloured floor rugs RRP £79 each
£20-£40
1458.V - 2 non matching floor rugs - 1 has RRP of £73 the
£20-£40
other has no RRP shown
1459.V - 1 green shaggy floor rug RRP £196 & 1 dark grey
£30-£50
shaggy floor rug RRP £84
1460.V - 1 small green shaggy floor rug RRP £56 & 1 black /
£15-£30
silver shaggy floor rug RRP £91
1461.V - 1 dark grey shaggy floor rug RRP £59 & 1 mottled
£15-£30
pattern floor rug RRP £78
1462.V - 2 non matching geometric pattern floor rugs. 1 has
£15-£30
RRP of £89 & 1 RRP not shown
1463.V - 2 matching light coloured floor rugs with simple flower £20-£40
design RRPs not shown
1464.V - 1 traditional design floor rug RRP £62 & 1 square
£15-£30
pattern floor rug RRP £59
1465.V - 1 light coloured geometric pattern floor rug RRP £163 £20-£40
1466.V - 1 light brown mottled pattern floor rug RRP £167
£20-£40
1467.V - 1 green / gold pattern floor rug RRP £163
£20-£40
1468.M - 1 Gazak rug approx 127cm x 120cm
£50-£80
1469.M - 1 vintage Baluchi rug approx 130cm x 86cm
£40-£70
1470.M - 1 Kashmiri wool chain hand stitch rug approx 90cm x
£30-£50
60cm
1471.M - 1 suzni kelim runner 245 x 73
£50-£80
1472.M - A red ground cashmere rug with tree of Life design
£100-£150
1.7 m x 1.2 m
1473.M - 1 red ground cashmere rug with a Bokara design 2.4 £160-£200
m x 1.6 m
1474.M - 1 red ground traditional rug approx 1.6m x 2.3m
£50-£80
1475.M - 2 non matching small patterned floor rugs
£10-£20
1476.V - Catalogue is now blank until lot 1500
1501.M - A pair of large decorative two handled urn type
£30-£60
planters
1502.M - A pair of large decorative two handled urn type
£30-£60
planters
1503.M - 3 concrete garden ornaments - 1 lion mask & 2
£20-£40
cherubs, please note lion is damaged
1504.M - 2 concrete garden 2 piece planters - leaf decoration
£40-£60
on sides
1505.M - 1 concrete timber effect bench on squirrel plinths
£35-£50
1506.M - 1 concrete garden bird bath - rose
£15-£30
1507.M - 1 concrete garden bench with curved seat on squirrel £35-£50
plinths
1508.M - A pair of brick planters festooned with ivy
£12-£30
1509.M - A pair of circular planters featuring stags and tropical
£50-£60
birds
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1510.M - A cherub, lion mask and two wall plaques
1511.M - A concrete garden vineyard bird bath adorned with
vine leaves
1512.M - 1 gothic style bird bath with hexagonal top
1513.M - Two large concrete garden planters
1514.M - A pair of large decorative two handled urn type
planters
1515.M - A concrete garden seashell style bird bath on a
decorative base
1516.M - 1 concrete garden bird bath - rose
1517.M - A pair of square garden planters decorated with
roses
1518.M - Two concrete Mayan style planters decorated with
an Aztec design on a circular base
1519.M - A concrete staddle stone
1520.M - A concrete staddle stone
1521.M - Two large sack shaped planters
1522.M - Two small sack shaped planters
1523.V - 1 stone/granite and wood garden bench
1524.V - 1 stone/granite and wood garden bench
1525.V - 1 stone/granite and wood garden bench
1526.M - Large reclaimed cable reel converted table with
heavy-duty base
1527.M - Large reclaimed cable reel converted table with
heavy-duty base
1528.M - Large reclaimed cable reel converted table with
heavy-duty base
1529.M - Large reclaimed cable reel converted table with
heavy-duty base
1530.M - Large reclaimed cable reel converted table with
heavy-duty base
1530a.M - Large reclaimed cable reel converted table with
heavy-duty base
1530b.M - Large reclaimed cable reel converted table with
heavy-duty base
1531.V - 1 grill rotisserie oven by Vanguard 3 phase - trade
1532.V - 5 large stainless steel trays
1533.V - 1 grill rotisserie oven by Vanguard 3 phase - trade
1534.V - 5 large stainless steel trays
1535.V - One commercial double bowl single drainer sink unit
with shelf beneath
1536.V - One commercial double bowl single drainer sink unit
with shelf beneath
1537.M - A large commercial glass fronted serve over display
fridge by Legend - no model visible - appears unused 240v trade
1538.V - 1 x Viners 16 piece cutlery set type Eminence in gold
RRP £44.99
1539.V - 1 x Viners 16 piece cutlery set type Eminence in gold
RRP £44.99
1540.V - 1 x Viners 16 piece cutlery set type Eminence in gold
RRP £44.99
1541.V - 1 x Viners 16 piece cutlery set type Eminence in gold
RRP £44.99
1542.V - An unused, boxed, 7 piece knife set in red by
Waltmann Und Sohn
1543.V - An unused, boxed, 7 piece knife set in red by
Waltmann Und Sohn
1544.V - An unused, boxed, 7 piece knife set in red by
Waltmann Und Sohn
1545.V - A 58 piece polished cutlery set by Stellar type:
Winchester RRP £108.99
1546.V - An unused, boxed, 7 piece knife set in white by
Waltmann Und Sohn
1547.V - An unused, boxed, 7 piece knife set in white by
Waltmann Und Sohn
1548.V - An unused, boxed, 7 piece knife set in black by
Waltmann Und Sohn
1549.V - One catering 9 piece knife set in a case by Samurai
1550.V - A 10 piece knife set in a case by Waltmann Und
Sohn
1551.V - A 10 piece knife set in a case by Waltmann Und
Sohn

£35-£40
£15-£20
£15-£30
£30-£50
£30-£50
£15-£30
£15-£30
£24-£35
£50-£60
£22-£30
£22-£30
£36-£40
£16-£30
£100-£150
£100-£150
£100-£150
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80
£100-£200
£30-£60
£100-£200
£30-£60
£260-£300
£260-£300
£50-£100
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£18-£30
£18-£30
£18-£30
£25-£50
£18-£30
£18-£30
£18-£30
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80

1552.V - A 10 piece knife set in a case by Waltmann Und
Sohn
1553.V - 1 unused, boxed, 7 piece multi-colour knife set by
Waltmann Und Sohn
1554.V - 1 unused, boxed, 7 piece multi-colour knife set by
Waltmann Und Sohn
1555.V - 1 unused, boxed, 7 piece multi-colour knife set by
Waltmann Und Sohn
1556.V - 1 unused, boxed, 7 piece multi-colour knife set by
Waltmann Und Sohn
1557.V - 1 unused, boxed, 7 piece multi-colour knife set by
Waltmann Und Sohn
1558.V - 1 unused, boxed, 7 piece multi-colour knife set by
Waltmann Und Sohn
1559.V - 12 unused stainless steel teapots and a quantity of
coffee pots, contents of one shelf
1560.V - 1 crate containing a quantity of catering related
utensils and knives
1561.V - Six commercial stainless steel gastronorm trays
1562.V - 3 unopened packets containing a total of 9 chef
aprons in black
1563.V - One electric unused commercial stainless steel 3 pot
bain-marie - trade
1564.V - A quantity of stainless steel cutlery in a cutlery tray
1565.V - 1 pack containing 20 unused tea towels by H line
1566.V - 24 large wine glasses by Jamie's Italian
1567.V - 24 large wine glasses by Jamie's Italian
1568.V - 24 large wine glasses by Jamie's Italian
1569.V - 24 large wine glasses by Jamie's Italian
1570.V - A large quantity of Catering related recipe books,
mainly by Jamie Oliver. Contents of one shelf
1571.V - 6 used stainless steel frying pans
1572.V - A quantity of various catering related items including
stainless steel trays, electronic goods, quantity of baking
trays, stainless steel bowls and a number of chopping
boards. Contents of two shelves
1573.V - 1 boxed unused large insectocutor by Diaminox trade
1574.V - 1 boxed unused large insectocutor by Diaminox trade
1575.V - 1 boxed unused large insectocutor by Diaminox trade
1576.V - 1 boxed unused large insectocutor by Diaminox trade
1577.V - 1 boxed unused large insectocutor by Diaminox trade
1578.V - 1 boxed unused large insectocutor by Diaminox trade
1579.V - 2 sets of 16 piece gold cutlery by Viners type
Eminence
1580.V - 2 sets of 16 piece gold cutlery by Viners type
Eminence
1581.V - 2 sets of 16 piece gold cutlery by Viners type
Eminence
1582.V - 2 sets of 16 piece gold cutlery by Viners type
Eminence
1583.V - 2 sets of 16 piece gold cutlery by Viners type
Eminence
1584.M - One box containing a quantity of stainless steel
catering related utensils, trays etc.
1585.V - 20 stainless steel vegetable dishes
1586.V - 7 large stainless steel sandwich trays
1587.V - One commercial electric bug zapper by Diaminox,
boxed - trade
1588.V - One commercial electric bug zapper by Diaminox,
boxed - trade
1589.V - One commercial electric bug zapper by Diaminox,
boxed - trade
1590.V - One commercial electric bug zapper by Diaminox,
boxed - trade
1591.V - One commercial electric bug zapper by Diaminox,
boxed - trade

£50-£80
£18-£20
£18-£20
£18-£20
£18-£20
£18-£20
£18-£20
£20-£40
£10-£20
£20-£30
£10-£20
£110-£150
£20-£30
£10-£20
£16-£20
£16-£20
£16-£20
£16-£20
£50-£60
£10-£20
£25-£50

£40-£60
£40-£60
£40-£60
£40-£60
£40-£60
£40-£60
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£10-£20
£20-£30
£25-£30
£28-£35
£28-£35
£28-£35
£28-£35
£28-£35
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1592.M - A quantity of various catering related items including
£15-£30
stainless steel vegetable trays, utensils etc. Contents of
one shelf
1593.M - A quantity of various catering related items including
£20-£40
a coffee machine, a juicer, trays, cutlery, glasses etc.
Contents of two shelves - trade
1594.V - A large quantity of catering related items including a
£10-£20
hot water steel fridge, pots and pans, toasters, a
microwave etc. Contents of two shelves - trade
1595.M - 6 sets of Competition League pool balls, 4 sets
£40-£60
complete and 2 sets have no black ball
1596.M - 2 x 5lt containers of disinfectant cleaner by Janitol &
£10-£20
a small washroom cleaner
1597.M - A quantity of various catering related items including
£20-£40
a Bosch Tassimo machine, a vacuum sealer, 2 advent
bottle warmers, whisks etc. - trade
1598.M - 4 containers of Diversey Suma rinse/rinse aid - 5lt
£28-£35
each
1599.M - 4 containers of Diversey Suma rinse/rinse aid - 5lt
£28-£35
each
1600.M - 4 containers of Diversey Suma Lima dishwasher
£24-£30
detergent - 5lt each
1601.M - 4 containers of Diversey Suma Lima & Evans
£24-£30
dishwasher detergent
1602.M - 5 x 5lt Diversey cleaning fluids
£28-£30
1603.M - 4 x 5lt of various cleaning fluids and two rolls of
£24-£30
Swing bin liners
1604.M - 5 tubs of house and siding pressure wash liquid
£16-£30
concentrate by Zep Commercial
1605.M - 6 tubs of house and siding pressure wash liquid
£20-£30
concentrate by Zep Commercial
1606.M - Three small containers of hand cleaner and a
£10-£20
quantity of disposable gloves etc
1607.M - 6 x 5lt tubs of shower safe disinfectant and scale
£28-£35
remover
1608.M - 6 x 5lt tubs of shower safe disinfectant and scale
£28-£35
remover
1609.M - A quantity of glass and general purpose cleaner and
£20-£40
Unipart cream cleaner
1610.M - A quantity of glass and general purpose cleaner and
£20-£40
Unipart cream cleaner
1611.M - A quantity of glass and general purpose cleaner
£20-£40
cream cleaner window cleaner etc
1612.M - A quantity of hand wash and hand sanitizer and two
£10-£20
wall mounted dispensers
1613.M - A quantity of hand wash and hand sanitizer and two
£10-£20
wall mounted dispensers
1614.M - 1 Nescafe Dolce Gusto coffee machine by DeLonghi
£15-£30
- trade
1615.M - 1 Nescafe Dolce Gusto coffee machine by DeLonghi, £15-£30
2 plastic 4 compartment storage tubs and 2 glass
shelves. Contents of one shelf - trade
1616.V – Lots 1616 to 1619 are blank
1620.M - A quantity of various catering related items including
£20-£40
a chopping board, unused utensils, two stainless steel
toasters, coffee mugs etc. Contents of one shelf - trade
1621.V - One commercial stainless steel mobile hot cupboard
£70-£150
by Dean 240V - trade
1622.V - One unused gas fired twin basket deep fryer by
£500-£600
Hobart - trade
1623.V - A quantity of stainless steel cutlery
£10-£20
1624.V - 1 boxed unused 80w green microwave by Swan type
£20-£40
Retro - trade
1625.V - 1 table top hot drink dispenser by Flavia
£10-£30
1626.M - 1 electric kebab cutter by Easy Cut and one pizza
£100-£120
chopper by Vogue
1627.M - 1 tray sealer system by MK model ul5 and a quantity
£25-£50
of trays - trade
1628.M - One electric slush machine by Electro Freeze model £200-£300
G52tm - trade
1629.M - One electric contact grill and one meat slicer
£15-£30
requiring attention - trade

1630.M - 1 coffee percolator by Hobart, 1 Kenwood juicer and
1 Swan hot water boiler - trade
1631.V - A set of electronic scales, 2 plate warmers and a
quantity of stainless steel baking trays etc - trade
1632.M - 2 stainless steel extraction hoods - trade
1633.V - 1 stainless steel commercial electric griddle by
Infernus type INEG75C - trade
1634.V - 1 large electric griddle by Chef Hub - trade
1635.V - One large countertop 3 phase griddle by Ozti type
oge8090n - trade
1636.V - A red powerful blender by Diaminox - trade
1637.V - A red powerful blender by Diaminox - trade
1638.V - A red powerful blender by Diaminox - trade
1639.V - A red powerful blender by Diaminox - trade
1640.M - 1 twin glass washer by Spulboy - trade
1641.V - One twin deep fat fryer by Infernus 240 volt - trade
1642.V - A yellow powerful blender by Diaminox - trade
1643.V - A yellow powerful blender by Diaminox - trade
1644.V - A yellow powerful blender by Diaminox - trade
1645.V - A yellow powerful blender by Diaminox - trade
1646.M - One commercial stainless steel convection oven by
Electrolux on a stainless steel stand 3 phase - trade
1647.V - One unused gas fired twin basket deep fryer by
Hobart - trade
1648.M - One commercial stainless steel salad bar with bench
fridge beneath by Apollo - trade
1649.V - One commercial stainless steel combination oven by
Zanussi 3 phase - trade
1650.V - One commercial stainless steel combination oven by
Olis, unit is fitted with an industrial 240v blue plug - trade
1651.V - One unused Hoover fridge freezer type hsc574w trade
1652.V - One commercial stainless steel hot trolley by
Burlodge 240volt - trade
1653.V - One cold water dispenser by Quench 240v - trade
1654.M - One commercial stainless steel solid top twin hob
oven by Falcon, gas fired - trade
1655.M - One white under counter washing machine by Bosch
Exxcel - trade
1656.V - 1 unused under counter fridge by LEC type l5511w
240v - trade
1657.V - 1 unused under counter fridge by LEC type l5511w
240v - trade
1658.V - 1 unused under counter fridge by LEC type l5511w
240v - trade
1659.M - 1 tall fridge freezer by Siemens and a microwave
oven - trade
1660.M - One commercial stainless steel automatic dough
roller by Somerset 240-volt - trade
1661.M - 1 counter top hot drinks/coffee vending machine by
Style 5 (coin op or free vend) comes with keys (keys in
auction office) - trade
1662.V - 1 unused undercounter freezer by New World 240
volt - trade
1663.V - 1 unused undercounter freezer by New World 240
volt - trade
1664.V - One unused under counter fridge by Indesit type
tlaa10 - trade
1665.V - One commercial stainless steel kebab rotisserie by
Archway 240v/gas - trade
1666.M - 1 countertop hot food display cabinet, an air
conditioner, a bin and a universal trailer hitch lock - trade
1667.M - 3 insectocutors by Easy Zap 240 V - trade
1668.V - 1 undercounter back bar bottle chiller by Husky 240
volt - trade
1669.V - 1 undercounter back bar bottle chiller by Husky 240
volt - trade
1670.V - 1 undercounter back bar bottle chiller by Husky 240
volt - trade
1671.V - 1 undercounter back bar bottle chiller by Husky 240
volt - trade
1672.V - 1 undercounter back bar bottle chiller by Husky 240
volt - trade

£30-£60
£30-£60
£30-£60
£200-£400
£150-£200
£200-£300
£120-£150
£120-£150
£120-£150
£120-£150
£30-£60
£150-£200
£120-£150
£120-£150
£120-£150
£120-£150
£60-£100
£500-£600
£40-£80
£150-£200
£150-£200
£110-£150
£60-£100
£10-£20
£80-£160
£20-£40
£50-£70
£70-£90
£70-£90
£15-£30
£200-£250
£200-£250
£50-£60
£50-£60
£70-£80
£80-£160
£30-£40
£30-£40
£150-£200
£150-£200
£150-£200
£150-£200
£150-£200
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1673.V - One large unused aluminium cooking pot 45lt RRP
£112.99
1674.V - 1 long aluminium table frame with chopping board
top
1675.M - One commercial stainless steel mobile prep table
with shelf above and shelf below
1676.M - Approximately 1000 microwave / freezer containers
1677.V - One commercial stainless steel catering storage
cabinet with 2 doors
1678.V - One small fridge freezer by ProLine 240V - trade
1679.M - A Maidaid Halcyon ice maker 240V - trade
1680.M - 1 countertop Maidaid Halcyon glass washer type
d400 240V - trade
1681.V - 1 recycling cabinet containing three recycling bins
RRP £147.99
1682.V - One mobile catering type vegetable trolley RRP £225
1683.V - 1 single bowl single drainer sink unit with shelf
beneath
1684.V - One large 5-ft chopping block on an aluminium stand
1685.V - A large upright fridge by scandinova type LF6-137S
trade
1686.V - Blank
1687.M - One commercial spiral food mixer by IzMak type SD
20 240V - trade
1688.V - One large commercial stainless steel meat grinder by
Koneteollisius type LM-32a - 3ph trade
1689.M - One large commercial sliding door display fridge by
Capital Cooling type hercules 3ph - trade
1690.V - 1 large commercial stainless steel potato rumbler by
Electrolux type dito 3ph - trade
1691.V - Blank
1692.V - Blank
1693.V - 1 commercial stainless steel catering type table with
shelf beneath 600 x 1200mm boxed
1694.V - 1 commercial stainless steel catering type table with
shelf beneath 600 x 1200mm boxed
1695.V - 1 commercial stainless steel catering type table with
shelf beneath 600 x 1200mm boxed
1696.V - 1 commercial stainless steel catering type table with
shelf beneath 600 x 1800mm boxed
1697.V - 1 commercial stainless steel catering type table with
shelf beneath 600 x 1800mm boxed
1698.V - 1 commercial stainless steel catering type table with
shelf beneath 600 x 1800mm boxed
1699.V - 1 commercial stainless steel catering type table with
shelf beneath 600 x 1800mm boxed
1700.V - 1 aluminium framed table with chopping board top
1701.M - 1 undercounter fridge by ProLine and a microwave
oven 240V - trade
1702.M - One under counter condenser tumble dryer by
Hoover type Dynamic Mega 10kg Aquavision - trade
1703.M - One under counter washing machine by Hotpoint
type wmbf742 - 7kg trade
1704.V - 1 aluminium framed table with chopping board top
1705.V - 3 electronic heat sealers and a roll of cling film 240v trade
1706.M - An under counter washing machine by Bosch type
wfb 2004 trade
1707.V - Blank
1708.V - A quantity of large red plastic chopping boards
contents of one pallet, pallet is not included
1709.V - A quantity of large red plastic chopping boards,
contents of one pallet, pallet is not included
1710.V - 4 large red plastic chopping boards, contents of one
pallet, pallet is not included
1711.V - 4 large red chopping boards, contents of one pallet,
pallet is not included
1712.V - One commercial stainless steel, double bowl, double
drainer sink top
1713.V - 1 unused bay of catering type racking with 4 shelves
(built to view)
1714.V - 1 unused bay of catering type racking with 4 shelves
1715.V - 1 unused bay of catering type racking with 4 shelves

£25-£30
£30-£60
£60-£120
£10-£20
£40-£60
£10-£20
£30-£60
£30-£60
£30-£60
£40-£60
£160-£200
£300-£350
£10-£20
£100-£200
£120-£140
£100-£200
£140-£280

£100-£140
£100-£140
£100-£140
£120-£160
£120-£160
£120-£160
£120-£160
£30-£60
£10-£20
£80-£150
£20-£40
£30-£60
£30-£60
£15-£30
£30-£60
£30-£60
£30-£60
£30-£60
£60-£120
£90-£120
£90-£120
£90-£120

1716.V - 1 unused bay of catering type racking with 4 shelves
£90-£120
1717.V - 1 unused bay of catering type racking with 4 shelves
£90-£120
£90-£120
1718.V - 1 unused bay of catering type racking with 4 shelves
1719.V - One electric ice cream display freezer by Valentini
£80-£160
240v - trade
1720.V - One electric ice cream display freezer by Valentini
£80-£160
240v - trade
1721.V - A 3 tier ice cream display freezer by iArp, please note £10-£20
the back of this freezer is in need of repair - trade
1722.V - One commercial 2 door stainless steel fridge by
£80-£160
Williams type hz15 240-volt - trade
1723.V - A commercial stainless steel combi oven by Hobart
£60-£120
10 grid type csd1012e 3 phase - trade
1724.M - 3 round wooden cafe type tables and 6 plastic blue
£20-£40
cafe type chairs
1725.V - 1 long aluminium catering type table frame with
£30-£60
chopping board top
1726.M - One commercial stainless steel counter/table top
£300-£500
automatic doughnut fryer by Daisy's donuts, unit has
interchangeable trays and hoppers for larger or smaller
donuts, a spare motor, spare fuses & printed manual
240v trade
1727.V – Lots 1727-1729 are blank
1730.M - 14 red upholstered cane chairs
£10-£20
1731.V - A large quantity of brown upholstered dining chairs
£15-£30
with a quantity of black covers (these chairs are fairly
worn so will need the covers included)
1732.V - 6 brown upholstered dining chairs
£20-£40
1733.V - 6 brown upholstered dining chairs
£20-£40
1734.V - 8 red upholstered dining chairs & 8 black chair
£40-£60
covers
1735.V - 8 red upholstered dining chairs & 8 black chair
£40-£60
covers
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Day 2 Rostrum 1 Commencing at 10.00am in
Hangar 2. All electrical lots in this sale are
Deemed as “Trade” sales. See sale conditions
2001.V - 1 inverter welder by IFL type 151PHF, 110v
2002.V - Two large wall mounted electrical control boxes
2003.V - 1 x 20L drum of transmission fluid by Texaco type
Textran AS
2004.V - 1 x 20L drum of transmission fluid by Elf type
Tranself B80W/90
2005.V - 1 x 20L drum of transmission fluid by Elf type
Tranself B80W/90
2006.V - A quantity of various items including a 110v
transformer, Luxam bulbs, wire, multi coloured beacons,
crimping tools etc. Contents of two shelves
2007.V - 1 full box and 1 part box containing Klima underfloor
heating cable 1000w
2008.V - 1 electric shower by Triton type Enrich 8.5kw - boxed
2009.V - 1 electric shower by Triton type Enrich 8.5kw - boxed
2010.V - 3 bulkhead lights and 4 wall lights by Massive.
Contents of one shelf
2011.V - 5 wheeled platform dollys / skates by ProUser
2012.V - 1 thermostatic two head mixer shower by Mira type
Realm - boxed
2013.V - A quantity of various lights by JCC including wall
lights, LED lights, recessed lights etc. Contents of one
shelf
2014.M - 1 quiet garden waste shredder by Performance
Power type PSS2500
2015.V - A quantity of various lights by JCC & Searchlight.
Contents of two shelves
2016.M - 1 benchtop bandsaw by Record Power, 240v
2017.V - 1 box containing a quantity of sprung clips (for
securing covers etc)
2018.V - 1 laser level by EPMT type EPT-SA with tripod and
case & 1 case containing a tripod and mounting plate but
NO laser level
2019.V - 1 laser level by Meister type MKL100 with tripod and
carry case
2020.M - 1 petrol engine strimmer by Challenge Xtreme
2021.M - 1 air fastening gun by Clarke, 1 hot air gun 240v, 1
foot pump and 1 label printer. Contents of one shelf
2022.V - 1 cordless drill by Bosch with 2 batteries / 1 charger
and one air staple gun by Rapesco. Contents of one
shelf
2023.V – Lots 2023-2025 are blank
2026.V - 16 various colour plastic stacking crates
2027.V - 16 various colour plastic stacking crates
2028.V - 16 various colour plastic stacking crates
2029.V - 16 various colour plastic stacking crates - some
crates are the longer type
2030.M - 1 insulated hot water tank by Fortic
2031.V - 1 workshop compressor by SIP type type 280/50,
3ph
2032.V - 1 laundry / stores type trolley with sprung base
2033.V - 1 steam cleaner by Ehrle type Etronic 2, 240v - NO
lance or hose
2034.V - 1 steam cleaner by Comet type FDS, 240v - NO
lance or hose
2035.V - One pallet containing a large quantity of clear tile
primer
2036.V - 2 x unused 20m rolls of Dunlop Hi Flex hose type 72
with metal fittings attached (ex MOD)
2037.V - 2 x unused 20m rolls of Dunlop Hi Flex hose type 72
with metal fittings attached (ex MOD)
2038.V - 2 x unused 20m rolls of Dunlop Hi Flex hose type 72
with metal fittings attached (ex MOD)
2039.V - 2 x unused 20m rolls of Dunlop Hi Flex hose type 72
with metal fittings attached (ex MOD)
2040.V - 2 x unused 20m rolls of Dunlop Hi Flex hose type 72
with metal fittings attached (ex MOD)
2041.M - 1 circular saw bench with sliding table by Sedgwick,
16inch, 3ph

£270-£350
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£20
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
£25-£50
£15-£30
£40-£70
£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30

£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£15-£30
£40-£70
£10-£20
£50-£100
£50-£70
£5-£10
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£450-£600

2042.V - 1 large 5 head moulder by SCM, model P. 230,
machine number AA. 70283. No other details visible,
please see photographs
2043.V - A pair of replacement lifting forks by Yale suitable for
a forklift truck part no. 7903777
2044.V - 4 exhaust silencers to suit 5 cylinder Duetz engine
2045.V - 6 heavy duty metal stands
2046.M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various items
including 2 warehouse lights, 1 sack truck, 4 vintage
metal stool frames etc
2047.M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various items
including 2 outdoor lights by Searchlight, handles,
hinges, towel rails, pop up wastes etc
2048.M - 10 boxes of Karndean vinyl floor tiles, type FB42
Terracotta, each box contains 36 vinyl tiles at 305mm x
305mm, giving approx coverage per box of a little over 3
sq m.
2049.M - 9 boxes of Karndean vinyl floor tiles, type FB42
Terracotta, each box contains 36 vinyl tiles at 305mm x
305mm, giving approx coverage per box of a little over 3
sq m.
2050.M - 10 boxes of Karndean vinyl floor tiles, type FB42
Terracotta, each box contains 36 vinyl tiles at 305mm x
305mm, giving approx coverage per box of a little over 3
sq m.
2051.M - 10 boxes of Karndean vinyl floor tiles, type FB49
grey, each box contains 36 vinyl tiles at 305mm x
305mm, giving approx coverage per box of a little over 3
sq m.
2052.M - 10 boxes of Karndean vinyl floor tiles, type FB49
grey, each box contains 36 vinyl tiles at 305mm x
305mm, giving approx coverage per box of a little over 3
sq m.
2053.M - 10 boxes of Karndean vinyl floor tiles, type FB49
grey, each box contains 36 vinyl tiles at 305mm x
305mm, giving approx coverage per box of a little over 3
sq m.
2054.M - 10 boxes of Karndean vinyl floor tiles, type FB49
grey, each box contains 36 vinyl tiles at 305mm x
305mm, giving approx coverage per box of a little over 3
sq m.
2055.M - 10 boxes of Karndean vinyl floor tiles, type FB49
grey, each box contains 36 vinyl tiles at 305mm x
305mm, giving approx coverage per box of a little over 3
sq m.
2056.M - 10 boxes of Karndean vinyl floor tiles, type FB49
grey, each box contains 36 vinyl tiles at 305mm x
305mm, giving approx coverage per box of a little over 3
sq m.
2057.M - 17 boxes of Karndean vinyl floor tiles, type FB49
grey, each box contains 36 vinyl tiles at 305mm x
305mm, giving approx coverage per box of a little over 3
sq m.
2058.V - 1 black / yellow metal storage box with lift up lid unlocked and NO key supplied
2059.V - 15 various colour plastic stacking crates
2060.V - 15 various colour plastic stacking crates
2061.V - 15 various colour plastic stacking crates
2062.V - 15 various colour plastic stacking crates
2063.M - 1 internal door approx 198cm x 84cm
2064.M - 1 up and over garage door with 2 motorised opening
units by Wessex Lift Box type GBH. Stillage is not
included
2065.V - 2 ex MOD heavy duty ratchet straps / strops / chains,
approx 3.5m long, capacity when new approx 10ton,
break strength approx 20 ton - not supplied with current
test certificates
2066.V - 1 bag containing 10 x ex-MoD hammer in wire
anchor strops
2067.V - 1 bag containing 10 x ex-MoD hammer in wire
anchor strops
2068.V - 1 bag containing 10 x ex-MoD hammer in wire
anchor strops

£350-£700
£40-£70
£40-£70
£40-£70
£30-£50
£40-£70
£20-£40

£20-£40

£20-£40

£20-£40

£20-£40

£20-£40

£30-£50

£20-£40

£20-£40

£25-£50

£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£5-£10
£10-£20
£30-£50

£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
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2069.V - One yellow painted metal board / sheet material
£40-£70
moving trolley (SP013864)
2070.M - A quantity of plastic barrier posts with feet by JSP
£20-£40
comprising 11 posts and 11 feet - no plastic rails are
included
2071.M - A quantity of plastic barrier posts with feet by JSP
£20-£40
comprising 10 posts and 11 feet - no plastic rails are
included
2072.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various unused plant
£30-£50
spares including Grove crane seal kits, Volvo gasket
sets, a Komatsu air filter etc.
2073.V - 1 wooden crate containing a quantity of various
£50-£100
unused plant spares including Mercedes parts, Massey
Ferguson parts, Bosch parts, oil / fuel / air filters etc.
Wooden crate is included
2074.V - 1 wooden crate containing a quantity of various
£50-£100
unused plant spares including SKF bearings, header
tanks, trip switches etc. Wooden crate is included
£100-£200
2075.V - 1 wooden crate containing a quantity of various
unused plant spares mainly by Caterpillar including
hydraulic oil filters, piston rings, panel filters etc. Wooden
crate is included
2076.V - 1 wooden crate containing a quantity of various
£50-£100
unused plant spares including Kalmar forklift spares,
brake linings, a VW con rod kit etc. Wooden crate is
included
2077.V - 1 wooden crate containing a quantity of various plant
£30-£50
manuals, parts catalogues etc. Wooden crate is included
2078.V - 1 wooden crate containing a quantity of various
£50-£100
unused plant spares including Cummins fuel filters,
guide wheels, oil filters, pulley wheels etc. Wooden crate
is included
2079.V - 1 wooden crate containing a quantity of various
£50-£100
unused plant spares including large precision universal
joints, battery covers, Baldwin filters, a fan assembly etc.
Wooden crate is included
2080.V - 1 wooden crate containing a quantity of various
£50-£100
unused plant spares including 4 Leyland crown wheel /
pinions, a Leyland DAF gasket set, radiator cowls, brake
caliper pistons, Grove crane spares etc. Wooden crate is
included
2081.V - 1 Leyland brake drum, 2 Iveco hubs, 1 lorry wheel
£40-£70
(10 stud) & 1 metal bin
2082.V - A quantity of various plastic stacking crates
£20-£40
2083.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various unused
£100-£200
forklift spares by Hyster
2084.V - 1 wooden crate containing a quantity of various
£50-£100
unused plant spares including Mercedes pulleys, filters,
Iveco spares etc. Wooden crate is included
2085.V - A quantity of various unused plant spares mainly by
£100-£200
Perkins including a cylinder head, 8 liners, 8 pistons, 8
ring sets, gasket sets, 3 sets of injectors, a CAV 6
cylinder fuel pump etc. Contents of one stillage which is
not included
2086.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various unused plant £50-£100
spares including 1 motorised gear box, 2 heavy duty
motors by Sew-Eurodrive & PMG, uplift kits by Markon /
Stamford
2087.V - 1 replacement hydraulic pump - no make visible
£40-£70
2088.V - 1 replacement hydraulic pump - no make visible
£40-£70
2089.V - 1 replacement hydraulic pump - no make visible
£40-£70
2090.V - 1 hydraulic pump by Uchida & a small quantity of
£40-£70
various other hydraulic related items
2091.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various unused plant £50-£100
spares including 4 Kalmar fork lift exhaust silencers &
Kalmar fork lift spares
2092.M - 1 light weight alloy Rolla-Ramp - max load 455kg for
£40-£70
2.44m length
2093.M - 2 boxes each containing one pair of metal trestle
£30-£40
supports by Rock Solid Type RT75S 75 cm high and no
wood is included

2094.M - 2 boxes each containing one pair of metal trestle
supports by Rock Solid Type RT75S 75 cm high and no
wood is included
2095.M - 2 boxes each containing one pair of metal trestle
supports by Rock Solid Type RT75S 75 cm high and no
wood is included
2096.V - 1 set of heavy duty ex-MoD wire lifting brothers with
3 lifting rings, 4 wire legs and thimble ends, approx 7m
long and original lift capacity when new was 24 tons but
NOT supplied with current test certificate
2097.M - 1 pallet containing 5 various radiators (no stop plugs)
2098.M - 1 pallet containing 2 used white ceramic basins with
2 pedestals
2099.M - 1 x large drum of Shell Epikote 828
2100.M - 1 x large drum of Shell Epikote 828
2101.M - 1 adjustable height trolley - manual operated
hydraulics and capacity approx 350kg
2102.M - 1 small trolley
2103.M - 1 log saw horse with chainsaw support by Screwfix
type Handy THSHWCS 25cm log capacity and NO
chainsaw included
2104.M - 1 electric log splitter by Longli, 240v, 4 ton
2105.M - 2 wooden shipping crates
2106.V - 1 drum containing a length of heavy duty armoured
cable
2107.V - 1 hand operated mini stacker by Manutan capacity
approx 120kg
2108.V - 1 set of red metal warehouse steps - 5 tread
2109.V - 2 large green plastic bins - 1 has wheels and 1
appears to be missing the wheels
2110.V - 5 black plastic dustbins with lids & 2 small metal
dustbins with no lids
2111.V - 3 grey plastic pedal bins by Manutan and several
green plastic bins with no lids
2112.V - 1 set of red metal sack trucks
2113.V - 1 set of red metal sack trucks
2114.V - 1 yellow plastic portable barrier by Rubbermaid type
9S11-00
2115.V - 1 warehouse trolley
2116.V - A two tier trolley by Ekwo
2117.V - 1 metal mesh display basket on wheels, 1 dry wipe
board & 3 small Slim Jim dollys by Rubbermaid (the 3
dollys are only supplied with 1 set of wheels)
2118.V - 1 steel drum moving dolly type SD55 capacity approx
410kg
2119.V - A quantity of various First Aid kits, eyewash kits etc.
Contents of one mesh basket which is not included
2120.V - A quantity of multi purpose aerosol adhesive, multi
purpose wipes and tubes of silicone sealant. Contents of
one mesh basket which is not included
2121.V - A quantity of multi purpose aerosol adhesive, multi
purpose wipes and tubes of silicone sealant. Contents of
one mesh basket which is not included
2122.V - 4 stacking wire mesh display / stores baskets - 2 of
one width and 2 of another width so will stack in pairs but
not as a stack of four
2123.M - 1 rotating laser level by DeWalt type DW077
powered by DeWalt 18v battery - supplied with carry
case, laser receiver, 1 charger & 2 x 18v batteries
2124.M - One small bench top pillar drill by Silverline (boxed)
and 1 cordless drill by Makita with 1 battery / 1 charger
2125.M - 1 router by Bosch type POF 500 A, 240v (boxed)
2126.M - 1 belt / disc sander by Clarke Woodworker, 240v
2127.M - 1 wet / dry sanding machine by Holzstar type NTS
251, 240v (metal, glass, stone etc) - supplied with a
Holzstar abrasive wheel which has visible damage to the
edge
2128.M - A quantity of various tools and other items including
2 hot air guns, a glue gun, a dovetail jig, a spring caliper
set etc. Contents of one shelf
2129.M - A quantity of various G clamps and other clamps
2130.M - 1 bench vice by Irwin Record no 3 & 1 woodworking
vice by Record No 52P

£30-£40
£30-£40
£70-£140

£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£70-£110
£10-£20
£40-£70
£70-£110
£10-£20
£20-£40
£80-£120
£40-£70
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£20-£40
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£50-£100
£20-£40
£15-£30
£20-£40
£40-£70

£30-£50
£20-£40
£20-£40
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2131.M - 2 vacuum cleaners, 4 G clamps & 1 box of sprung
clips (for securing covers / tarpaulins etc)
2132.M - 1 vacuum cleaner by JCB & 1 vacuum cleaner by
Black and Decker type Majorvac - both 240v
2133.M - A quantity of various power tools including drills,
jigsaws, a sander etc
2134.M - 2 heavy duty breaker drills by Titan, 1 x 15kg & 1 x
5kg, both 240v and both with plastic carry cases
2135.M - 1 benchtop wood turning lathe by Teknatool type
Nova Comet II, 240v (variable speed) supplied with a
selection of wood turning & other chisels
2136.V - 2 Olympics IF bore scopes type 13D3-60 supplied in
2 flight cases
2137.M - 2 heavy duty breaker drills by Titan, 1 x 15kg & 1 x
5kg, both 240v and both with plastic carry cases
2138.V - 1 chemical Spill treatment kit by BDH & 1 box
containing bolts / washers
2139.V - 1 fire escape ladder chain by Fensecure
2140.V - 1 large pneumatic grinder
2141.M - 3 sash cramps by Record type 136, each approx
154cm long
2142.M - 3 sash cramps by Record type 136, each approx
154cm long
2143.M - 3 sash cramps by Record type 136, each approx
154cm long
2144.M - 4 clamps by Wurth type Maxifix Super Spanner each approx 1.6m long
2145.M - 3 clamps by Wurth type Maxifix Super Spanner each approx 1.6m long
2146.V - 1 benchtop chisel morticer by Record Power type
RPM 75, 240v supplied with 1 morticing chisel
2147.V - A quantity of various items including 4 x LED site
lights with stands 110v, plastic plumbing fittings etc.
Contents of one shelf
2148.V - 1 heavy duty sash cramp by Axminster type Trade
series 1 ton, 1800mm long (SP013887)
2149.V - 2 heavy duty sash cramps by Axminster type Trade
series 1 ton, each is 1200mm long (SP013859)
2150.V - 2 heavy duty sash cramps by Axminster type Trade
series 1 ton, each is 1200mm long (SP013925)
2151.V - 1 vacuum bag press kit type PBBN21 - bag is split
and requires repair (SP013160)
2152.V - A quantity of various precision wood working items
by Veritas including an inlay string thicknesser, an inlay
cutter head, a bar gauge etc. Contents of one shelf
(APT007447)
2153.M - 1 router by Workzone 240v, 1 router table by
Workzone type 93401 & various router / cutting bits.
Contents of one shelf
2154.V - Blank
2155.V - 1 benchtop bandsaw by Axminster type Hobby series
HBS200N, 240v (SP013584)
2156.V - 1 benchtop mini belt / disc sander by Axminster type
Hobby series AW130BD2, 240v (SP013913)
2157.V - 1 benchtop mini belt / disc sander by Axminster type
Hobby series AW130BD2, 240v (SP013588)
2158.V - 1 used benchtop 12 inch disc sander by Axminster
type 340295, 240v (NO SP number listed)
2159.V - 1 benchtop circular saw by Axminster type TS200,
240v supplied with short rails (SP013637)
2160.V - 1 belt / disc sander by Axminster type Trade series
BDS612, 240v (SP013883)
2161.V - A pair of folding saw horses / site table legs by
Axminster Trade series (SP013874)
2162.V - A pair of folding saw horses / site table legs by
Axminster Trade series (SP013833)
2163.V - A pair of folding saw horses / site table legs by
Axminster Trade series (SP013852)
2164.V - 1 metal 20 inch bed extension for a Jet 4224B lathe
(SP011266)
2165.V - 1 metal 57cm / 22.5 inch lathe bed extension by Jet
type JWL-1221VS (SP505074)

£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£40-£70
£50-£80
£20-£40
£40-£70
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£40-£70
£40-£70
£40-£70
£30-£50
£20-£40
£30-£50
£20-£40
£40-£70
£50-£100
£50-£100
£20-£40
£25-£50

£30-£50

£40-£70
£30-£50
£30-£50
£20-£40
£70-£110
£80-£150
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£15-£30

2166.V - 1 precision metal turning lathe by Axminster Sieg
type Sieg SC4, 150 to 2000rpm, 240v supplied with a
metal SC4 lathe stand. Retail price of this lathe is £1,888
(SP013746 & SP013702)
2167.V - 1 benchtop pillar drill by Axminster type Trade series
AT325PD / ATDP16B, 240v (SP013686)
2168.V - 1 benchtop pillar drill by Axminster type Trade series
AT340PD / ATDP13B, 240v - please note the adjustable
height drilling support table is missing (SP013773)
2169.V - 1 benchtop pillar drill by Axminster type Craft AC315,
240v (SP013761)
2170.V - 1 portable circular saw by Axminster with folding
stand type BTS 10ST, 10 inch, 240v (SP013844)
2171.V - 1 site mitre saw compact stand with wheels by
Axminster (SP013906)
2172.V - 1 vertical disc sander by Axminster type Trade series
AT500DS/WD-20 500mm, 240v with blue industrial plug
fitted (SP013807)
2173.V - 1 workshop utility vacuum cleaner by Numatic type
HZ750-2, 230v - NO hose included and small dent in top
by switch (SP013848)
2174.V - A grey metal two tone workbench with thick ply top
and drawers by Axminster (SP013861)
2175.V - 1 length of reinforced PVC hose 152mm x 2.5m
(SP013605)
2176.V - 1 large sliding table attachment by MG Automation
(Pallet 59)
2177.V - 1 large unused roof top motorised fan assembly with
built in protective cover
2178.V - 1 large unused roof top motorised fan assembly with
built in protective cover
2179.V - 1 large unused roof top motorised fan assembly with
built in protective cover
2180.V - 2 large cooling units by Denco GEA with 2 stands, 2
fan assisted cooling units by Denco GEA type DCRA 266 & 1 large uninterruptible power supply by Kohler type
Powerwave 5000/T - all items previously used for cooling
in a corporate computer environment
2181.M - 1 Liberator E-band MWU test fixture by Fast Back
2182.M - 1 Liberator E-band MWU test fixture by Fast Back
2183.V - 1 benchtop disc sander by Axminster type Trade
series AT305BDS / DS12DLMB2, 305mm, 240v
(SP013653)
2184.V - 1 benchtop belt and disc sander by Axminster type
Hobby series AS408 4" X 8", 240v (SP013909)
2185.V - 1 benchtop bandsaw by Axminster type Hobby series
HBS200N, 240v (SP013905)
2186.V - 1 warehouse strapping machine with no make visible,
yype TRS600, 240v (Pallet 23)
2187.V – Lots 2187 to 2189 are blank
2190.V - 1 warehouse trolley (requires assembly)
2191.V - 1 warehouse trolley (requires assembly)
2192.V - 2 rolls of ribbed rubber matting (approx 2mm thick)
2193.V - 3 sets of fibre glass / aluminium step ladders & a
quantity of white plastic cable covers
2194.V - 1 Rhino pipe tube (supplied with key)
2195.V - 1 Rhino pipe tube (supplied with key)
2196.V - A triple extending aluminium ladder - 9 tread
2197.V - 1 tow bar by Whitter type VW48A (requires ball or
similar hitch)
2198.M - 5 unused aluminium computer project boxes /
enclosures by Miltron / Mektron type MR/3U part no.
MS111322
2199.V - 1 wide powered trimmer by Rotatrim type PT1250
and 1 perspex drying type unit with built in fan (exact use
unknown)
2200.V - 1 guillotine by Dahle type 544
2201.M - 1 electric compacting plate by Evolution type Hulk
Electro, 240v
2202.V - 1 set of battery powered high lift pallet trucks by BT
type HLE 1000 12v - NO battery charger supplied
2203.V - 1 set of battery powered high lift pallet trucks by
Kentruck supplied with a battery charger

£500-£800

£100-£200
£70-£140
£50-£100
£70-£110
£20-£40
£400-£600
£40-£70
£40-£70
£10-£20
£40-£70
£80-£150
£80-£150
£80-£150
£100-£200

£30-£50
£30-£50
£50-£90
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2204.V - 1 set of battery powered high lift pallet trucks by
£20-£40
Kentruck - requires attention and NOT supplied with a
battery charger
2205.V - 2 sets of sack trucks & 1 dispensing frame
£15-£30
2206.V - 1 vacuum cleaner by Nilfisk Alto type ATTIX 550-2M,
£20-£40
110v - NO hose included
2207.V - 1 vacuum cleaner by Numatic type NVQ900, 110v £20-£40
supplied with hose
2208.V - 1 aluminium podium step working platform by Lythe
£50-£90
& 1 small hop up platform
2209.V - 1 wheeled alloy access tower by Youngman type
£100-£200
Minimax - NO outriggers are included
2210.V - 12 amber warning beacons by Britax
£30-£50
2211.V - 12 amber warning beacons by Britax
£30-£50
2212.V - A quantity of various items including gloves, knives,
£20-£40
broom heads, lights by Hella etc. Contents of one shelf
2213.V - 6 pressure washer hoses. Contents of one shelf
£20-£40
2214.V - 1 x 50m extension lead & 1 box of Cat 5 cable
£15-£30
2215.V - 1 x 50m extension lead & 1 box of Cat 5 cable
£15-£30
2216.V - A quantity of various items including Makita grinder
£20-£40
disks, Mariel synthetic compresser oil POE100+UV,
hammers etc. Contents of one shelf
2217.V - 6 x Dormer tapered drill bits (3 x 39.0mm & 3 x
£25-£50
28.00mm) & 2 x Roebuck 20mm drill bits - all items are
unused
2218.V - 6 x Dormer tapered drill bits (3 x 39.0mm & 3 x
£25-£50
28.00mm) & 2 x Roebuck 20mm drill bits - all items are
unused
2219.V - 5 x Dormer tapered drill bits (4 x 39.0mm & 1 x
£25-£50
28.00mm) & 3 x Roebuck 20mm drill bits - all items are
unused
2220.V - A quantity of maritime related items including a bilge
£40-£70
pump by Whale type Gusher 10 Mk3, cleats, shackles,
recessed handles etc. Contents of one shelf
2221.V - 8 x single eye triple weave wire rope assemblies
£20-£40
2222.V - 1 unused starter motor by Delco Remy type 8200072
£20-£40
38MT WET 24v CW 28MR16 073737 MA
2223.V - 1 unused starter motor stamped 855904 3RR05R
£20-£40
05462 but no make visible
2224.V - 1 unused starter motor stamped 855904 7RR04R
£20-£40
01057 but no make visible
2225.V - 1 air bag suspension unit & several large inner tubes. £20-£40
Contents of one shelf
2226.V - 15 pendant control housings by Telemecanique type
£20-£40
XAC A12
2227.V - 10 various commercial vehicle / plant mirrors
£20-£40
2228.V - A quantity of various windscreen wiper blades by
£20-£40
Bosch etc. Contents of one shelf
2229.V - A quantity of various windscreen wiper blades by
£20-£40
Bosch etc. Contents of one shelf
2230.V - A quantity of various items including evaporator fan
£15-£30
motors 24v, switches, solder sleeves, fuses etc.
Contents of one shelf
2231.M - 7 various multi drawer electrical stores cabinets
£40-£70
containing various electrical stores items all of which are
included. Contents of one wide shelf
£20-£40
2232.M - 1 Meteorological sensor by Thales, 1 small metal
stand with RCCB fitted, 2 earth stakes and 1 small metal
stand. Contents of one wide shelf
2233.V - 1 Mig/Mag gas torch set by TBi, 1 Clipson staple gun, £20-£40
1 exit sign and 1 measuring unit with a Baty dial gauge
fitted
2234.V - 1 x Makita circular saw type 5704R & 1 Makita
£30-£50
hammer drill - both 110v
2235.V - 7 various cordless tools comprising 1 DeWalt XR drill
£20-£40
(NO battery /NO charger), 1 Makita driver (1 battery / NO
charger) , 1 Bosch drill (NO battery / NO charger), 1
Milwaukee drill (NO battery / NO charger / requires
attention), 2 Makita drills / 1 torch (with 1 charger but
only 1 battery) & 1 Stanley tool box
2236.V - 3 x 110v lights, 2 x 110v extension leads & 2 pry bars £20-£40
2237.V - 5 various size core drilling bits in carry case
£20-£40

2238.V - A quantity of various items including tool bags / tools,
a Numatic vacuum cleaner, 2 Rhino safety clamps etc.
Contents of one shelf
2239.V - 1 heavy duty cordless hammer drill by Milwaukee
type M28 CHPX supplied with 2 x 5.0ah batteries, 1
charger, a carry case and several long drill bits
2240.V - 1 heavy duty hammer drill by Milwaukee type K540S,
110v supplied with 2 SDS bits and a carry case
2241.V - A quantity of various items including light fittings,
bulbs, CAT 5 cable etc. Contents of one shelf
2242.V - 1 consumer unit by Chint (fitted with trips) - appears
to be unused
2243.V - 1 consumer unit by Chint (fitted with trips) - appears
to be unused
2244.V - 2 light fittings & a quantity of flexible conduit.
Contents of one shelf
2245.V - 1 MEM distribution board, 1 Crabtree consumer unit,
1 Chint consumer unit (no trips fitted) & 2 other wall
mounted electrical control boxes. Contents of one shelf
2246.V - 1 Instrumatic hardness tester by CV Instruments & 1
test block
2247.V - 20 various reamers by Dormer type HSCO MTS
Spiral 4FL
2248.V - 20 various reamers by Dormer type HSCO MTS
Spiral 4FL
2249.V - 20 various reamers by Dormer type HSCO MTS
Spiral 4FL
2250.V - 28 various reamer mainly by Dormer and mainly type
HSCO MTS Spiral 4 FL
2251.M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various industrial
cleaners and protective boots
2252.M - 1 pallet containing a large quantity of bacterial filter
masks by Covergard
2253.M - 5 wide rolls of glass fibre insulation (1.8m wide)
2254.M - 6 part rolls of glass fibre insulation (approx 1.1m
wide)
2255.V - A quantity of various part used rolls of electric and
other cable. Contents of one stillage which is not
included
2256.V - A quantity of various electrical related items including
a consumer unit mounted on a board, various trips etc.
Contents of two shelves
2257.V - A quantity of various unused rolls of electric and
other cable. Contents of one shelf
2258.V - A quantity of various electrical related items including
wall boxes, trips, plate switches etc. Contents of two
bays / 6 shelves
2259.M - 4 cordless tools by Makita comprising 2 drills, 1 torch
and 1 vacuum cleaner - all have NO batteries or
chargers. Contents of one shelf
2260.M - 1 box containing tubes of silicone
2261.M - A quantity of joist hangers 75 x 175mm
2262.M - 5 x 5L bottles of Zep house and siding pressure
wash concentrate
2263.M - A quantity of various skin lotion & 2 dispensers.
Contents of one shelf - plastic crate is not included
2264.M - A quantity of various U-POL adhesive and
accessories. Contents of one shelf. Plastic crates are not
included
2264A.M - 1 red metal 6 drawer tool chest with lift up front
containing a quantity of various mainly auto related
items.
2264b.M - 1 benchtop wood turning lathe by Faithfull, 36", 240v
- NO chuck / turning plate or centres
2264c.M - 1 steam mop by Morphy Richards type Multi floors,
240v
2264d.M - 1 electric motor by ABB, 3ph
2264e.M - 1 fuel pump by Tuthill, 12v (NO hoses) and 1
dispensing nozzle by Top Gun
2265.M - Lister 3 cylinder diesel 32.25 hp, 25 kva Generator.
3ph, manual start, YOM 1973 supplied with a crank
handle and a cylindrical fuel tank. 1 skid mounted
2266.M - 1 Stanley CLLi Crossline Laser kit RRP £59 + vat
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2267.M - 1 Makita blue tooth Radio
£20-£30
2268.M - A twin Makita Cordless Drill Set (1 drill & 1 impact
£50-£70
driver) DLX2020SW
2269.M - Qty of 13 Cedar sawn planks 17 cms wide x 3.6
£50-£100
metres long. various thickness from 10mm to 20mm
2270.M - Qty of spalted Beech sawn boards. 10 boards 20
£50-£100
cms wide by approx 3.0 metres long, various
thicknesses. plus 4 blocks.
2271.M - 1 engine stand by Ferm type FES 1
£20-£40
2272.V - Blank lot
2273.M - Simrad RS20 DSC VHF Marine Radio
£50-£70
2274.M - Simrad G05 XSE Chart Plotter Navigation System.
£100-£150
Multi Function display. (nb. no power cable)
2275.M - Simrad NSS EV03 16 Multi Function Display chart
£800-£1200
plotter etc. + Simrad NAIS - 500 AIS Class B
Transceiver, Simrad GPS - 500 BB Antenna with split
cable & Simrad Precision 9 Compass.
2276.M - Lowrance HDI Skimmer Transducer 83/200 &
£20-£30
455/800 for all Elite -7HDI Models.
2277.M - Garmin VIRB ULTRA 30 4k Action Camera with
£100-£150
powered mount in weatherproof case + rechargeable
battery
2278.M - Garmin VIRB ULTRA 30 4k Action Camera with
£100-£150
powered mount in weatherproof case + rechargeable
battery
2279.M - Garmin VIRB ULTRA 30 4k Action Camera with
£100-£150
powered mount in weatherproof case + rechargeable
battery
2280.M - Garmin VIRB ULTRA 30 4k Action Camera with
£100-£150
powered mount in weatherproof case + rechargeable
battery
2281.M - Garmin VIRB 360, Waterproof 360-degree Camera,
£200-£250
5.7K/30fps Resolution, 1-Click Video Stabilization up to
4K Resolution. with tripod & battery. + VIRB marine &
watersports mounts.
2282.M - 1 single axle unbraked trailer, body size approx
£30-£50
2.45m long, 1.44m wide and sides are 37cm high - no
spare wheel and 1 mudguard is missing
2283.M - 14 ft Scorpion Sailing Dinghy with sails etc on road
£150-£200
trailer + launching trailer.
2284.M - 1 dinghy trailer + launching trailer
£30-£60
2285.M - 1 Honda 2hp 4 stroke Outboard engine. 1.5kw,
£100-£150
manufactured 2002,
£4000-£5000
2286.M - Hardy Pilot 20 SE Power boat. Yr 2000, GRP, 105
Hp Volvo TAMD inboard diesel, Volvo outdrive, elec
trim/tilt. 25 gal. fuel. 20 litre manual water to galley, Nav
equip. Raytheon ST60 Tri-data log/speed/depth, Garmin
Map 1823C GPS, Icom M601 VHF... 2 berths, 2 burner
gas hob under pilot seat, cruising speed 12 knots, Max
speed 20 knots. Separate Heads compartment with
marine WC. 5 hp Mercury 4 stroke auxiliary outboard
engine (no tank). Various items of equipment incl.
fenders, warps, flares, fishing rods etc. Service manuals
and history in office. On behalf of the Sheriff's office,
subject to payment of debts. 10%BP
2287.V - Blank Lot
2288.M - Personal registration number PEL 566 on retention,
£600-£800
Deceased Estate
2289.V - Mercedes Sprinter 313 CDi LWB Hi-Top Van, Reg
£2800-£3500
WP11 LXT, 2143 cc Diesel, 3.5t gross, 1st Reg
28/07/2011, Silver 6 sp. MoT to 22/11/2019 Mileage :
193,287' 10%BP
2290.M - Honda Stream SE Sport Auto 7 seater estate, Reg
£450-£600
VX52 TDU, 1st Reg 01/09/2002, 1998cc Petrol, Blue,
MoT 6/07/2019, Mileage: 176637' 10%BP
2291.M - Toyota Auris TR VVT-I S-A 5sp semi auto 5 dr
£600-£800
Hatchback, 1598 cc Petrol. Reg AF07 JXA 1st reg
09/03/2007, MoT to 26/06/2019, Mileage : 155,915'
Bailiffs subject to debts being paid. 10%BP
2292.M - Nissan Sunny LX 1.4 petrol, 3 dr Hatchback, Reg:
£400-£600
K26 BNM, 1st reg 29/03/1993, MoTd to 30/09/2019,
mileage 51,042'.. only, deceased estate. 10%BP
2293.M - 1 Monza Mk 2 500 CT 4 berth Caravan
£150-£250

2294.M - MGA Roadster Mk1, 1960, reg XWN 444, 1st reg
05/09/1960, White 1588 cc. Mileage on odometer
10,847'. MoT not required but last MoT expired
13/08/2018. has undergone extensive restoration in
recent years. Sold on behalf of the Sheriff's Office,
subject to payment of debts. 10%BP

£15000-£17000

Day 2 Rostrum 2 Commencing at 10.00am in
Hangar 2. Bathroom & Kitchen fittings, lighting
3001.V - 1 piece of polished stone worktop approx 1.34m x
69cm (rear long edge not polished so more suitable to
put against wall rather than free standing island) and 1
small upstand approx 1.25m x 10cm
3002.M - 3 large boxes containing 3 various wooden
balustrade kits by Hercules
3003.M - 3 large boxes containing 3 various wooden
balustrade kits by Hercules
3004.M - 3 large boxes containing 3 various wooden
balustrade kits by Hercules
3005.V - 4 various internal doors comprising 3 at 838mm x
1982mm & 1 at 686mm x 1982mm
3006.V - 5 various internal doors comprising 2 at 686mm x
1982mm, 2 x 762mm x 1982mm & 1 x 728mm x
2040mm
3007.V - 4 various internal doors comprising 2 at 762mm x
1982mm, 1 at 838mm x 1982mm & 1 x 686mm x
1982mm
3008.V - 1 internal wooden door with 4 panes of glass fitted
approx 838mm x 1982mm
3009.V - 1 external wooden door with 1 pane of glass fitted
approx 810mm x 2040mm - will require protective finish
before use
3010.V - 1 internal oak door with 3 long glass panes fitted
approx 826mm x 2040mm
3011.V - 2 engineered oak doors by Jeld Wen each with 3
long glass panes fitted approx 762mm x 1982mm
3012.V - 1 internal wooden door with 6 panes of glass fitted
approx 762mm x 1982mm
3013.V - 2 internal engineered oak doors by Deanta each with
4 panes of glass fitted, each approx 686mm x 1982mm
3014.V - 2 internal engineered oak doors by Deanta, each
approx 762mm x 1982mm - not supplied with glass
panes
3015.V - 1 internal wooden door with 6 panes of glass fitted
approx 838mm x 1982mm
3016.V - 1 internal wooden door with 6 glass panes fitted by
LPD type Barcelona approx 610mm x 1982mm
3017.V - 1 internal white door with 4 glass panes fitted approx
838mm x 1982mm
3018.V - 1 internal engineered oak door by Jeld Wen approx
762mm x 1982mm
3019.V - 1 internal wooden door with 1 large glass pane fitted
by JBK Kind approx 838mm x 1982mm
3020.V - 1 internal wooden door with 10 panes of glass fitted
by Jeld-Wen approx 762mm x 1982mm
3021.V - 1 internal white door by JB Kind with 2 glass panes
fitted approx 762mm x 1982mm
3022.V - 1 internal white door with 3 graduating size panes of
glass fitted by LPD approx 686mm x 1982mm
3023.V - 1 internal white door by JB Kind with 1 large glass
pane fitted approx 838mm x 1982mm
3024.V - 1 external wooden door by PT with 2 glass panes
fitted approx 838mm x 1982mm
3025.V - 1 internal wooden door by PT approx 810mm x
2040mm -NOT supplied with glass panes
3026.V - 2 internal wooden doors by JB Kind each with 3 long
glass panes fitted, each approx 826mm x 2040mm
3027.V - 1 internal engineered oak door with 3 glass panes
fitted approx 762mm x 1982mm
3028.V - A pair of internal white doors each with 9 panes of
glass fitted by LPD, each door approx 590mm x 1982mm
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3029.V - 1 internal white door with 10 panes of glass fitted
approx 686mm x 1982mm
3030.V - 1 internal door approx 686mm x 1982mm
3031.V - 1 internal engineered oak door by Jeld Wen approx
610mm x 1982mm
3032.V - A pair of work shop type pine T/G doors each approx
1170mm x 2000mm
3033.V - 1 pine T/G door approx 840mm x 1982mm
3034.V - 1 pine T/G door approx 762mm x 1982mm
3035.V - 1 internal engineered oak door by Jeld Wen with 1
large glass pane fitted, approx 686mm x 1982mm
3036.V - 2 internal white doors by Jeld Wen, each approx
762mm x 1982mm
3037.V - 2 internal white doors, each approx 686mm x
1982mm
3038.V - 1 internal white door approx 838mm x 1982mm
3039.V - 1 internal engineered oak door by Jeld Wen approx
686mm x 1982mm
3040.V - 2 pairs of white bi-fold doors each with 1 glass pane
fitted (4 doors in total) each door approx 380mm x
1950mm
3041.V - 3 matching internal FD30 fire doors by Premdor each
approx 838mm x 1982mm
3042.V - 1 internal white door by Jeld Wen approx 838mm x
1982mm
3043.V - 1 white internal door by Jeld Wen approx 686mm x
1982mm
3044.V - 2 internal white doors comprising 1 at 762mm x
1982mm & 1 at 686mm x 1982mm
3045.V - 2 pairs of bi-fold doors (4 doors in total - 2 white & 2
unpainted) each door approx 370mm x 1950mm
3046.V - 2 internal white doors approx 762mm x 1982mm
3047.V - 2 internal white doors by Jeld Wen approx 725mm x
2040mm
3048.V - 2 internal white doors by Premdor approx 610mm x
1982mm
3049.V - 2 pairs of bi-fold doors (4 doors in total - 2 white & 2
unpainted) each door approx 336mm x 1930mm
3050.V - 1 hardwood two part stable door by LPD approx
762mm x 1982mm x 44mm thick - NOT supplied with
any panes of glass
3051.M - A quantity of wood effect laminate flooring. Please
note there are at least two different types of flooring in
this lot
3052.V - 15 white internal doors by Premdor at 198cm x 46cm
& 1 similar door at 198cm x 53cm
3053.V - One pallet containing a quantity of various white
internal doors
3054.V - 1 pallet containing 9 internal white doors each approx
1982mm x 533mm
3055.M - 4 used wood effect internal doors comprising 2 at
approx 198cm x 76cm & 2 at approx 198cm x 68cm
3056.V - 1 pallet containing 6 x internal white doors by
Premdor approx 198cm x 76cm
3057.V - 1 pallet containing 7 various doors
3058.V - A pair of work shop type pine doors each approx
1060mm x 2000mm - please note the cross braces
require re-fitting
3059.V - 1 pallet containing 8 x FD30 fire doors by Jeld Wen
each approx 1981mm x 762mm
3060.V - 5 white internal doors by Premdor at approx 198cm x
84cm
3061.V - 1 pallet containing 5 white internal doors each approx
198 x 83cm
3062.V - 1 pallet containing 10 x white internal doors each
approx 762mm x 1980mm
3063.V - 2 white ceramic sinks by Shaws
3064.V - 4 internal cream doors by Premdor each approx
826mm x 2040mm
3065.V - 6 internal doors each with 3 long glass panes fitted
comprising 5 at 762mm x 1981mm & 1 at 838mm x
1981mm
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3066.V - 4 internal dark wood grain effect doors by Premdor
each approx 762mm x 1981mm
3067.V - 3 internal engineered primed wood doors by Jeld
Wen each approx 686mm x 1982mm
3068.V - 2 internal doors each approx 686mm x 1980mm & 3
x FD30 fire doors by Premdor
3069.V - 7 various pairs of bi-fold doors by Jeld Wen
3070.V - 5 various pairs of bi-fold doors by Jeld Wen
3071.V - 1 unused multi fuel stove type Anstey, 6.5kw
3072.V - 1 unused multi fuel stove type Anstey, 6.5kw
3073.V - 1 unused multi fuel stove type Anstey, 6.5kw
3074.V - 1 unused multi fuel stove type Anstey, 6.5kw
3075.V - 1 unused multi fuel stove type Anstey, 6.5kw
3076.V - 1 unused multi fuel stove type Anstey, 6.5kw
3077.V - 1 unused multifuel stove type Bray, 6kw
3078.V - 1 unused multifuel stove type Bray, 6kw
3079.V - 1 unused multifuel stove type Bray, 6kw
3080.V - 1 unused multifuel stove type Bray, 6kw
3081.V - 1 unused multifuel stove type Bray, 6kw
3082.V - 3 various internal doors - all unglazed and NO glass
panes supplied
3083.V - 4 internal prefinished white oak doors by JB Kind
each approx 762mm x 1981mm
3084.V - 6 internal engineered oak doors by JB Kind each
approx 762mm x 1981mm
3085.V - 4 internal engineered oak doors by JB Kind & LPD
each approx 762mm x 1981mm
3086.V - 4 internal modern style doors comprising 3 at 762mm
x 1982mm & 1 at 838mm x 1982mm
3087.V - 12 various light shades. Contents of one shelf
3088.V - 2 spotlight bars by First Choice, 2 table lamps by
Endon & 1 industrial style pendant light by Mark Slojd
type Asnen
3089.V - 1 wall light by Pacific type Albany & 1 mini pendant
light by Schuller type Arian
3090.V - A 4 bulb square light fitting with shades - no other
details visible
3091.V - 1 x 3 bulb spotlight bar in chrome, 2 x 3 bulb spotlight
plates in brass type finish, 1 wall light by Honsel & 1
metal / glass hanging light. Contents of one shelf
3092.V - A quantity of various items including various light
shades, a chrome flower ball pendant etc. Contents of
one shelf
3093.V - 1 large ceiling light by Regenbogen type 605011108
3094.V - 9 various ceramic paint me wall lights by Minisun
3095.V - 1 ceiling light by Schuller type 616148
3096.V - 2 glass pendant lights by Endon
3097.V - 1 large pendant light by Endon type Miele 3LT
3098.V - 1 chandelier type pendant light by Endon type
Lullaby
3099.V - 1 chandelier type light by De Markt type 464017306
3100.V - 2 non matching pendant Lights with metal wire
shades
3101.V - 1 pendant light by MW Light type 454010705 & 1
Manuka champagne glass pendant light
3102.V - 1 globe pendant light by Iconic type Astoria
3103.V - 1 bathroom light by Feiss type FE/CONCORD2 & 1
industrial style pendant light
3104.V - 3 various pendant lights - 1 x Pacific, 1 x Diamond &
1 x Marie Therese
3105.V - 1 glass pendant light by Searchlight & 1 pendant light
by Minisun type 21088
3106.V - 2 semi flush lights by Dar type Imaan 3LT
3107.V - 1 pendant light by De Markt type 104010804, 1
pendant light by Serene type Acton & 1 ceiling light with
no make visible
3108.V - 1 glass chandelier type light by MW type
232016406A
3109.V - 1 chandelier type light by MW Light type 301018106
3110.V - A candle style 6 light chandelier by Trade Fair
International type New Romney 243/H6
3111.V - 1 ceiling light by Searchlight type Catalina 5LT & 1
metal ring pendant light by Endon
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3112.V - 1 glass / chrome light by Dar type Lyall & 1 pendant
light by Brilliant type Maol
3113.V - 2 ceiling lights by Pagazzi & 1 light by Lampex
3114.V - 2 lights by Eglo & 1 outdoor light by Barn
3115.V - 1 chandelier type light by MW type 101010305 & 1
industrial style pendant light
3116.V - 3 pendant lights by Nordlux type Pop
3117.V - 1 pendant light by Lucide type Ricky & 1 other metal
cage pendant light
3118.V - A candle style 3 light chandelier by Trade Fair
International type H7510-3G
3119.V - 1 light by Schuller type 266251N & 1 light shade by
Endon
3120.V - 1 metal geometric pendant light, 1 copper whisk
pendant light by Ruee & 1 pendant light by Franklite.
Contents of one shelf
3121.V - 1 ceiling light by Pacific, 1 pendant light by S.Pons &
1 other light with no make visible. Contents of one shelf
3122.V - 1 cluster pendant light by Carson
3123.V - 1 drum chandelier by Febland type LW365C/5SV
3124.V - A quantity of various items including a geometric
metal pendant light, a Sotto Luce pendant light etc.
Contents of one shelf
3125.V - A quantity of various items including 4 Rosie spotlight
bars, a glass shade, an elk wall sticker etc
3126.V - 1 small white metal towel rail / radiator
3127.V - 1 Astoria globe pendant light & 1 chandelier type
pendant light by MW type 421011905. Contents of one
shelf
3128.V - 1 wall hung bathroom cabinet with 2 mirrored doors
3129.V - 1 heated towel rail by Hudson Reed type Finesse
RRP £111
3130.V - 1 chrome metal heated towel rail / radiator
3131.V - 1 horizontal designer radiator by Hudson Reed RRP
£111
3132.V - 1 white metal towel radiator approx 600mm x
1200mm
3133.V - 1 vertical designer radiator by Hudson Reed type
Revive RRP £162
3134.V - 1 vertical flat panel radiator by Hudson Reed type
Sloan RRP £195
3135.V - 1 vertical flat panel radiator by Hudson Reed type
Sloan RRP £195
3136.V - 1 large pendant light by Oaks type Ballon range 4530
/ 60AB
3137.V - 1 wall mounted bathroom cabinet by Belfry type
Charest approx 40cm x 160cm RRP £219
3138.V - 1 shower tower panel by Pirlo RRP £220
3139.V - 1 shower tower panel by Pirlo RRP £220
3140.V - 1 shower tower panel by Pirlo RRP £220
3141.V - 1 double handled bridge mixer tap by Premier RRP
£69
3142.V - 1 double handled bridge mixer tap by Premier RRP
£69
3143.V - 1 double handled bridge mixer tap by Premier RRP
£69
3144.V - 1 kitchen mixer tap by Cassellie RRP £53
3145.V - 1 bath / shower mixer tap by Grohe type Eurosmart
Cosmopolitan RRP £205
3146.V - 1 bathroom cabinet with 4 mirrored doors by Premier
type Eden 120cm x 65cm RRP £74
3147.V - 1 ceiling fan / light by Westinghouse type Flora
Royale
3148.V - 1 thermostatic shower with dual shower heads (no
make visible)
3149.V - 1 thermostatic shower with dual shower heads (no
make visible)
3150.V - 1 interval shower by Hudson Reed type PIN001 RRP
£482
3151.V - 15 various rolls of wallpaper with some matching
rolls, 1 vinyl mat & 1 wall mural. Not practical to list in
any more detail so please come and view or see
photographs. Contents of one shelf
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3152.V - 1 bathroom corner wall cabinet with mirrored door by
Premier RRP £64
3153.V - 1 bathroom corner wall cabinet with mirrored door by
Premier RRP £64
3154.V - 1 electronic instant hot water appliance type BO1002
RRP £299 (water heater only - NO tap included)
3155.V - 1 electronic instant hot water appliance type BO1002
RRP £299 (water heater only - NO tap included)
3156.V - 1 electronic instant hot water appliance type BO1002
RRP £299 (water heater only - NO tap included)
3157.V - 1 white ceramic basin approx 61cm wide
3158.V - 1 white ceramic oval counter top basin by Hudson
Reed 455mm RRP £47
3159.V - 1 white ceramic rectangular counter top basin by
Premier 48cm RRP £50
3160.V - 1 Augustus Riverstone specialty 470mm countertop
basin
3161.V - 1 Augustus Riverstone specialty 470mm countertop
basin
3162.V - 1 white ceramic basin approx 81cm wide
3163.V - 1 white resin recessed basin by Fackelmann type
Vadea 90cm RRP £236
3164.V - 1 white resin recessed basin approx 60cm wide
3165.V - 1 white ceramic U shaped wall hung basin by Belfry
type Ulysses RRP £151
3166.V - 1 white resin recessed basin approx 1m wide
3167.V - 1 wide white resin basin approx 460mm x 1000mm please note front right hand corner is chipped
3168.V - 1 white ceramic basin approx 465mm x 815mm
3169.V - 1 white ceramic basin approx 465mm x 815mm
3170.V - 1 white resin basin with moulded shelf on right hand
side approx 460mm x 1100mm
3171.V - Blank
3172.V - 1 white ceramic recessed basin approx 51cm wide
3173.V - 1 white resin recessed basin approx 355mm x
500mm
3174.V - 1 white resin recessed sink by Poalgi approx 450mm
x 650mm
3175.V - 1 white resin recessed sink by Ellsei / Reginox type
Quadra approx 76cm x 44cm RRP £194
3176.V - 1 white ceramic undermount sink by Reginax type
Tuscany 1.5 bowl approx 54cm wide RRP £187
3177.V - 1 black resin recessed sink with drainer - small crack
in sink edge
3178.V - 1 silver resin recessed sink by Poalgi approx 450mm
x 650mm
3179.V - 1 white ceramic recessed sink with drainer by CDA
type 1 1/2 bowl KC24WH 101cm x 51cm RRP £233 small crack on front edge of sink
3180.V - 1 small basin milled from solid limestone
3181.V - 1 black resin outdoor shower base / tray by Arkema
approx 103cm x 107cm RRP £219
3182.V - 1 wall hung vanity unit by Premier with white ceramic
basin approx 61cm wide RRP £114
3183.V - 1 freestanding vanity unit by Premier with a white
ceramic basin approx 62cm wide RRP £127
3184.V - 1 wall hung vanity unit by All Home with a white
ceramic basin approx 52cm wide RRP £230
3185.V - 1 wall hung vanity unit with a white resin basin
approx 50cm wide
3186.V - 1 wall hung vanity unit by All Home with a white
ceramic basin approx 60cm wide RRP £230
3187.V - 1 wall hung vanity unit by Premier with a white
ceramic basin approx 51cm wide RRP £134
3188.V - 1 freestanding vanity unit with a white resin basin
approx 90cm wide
3189.V - 1 freestanding vanity unit with a white resin basin
approx 50cm wide
3190.V - One wall mount mini vanity unit with a white ceramic
basin by Roca approx 45cm wide RRP £194
3191.V - One wall mounted dark vanity unit by Premier with a
white resin basin approx 80cm wide RRP £239
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3192.V - One wall mounted white vanity unit by Premier with a
white resin basin approx 80cm wide RRP £239
3193.V - A two part free standing white vanity unit with a wide
black glass basin with built-in shelf on right hand side,
approx 1.1 m wide
3194.V - One wall mounted white vanity unit by Premier with a
white resin basin approx 80cm wide RRP £239
3195.V - A wide wall mounted vanity unit with a wide double
bowl white resin basin by Hudson Reed type Quartet
approx 1440mm wide RRP £549 - left hand end of vanity
unit is cracked
3196.V - 1 wall mounted vanity unit with a white ceramic basin
approx 51 cm wide - left hand side of vanity unit is
cracked
3197.V - 1 wall mounted vanity unit with a white resin basin by
Belfry type Charest approx 50cm wide RRP £245
3198.V - 1 free standing vanity unit with a white resin basin by
Belfry type Charest approx 60cm wide RRP £299
3199.V - One wall mounted bathroom cabinet with 2 mirrored
doors
3200.V - One wall mounted stainless steel bathroom cabinet
with one sliding mirrored door
3201.V - 1 wall mounted stainless steel bathroom cabinet with
2 mirrored doors
3202.V - One wall mounted bathroom cabinet with one
mirrored door by Belfry type Chanhassen 50cm x 70cm
RRP £139
3203.V - One wall mounted bathroom cabinet with one
mirrored door by HIB type Etlric 50cm x 70cm RRP £273
3204.V - One wall mounted bathroom cabinet with one
mirrored door & built in LED light by Homcom 50cm x
70cm RRP £87
3205.V - 1 small Gianna bathroom mirror by Belfry RRP £35 &
1 small bathroom cabinet with 2 mirrored doors
3206.V - 1 freestanding vanity unit with a white resin basin
approx 51cm wide
3207.V - 1 freestanding vanity unit by Cassellie with a small
white ceramic basin approx 50cm wide RRP £91, 1 wall
mounted small cabinet by Hudson Reed RRP £51 & 2
soft close toilet seats RRP £14 each
3208.V - 1 white ceramic toilet pan with soft close seat RRP
£92, one wall hung concealed flushing system RRP
£162, a 4 tier stand & 1 white cabinet
3209.V - 1 free standing bathroom vanity unit by Held Mobil
type Cardiff approx 1m wide (requires assembly and no
basin included), 1 high gloss bath end panel RRP £21 &
1 soft close toilet seat RRP £14
3210.V - 1 inset electric fire / heater by Bemodern type 1242
3211.V - 1 inset electric fire / heater by Bemodern type 1105
3212.V - 1 electric fireplace by Homcom type NDY-19CL-E
3213.V - 1 inset electric fire / heater by Fired Up type FF002
Colardo
3214.V - 1 white fire surround with a Bemodern electric fire /
heater type 1174
3215.V - 1 wood effect fire surround with an electric fire /
heater by The Range type NDY-19EIR-E
3216.V - 1 cream fire surround with an electric fire / heater by
Fired Up type EE02 Black
3217.V - 1 white ceramic toilet pan with 1 soft close seat (no
cistern included)
3218.V - 1 freestanding bathroom vanity unit - NO basin
included
3219.V - 1 freestanding bathroom vanity unit by Premier with a
white ceramic Basin approx 62 cm wide RRP £239
3220.V - 1 freestanding bathroom vanity unit - NO basin
included
3221.V - 1 freestanding bathroom vanity unit by Premier type
Athena RRP £95 - NO basin included
3222.V - 1 wall mounted bathroom vanity unit - NO basin
included
3223.V - 1 standard soaking bathtub by Premier type Barmby
RRP £152 - NO panels or legs included
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3224.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various glass screens
/ panels
3225.M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various items
including door lining sets etc
3226.V - 1 pallet containing 4 various shower panels (RRP
£97) / glass doors etc
3227.V - 1 pallet containing various glass screens including
curved and straight
3228.V - 1 freestanding single ended bath tub by Premier type
Crescent 1700mm by 725mm RRP £234 (NO panels or
legs supplied) and 2 non matching bath panels
3229.V - 3 white free standing vanity units - NO basins
included
3230.V - 2 white free standing vanity units - NO basins
included
3231.V - A double width free standing 4 door vanity unit by Old
London approx 1220mm wide - NO basin is included
3232.V - 3 various free standing vanity units - all have some
damage and all have NO basins included
3233.V - 1 shower tray milled from solid limestone approx
1.2m x 80cm
3234.M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various hardwood
offcuts, 2 cabinet type doors with frames etc
3235.V - 1 pallet / crate containing a large quantity of various
off cut wood suitable for firewood (includes some
hardwood)
3236.V - 1 pallet / crate containing a large quantity of various
off cut wood suitable for firewood (includes some
hardwood)
3237.V - 1 pallet containing 4 various stainless steel sinks and
3 various taps
3238.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various bathroom
items including 1 Priano bathroom cabinet (requires
assembly), 1 bathroom cabinet with mirrored door
(requires assembly) etc
3239.V - 2 mirrored bathroom cabinets
3240.V - 1 pallet containing 4 various concealed cistern
cabinets (empty cabinets, no cisterns included)
3241.M - 2 pallets containing a large quantity of metal bolt to
floor table bases / 68cm high columns - type 347-21C NO table tops are included
3242.M - 3 pallets containing a large quantity of metal bolt to
floor table bases / 68cm & 104cm high columns - type
347-21C - NO table tops are included
3243.M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of metal free standing
table bases / 64cm columns - NO table tops are included
3244.M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of metal free standing
table bases / 62cm columns - NO table tops are included
3245.M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of metal free standing
table bases / 100cm columns - NO table tops are
included
3246.M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of metal free standing
table bases / 60cm columns - NO table tops are included
3247.M - 3 pallets containing a quantity of various metal free
standing table bases / columns - This lot is a mixture and
some bases will match columns and some are likely not
to match - NO table tops are included
3248.M - One pallet containing various tabletops, one pallet
containing various seat pads and 3 metal table bases
3249.M - One pallet containing a quantity of various tabletops
- NO bases are included
3250.M - One pallet containing a quantity of various tabletops
- NO bases are included
3251.M - One pallet containing a quantity of various tabletops
- NO bases are included
3252.M - One pallet containing a quantity of various tabletops
- NO bases are included
3253.M - One pallet containing a quantity of various tabletops
- NO bases are included
3254.M - One pallet containing a quantity of various small
circular tabletops - NO bases are included
3255.V - 2 hardwood painted windows with cills, casements,
glass and hinges, each window approx 1.8m x 60cm
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3256.V - A quantity of approx 33 lengths of 7" MDF architrave
& a quantity of approx 37 lengths of 7" MDF skirting
3257.V - 1 large wooden storage box
3258.V - 2 large wooden storage boxes
3259.V - 2 large wooden storage boxes
3260.V - Blank
3261.V - 1 stainless steel factory / workshop wide (3 person)
hand washing station
3262.V - 4 Autorack vehicle shelf units
3263.M - 1 fibreglass pickup canopy with rear hinged window
by Force 10 - suitable for Skoda / VW Caddy pick up
3264.V - 1 pallet containing 2 pieces of slate each approx
1500mm x 1500mm
3265.V - 1 pallet containing 16 pieces of slate, most at
1200mm x 900mm and some at 1000mm x 1000mm - 1
has a cracked corner
3266.V - 1 pallet containing 3 pieces of slate comprising 2 x
approx 1500mm x 900mm & 1 x approx 1800mm x
900mm
3267.V - 1 pallet containing 1 piece of slate approx 1500mm x
900mm
3268.V - 1 pallet containing various pieces of polished stone
kitchen worktop including Cosentino Silestone
3269.V - 1 pallet containing 2 pieces of light coloured polished
stone kitchen worktop approx 89cm x 70cm & 1.33m x
77cm
3270.M - 3 x black bamboo garden screens / panels
3271.M - 3 x black bamboo garden screens / panels
3272.M - 2 willow garden screens each approx 4m x 2m
3273.M - 4 x red bamboo garden screens / panels
3274.M - 4 x red bamboo garden screens / panels
3275.M - 3 x red bamboo garden screens / panels
3276.M - 3 x white bamboo garden screens / panels
3277.M - 3 x white bamboo garden screens / panels
3278.M - 3 x white bamboo garden screens / panels
3279.V - 2 black painted metal fire canopy / hoods
3280.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of metal trunking, a Lin
bin hanging panel etc
3281.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various metal
including angle, tube, threaded bar, box section etc
3282.M - A quantity of Dexion & other type boltless stores type
racking. Contents of 1 stillage & 1 wheeled cage, neither
of which are included.
3283.V - 1 grass course/ pitch brush by TIP type Groom It, 3
point linkage
3284.V - 1 PTO driven triple folding arm spraying unit by
Allman type Farmer, with Comet BP60 pump & 3 point
linkage
3285.V - 4 large wooden crates - NO lids
3286.V - 1 wooden crate containing a quantity of various size
limestone floor tiles - contains approx 18-20 square
metres
3287.V - 1 wooden crate containing a quantity of various size
limestone floor tiles - contains approx 18-20 square
metres
3288.V - 1 wooden crate containing a quantity of various size
limestone floor tiles - contains approx 18-20 square
metres
3289.V - 1 wooden crate containing a quantity of various size
limestone floor tiles - contains approx 18-20 square
metres
3290.V - 1 wooden crate containing a quantity of various size
limestone floor tiles - contains approx 18-20 square
metres
3291.V - 1 wooden crate containing a quantity of various size
limestone floor tiles - contains approx 18-20 square
metres
3292.V - 1 pallet containing various slate work tops & fire
hearths
3293.V - 1 pallet containing 10 slate slabs each approx
900mm x 600mm
3294.V - 1 pallet containing 14 various slate slabs
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3295.V - 1 crate containing a quantity of approx 600 roof
slates each approx 9" X 18"
3296.V - 1 crate containing 46 slate tiles each approx 900mm
x 900mm
3297.V - Blank
3298.V - 1 pallet containing 9 slate slabs each approx
1200mm x 650mm
3299.V - 1 pallet containing 7 slate slabs each approx
1200mm x 650mm
3300.V - 1 pallet containing 5 slate slabs each approx
1500mm x 850mm
3301.V - 1 pallet containing 3 various size slate slabs
3302.V - 1 pallet containing 24 slate tiles each approx 900mm
x 900mm
3303.V - 1 pallet containing 23 slate tiles each approx 900mm
x 900mm
3304.V - 1 pallet containing 12 slate tiles each approx
1200mm x 900mm
3305.V - 1 pallet containing 10 various size slate slabs
3306.V - 1 pallet containing 26 black granite tiles each approx
900mm x 600mm x 2cm thick
3307.M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various size granite
tiles
3308.V - 1 granite ball water garden water feature with pump
3309.V - 1 granite ball water garden water feature with pump
3310.V - 1 granite ball water garden water feature with pump
3311.V - 1 pallet containing 5 various size slate slabs
3312.V - 1 pallet containing 4 various size slate work tops
3313.V - 1 pallet containing 6 various size slate work tops
3314.V - 1 pallet containing 9 slate slabs each approx 800mm
x 800mm
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